


Have YOU Joined
the Well -paid Ranks

of the

TRAINED MEN?
MANY THOUSANDS MORE ARE URGENTLY

NEEDED. PREPARE YOURSELF FOR A

BETTER POSITION AND  BETTER PAY

Ambitious men everywhere have succeeded through
I.C.S. Home Study Courses. So also can you. We
offer you the benefit of our 51 years' matchless ex-

perience as the creative pioneers of
postal instruction., Since our establish-
ment in 1891, nearly 1,000,000 British
men and women have enrolled for
I.C.S. Courses.

The man with an I.C.S. Training in any one of the subjects
listed below knows it thoroughly, completely, practically.
And he knows how to apply it in his everyday work.

Accountancy
Advertising
Aeronautical Engineering
Aero Engine Fitting
Aero Fitting and Rigging
Aeroplane Designing
Air -Conditioning
Architecture
Architectural Drawing
Boiler ma king

-Book-keeping
Building Construction
Building Contracting
Business Training
Business Management
Cabinet Making
Carpentry
Chemical Engineering
Civil Engineering
Clerk of Works
Colliery Overman
Colliery Management
Commercial Art
Concrete Engineering
Cost Accountancy
Diesel Engineering

And most of the Technical, Professional, and Matric Exams.
Special terms for members of H.M. Forces.

If you need technical training, our advice on any matter concerning
your work and your career is yours for the asking-free and without
obligation. Let us send you full information regarding the subject in which you
are specially interested. DON'T DELAY. Make " ACTION " your watchword.

Draughtsmanship
Drawing Office Practice
Electrical Engineering
Engineer in Charge
Erg. Shop Practice
Fire Engineering
Fitting and Turning
Forgeman
Foundry Work
Garage Management
Gas -Power Engineering
Ground Engineer
Heating and Ventilation
Hydraulic Engineering
Insurance
Joinery
Journalism
Machine Designing
Machine -Tool Work
Marine Engineering
Mechanical Drawing
Mechanical Engineering
Mine Electrician
Mine Fireman
Mine Surveying
Mining Engineering

Motor Engineering
Motor Mechanic
Moulding
Patternmaking
Quantity Surveying
Radio Engineering
Radio Servicing
Refrigeration
Salesmanship
Sanitary Engineering
Secretarial Work
Sheet -Metal Work
Steam Engineering
Structural Steelwork
Surveying
Telegraph Engineering
Telephone Engineering
Templating
Textile Designing
Textile Manufacturing
Toolmaking
Turner
Welding
Woodworking
Works Engineering
Works Management

The successful man does to -day what the failure
INTENDS doing to -morrow. Write to us TO -DAY.

..-.Use this Coupon. IIMI111116

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS LTD.
Dept. 95, International Buildings, Kingsway, London, W.C.2..
(Use penny stamp on unsealed envelcpe)

Please send me particulars of your courses in

Name Age

Address ICS
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DANGEf!
THE "FLUXITE

GUINS" AT WORK
" You sound quire perturbed,"

exclaimed 011.
" .4!! you .t>itis are the sam'-

that I know.
Don't get so excited,
It'll soon be FLU XITED,

Then over flue wavelets we go."

See that FLUXITE is always by you -in the house ---garage -
workshop wherever speedy soldering is needed. Used for
30 years in Gov_rnment works and by leading engineers
and manufacturers. 01 ironmongers -in tins SI, 1/4 and 2/8.
Ask to sae the FLUXITE SMALL SPACE SOLDERING SET
complete but substantial complete with full instruction;
8/7. Write for Book on the ART OF " SOFT " SOLDERING
and for Leaflet on CASE -HARDENING STEEL and TEM-

PERING TOOLS with FLUXITE. Price td. each.
TO CYCLISTS Yogi It heels will. NOT keep round and true :lakes I lie shulea
are tied with line Nellie al the eratiings and SOLDERED. This wakes a much I

stroneer wheel. wimple-with ELI:AWE-bet IMPORTANT.

THE FLUXITE GUN is ai-
ways ready to put Fluxite on
the soldering job instantly. A
little pressure places the
right quantity on the right
spot and one charging lasts for
ages. Price 116, or filled 2/6.

FLUXITE Ltd., Dept. P.M.
Bermondsey Street, S.E.I

ALL MECHANICS MU, HAVEN

FLUXITE

All that you: look for
Thousands of model engineers have found that My -
ford Lathes are ideal for their requirements and offer
the widest scope for their abilities. These machines
embody the latest principles of design and are manu-
factured by the most up-to-date methods under strict

supervision. Accuracy, sturdiness
and quality of materials are amply
proved by the high standard of
work carried out by enthusiastic
users. For the present, Myford
Lathes are only available to holders
of M.T.C. permits and delivery
periods are subject to the decision

of the Control.

MYFORD ENGINEERING CO.., LTD.
BEESTON, NOTTS. 'Phone : Beeston 34222 (3 lines)

78-13
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Modern Workshop Practice
By F. JOHNSTONE TAYLOR

780 PAGES 542 ILLUSTRATIONS
This complete compendium of practical teaching on Modern Workshop Practice contains
trade knowledge indispensable for Engineers, Apprentices, Improvers, and all engaged

in Engineering Trades.

FREE APPROVAL is the Best Test of Value
LIST OF

MEASUREMENTS AND MEASURING MACHINES
MEASURING TOOLS
GAUGES AND GAUGE SYSTEMS
CQINIMON WORKSHOP TOOLS
BENCH WORK
MATERIALS :-CAST IRON
HEAT TREATMENT OF METALS
SOLDERING, BRAZING AND LACQUERING
LATHES
TOOL HOLDERS
LATHE -TOOLS, SPEEDS AND FEEDS
LATHE ACCESSORIES
TURNING
SCREWS AND SCREW CUTTING
TURRET LATHES

THE CONTENTS
CAPSTAN AND TURRET LATHE TOOLS
PLAIN AND UNIVERSAL MILLING
GEAR AND GEAR CUTTING
GEAR ROBBING AND PLANING MACHINES
BORING AND SLOTTING MACHINES
PLANING, SHAPING AND DRILLING
PLANING AND UNIVERSAL GRINDING
FORGE TOOLS AND PROCESSES
WELDING
SPECIAL GRINDERS: FIVE IVIACIONES
THE ENGINEER'S SQUARE: THREE TYPES OF STEEL

SQUARES AND A COMBINATION SQUARE DESCRIBED
TESTING A TRY -SQUARE
TABLES (Measures, Rules, etc.)
INDEX OF 2,000 ITEMS

FREE EXAMINATION FORM NO CHARGE AND Ni)
(*LIGATION TO ORDER

To VIRTUE & CO., LTD., P.M. Dept., Crown Chambers. Upper. Parliament Street. Nottingham
Please send me "MODERN WORKSHOP PRACTICE." Price 17/6. I will return it in one week

or send you 3/6 deposit. and the balance by monthly payments of 3/6. (Cash Price 16/6.)

Signature

Address

-Rm." Occupation

Send this Form in unsealed envelope, stamped Id.

For your
Winter Photography

Do your own Developing and Printing
You will be surprised how easy it is
and the " thrills " it will give you.
The AZOL Time and Temperature De-
veloping Tables show the exact time any
film requires to be correctly developed.
These are enclosed with each bottle.
3 -oz. bottle AZOL makes 75 to 300

ozs. 213

JOHNSON & SONS, Manufacturing Chemists LTD

SPECIAL OFFER!
For a 213 P.O. Johnsons
will send you post free
(G.0. only) a trial set of
chemicals, including I -oz.
bottle of AZOL, to develop
eight spools 21 in. by.

31 in., 4 -oz. tin ACID -

FIXING, making 30-60 oz.
solution, one packet
AMIDOL DEVELOPER,
enough for 2 to 3 dozen
bromide or gaslight prints.
Address : Dept. 41.

., HENDON, N.W.4

To Young Men
(AGE 16-19)

ACOMMISSION for you! As an engineer -officer in
tomorrow's mechanised Army, the Royal Navy, or the

R.A.F. Your technical training, with maintenance, free.
A foundation fora career in or out of the Services.
Many more technical officers will soon be required for the
fighting services. To have charge of the machines of war --
guns, tanks, planes, marine machinery. Tomorrow's needs
are being met today by the training of picked young men.
Hence the establishment of

ENGINEERING CADETSHIPS
open to youths aged 16, 17, 18, 19, who

1. Left school before October, 1942 ;
2. Are not already engaged in any branch of engineering;
3. Have obtained at least their School Certificate, with credit

in Mathematics, or General, Science, or Physics. (Boys from
Scotland must have the equivalent.)

IF YOU are qualified as above, and are keen on mechanics, send for a
form of application. If accepted for a cadetship you will receive Free

. Training, home based, with liberal maintenance allowance. !Sever before
has such an offer been made to lads. fn your country's interest, as well as
in your own, consider carefully this opportunity.

Write for an explanatory leaflet, marking your envelope
"Engineering Cadetships," to:

THE MINISTRY OF LABOUR & NATIONAL SERVICE
SARDINIA STREET, LONDON, W.C.2

Issued by the Ministry of Labour & National, Service
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IT TELLS HOW
TO MAKE YOUR
FUTURE SECURE

In the more competitive days of peace, technical training will be a vital necessity to the
Engineer who wishes to safeguard his position and make advancement. " ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES " will show you how to secure this all-important technical
training quickly and easily in your spare time. This 112 -page book is full of valuable
information and explains the simplest way of preparing for recognised Examinations.
Among the courses described are :

A.M.I.Mech.E.
Inst. of Production Engineers.
Mechanical Engineering.
Draughtsmanship.
Tracing.
Works Management.
Jig and Tool Design.
Maintenance Engineering.
Diesels.
Inspection.

Special

A.M.I.E.E. A.F.R.Ae.S.
City and Guilds. Air Ministry Licences.
Electrical Engineering. Aeronautical Engineering.
Installations. A.M.I.A.E.
Electricity Supply. Repair Certificates.
A.M.I.C.E. Automobile Engineering.
Civil Engineering. Garage Management.
Structural Design. A.M.Brit.I.R.E.
L.I.O.B. Wireless.
Building Construction. Radio Servicing.
Clerk of Works. Television, etc., etc.

Courses for London Matriculation and R.A.F. Mathematics
If you are earning less than £10 a week you cannot afford to miss reading " ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES " ; it tells you everything you want to know to secure your future,
and describes many chances you are now missing. In your own interests we advise you
to write (or forward the coupon) for your copy of this enlightening guide to well -paid
posts NOW-FREE and post free.

WE DEFINITELY
GUARANTEE

" NO PASS
--NO FEE"

II!_ l MO IMMO OM

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY !
410a, Shakespeare House, Stratford Place, London, W.1. I

Please forward FREE and post free your 112 -page handbook " ENGINEERING
I OPPORTUNITIES."

O OM/ IMMO MIMI MEP IMP /OMB IMM mos mmi wee rim mu ma emu IMO mmil

THE B.I.E.T. IS THE LEADING INSTITUTE OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD
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SUBSCRIPTION RATES

Inland Its. per annum. 
-Abroad - - 10s. 6d. per annum.
Canada 10s. per annum.
Editorial and Advertisement Office : Practical

Mechanics," George Newnes, Ltd.
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, ri.C.2

'Phone : Temple Bar 4363
Telegrams : Newnes, Rand, London.

Registered at. the O.P.O. for transmission by
Canadian Magazine Post.

Copyright kali drawings, photographs and articles
published in " Practical Mechanics " is specially
reserved throughout the countries signatory to the
Berne Convention and the U.SA. Reproductions or
imitations of any of these are therefore expressly

tbrbidden.
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PRACTICAL
MECHANICS

Owing to the paper shortage " The Cyclist," " Practical Motorist," and "Home Movies " are
temporarily incorporated.

Editor : F. J. CAMM

VOL. X. DECEMBER, 1942 No. Ill

FAIR COMMENT BY THE EDITOR

Technical CoMmissions
THE Government has announced the

foundation of Engineering Cadetships
leading to technical commissions in

the Fighting Services. These Cadetships
will be open to youths age x6 to /9 inclusive
who have left school with at least a School
Certificate including a credit in mathe-
matics, physics, or science, and who are not
employed in any branch of engineering.
Successful applicants will be given courses in
engineering at technical colleges before being
allocated to the Forces for training as technical
officers.

Applications will be received by local
Appointments Offices of the Ministry of
Labour and National Service, or by the
Appointments Department, Sardinia Street,
W.C.2.

Mechanical warfare makes unprecedented
demands on our resources of technical
personnel, not only for the design and pro-
duction of weapons, but also for their mainten-
ance and repair in the Services. We are now
on the threshold of the offensive phase, and
the trend of recent fighting emphasises the
importance of the Engineer Officer. To -day
he is right in the frontline; it may be a tank
battle, or an aircraft carrier, or an airfield.
Engineers of professional grades are needed
to ensure the maximum production of
armaments, but they are needed also to ensure
that the maintenance requirements in the
Forces shall keep pace with the supply of
equipment from industry. Measures for
securing the supply of such men for all war
purposes are worked out by the Technical
Personnel Committee, which is a committee
under the chairmanship of Lord Hankey,
with representatives of the Ministry of
Labour and of the Service, Supply and
Education Departments.
State Bursary Scheme

The State Bursary Scheme at Universities
and the Intensive Training Scheme for the
Higher Certificate at technical colleges are
now firmly established and are producing a
very substantial number of trained engineers.'
In addition, a considerable number of young
engineers are being withdrawn from civilian
work to be commissioned as technical
officers in the Fighting Services. The
Technical Personnel Committee has, however,
come to the conclusion that all these schemes,
even when they attain their maximum output,
will not be enough and that a fresh source of
supply must be found. The scheme of
Engineering Cadetships has therefore been
planned ; its success will reduce the future
demands of the Services upon the personnel
of productive industry.

The Institution of Mechanical Engineers
has stated that Engineering Cadets who

Chanc.e for Youth -

successfully complete their course will be
exempted from Sections A and B of the
Associate Membership examination. Boys
satisfying the conditions mentioned and -

who make application will be considered for
interview by a Selection Board on which all
three Services will be repiesented. Those
judged by the Board to have the personality
and other qualities required for potential
technical officers will be accepted for
Cadetships subject to medical examination.
On acceptance, cadets will be required to
sign an undertaking to complete their training,
and this undertaking must be countersigned
by the cadet's parents or guardians.

Training
The training of cadets will be carried out

under the directions of the Education Depart-
ments. So far as can be arranged, each cadet
will attend a technical college near his home.
Cadets will cover during their courses in the
technical colleges the basic engineering
science required in the Associate Membership
examinations of either the Institution of
Mechanical Engineers or the Institution of
Electrical Engineers. During his training a
cadet will be a member of one of the pre -
Service organisations or of the Home Guard.
Membership of a particular organisation will,
however,' not necessarily determine the
Service in which a cadet will be commissioned
upon the completion of his training.

Cadets will attend periodic lectures by
Service officers and visits will be arranged
to technical units and workshops.

Tenure of an Engineering Cadetship will
be subject to satisfactory progress and con-
duct. Training will, as a rule, continue until
the age of 2o. The length and character of
the training of cadets will be adjusted to
their age and educational qualifications. In
general cadets aged 18 or 19 will attend
courses of training at technical colleges for
x8 to 24 months ; cadets aged 17 will attend
similar courses for two years and six months.
Boys of 16 will receive preliminary instruction
at an appropriate technical college or other
institution. When the grant of new Engineer-
ing Cadetships ceases; a cadet who has not
then completed his training may be called
upon to do so ; if not so called upon anclehe
wishes to complete the course which he has
'begun his cadetship will be continued to
enable him to do so,

Educational Fees
The Government will pay the necessary

educational fees and allow each cadet a
maintenance grant of L140 a year (in .1...ondon
Lx6o a year) if he has to live away from home,
or £75 a year (in London k90 a year) if he
lives at home.

Upon the successful completion of his
cadetship a cadet will become a member of
one of the Fighting Services and will receive
special training in that Service. He will then
be qualified to receive a commission as a
technical officer. Every successful cadet will
be equipped to give outstanding service to
our cause in time of war and to obtain for
himself a foundation for a professional career
in time of peace.

The standard of ability and character
required of cadets will necessitate very careful
selection in the award of cadetships, but
every boy who is eligible for consideration
should not hesitate to make application at
once for an Engineering Cadetship. Forms of
application can be obtained from the Ministry
of Labour and National Service, Sardinia
Street, London, W.C.2, or from any of the
Appointments Offices as shown below.
Requests for forms of application should be
marked on the envelope " Engineering
Cadetships."

Appointments Offices
London : Sardinia Street, Kingsway,

W.C.2 ; Brighton : 74, The Drive, Hove,
Sussex ; Tunbridge Wells : 31, Upper
Grosvenor Road, Tunbridge Wells, Kent ;
Cambridge : Regional Office, Sidney Sussex
College,. Cambridge ; Colchester : 31, John
Street, Colchester, Essex ; Norwich : 48,
Prince of Wales Road, Norwich ; Oxford :
Exeter College Annexe, Turl Street, Oxford ;
Reading : to, Kendrick Road, Reading,
Berks ; Southampton : so -t2, Westwood
Road, Southampton ; Bristol : t, Apsley
Road, Clifton, Bristol 8 ; Plymouth : x,
Thorn Park Villas, Mannamead, Plymouth ;
Birmingham : 66i, Corporation Street, Bir-
mingham 2 ; Coventry : 12, Manor Road,
Coventry ; Wolverhampton : 3, Queen Street,
Wolverhampton, Staffs ; Nottingham, 4o,
Parliament Street, Nottingham ; Bradford :
Britannia House, Broadway, Bradford ; Hull;
Fitzwilliam Buildings, Alfred Gelder Street,
Hull ; Leeds : Lloyds Bank Chambers,
Vicar Lane, Leeds ; Sheffield : The White
Building, Fitzalan Square, Sheffield ; Liver-
pool: Cotton Exchange, Bixteth Street,
Liverpool; Manchester: Royal Exchange
Buildings, Bank Street, St. Anne Square,
ManChester ; Preston : 32, West Cliff;
Preston, Lanes Newcastle -on -Tyne : 38,
Great North Road, Newcastle -on -Tyne 2 ;
Aberdeen : 8o, union Street, Aberdeen ;
Dundee : 3o, Meadowside, Dundee ; Edin-
burgh : 41, Manor Place, Edinburgh 3 ;
Glasgow : 145, St. Vincent Street, Glasgow ;
Cardiff : 49, The Parade, Cardiff ; Swansea ,
Metropola - Chambers, Salubrious Passage,
Wind Street, Swansea; Wrexham : 3o :
Grosvenor Road, Wrexham, Denbighshire.
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if We Visited the
Moon

This article is not so fantastic as it sounds. In all probability it
will not be many centuries now-wars and " crises " permitting

before the first rocket leaves for the moon. Soon afterwards,
no doubt, the pioneer newsreel cameraman will follow to take

ti the most sensational photographs ever known. Here Professor
A. M. Low describes the conditions likely to be encountered by
the explorers. Professor Low, among other things, is President
of the Interplanetary Society, President of the Institute of
Patentees and inventor of the first radio -controlled aeroplane.

ONCE upon a time, as the fairy tales say,
it was considered very wrong for any
scientist to hint that the future could

be predicted. Not predicted in the fashionable
manner of those who connect one's existence
with a tall man and a dark moustache-
rather in the sense that scientific efforts can
be foreseen, and are very definitely useful as
part of ordinary research.

Electrical engineers forecast the probable
demands upon their station's current output
by the simple process of plotting curves, by
visualising the rate at which supplies have
been increased, and by noting points on this
curve of progress. They say, " if for zo
years, each month has shown a r per cent.
increase in output, it is reasonable to suppose
that, other things being equal, another r
per cent. increase will occur in the next
month." Even stockbrokers adopt this
method. Technicians knew the exact pressure
at which hydrogen could be liquefied long
before the apparatus was available to secure
such a result in practice. The automobile
engineer knew the temperature in the cylinder

Our artist's impression of a rocket -
ship travelling through space towards

the moon.

of an engine, by plotting curves
between the rate of temperature
rises in conjunction with positive
movement, years before these flaming gases
were introduced to a thermometer.

Prejudice
Now all this had a very great bearing upon

the, at present fantastic, idea that films of a 
Martian world will one day, in the far dim
future, be made possible. Always assuming
that we can rid our minds of that horrid,
thing called prejudice, and remember that we'
are still very little better than savages-
wild men, with hair on our bodies, thrOats
which closely resemble those of our ancestor
the fish, nails and claws like any other in. -
habitant of this earth. There are many
classic examples of prejudice. Only 6o years
ago in some countries poor old women were
accused by children of witchcraft or of turn-
ing themselves into rabbits, and other strange
practices. On this evidence they were
wrapped in sheets and dragged through horse
ponds, suffering death at the stake if they

chanced not to sink.
Eighty years ago doc-
tors said that a speed
of 6o m.p.h. would be
fatal to the hunian
heart, the Admiralty
agreed thatstelni would
be fatal to the British
Navy, and, almost
latterly, a great wireless
expert opined that radio
would never have any
commercial value !

It seems strange that
with such glaring cases
of stupidity a love of
the antique should have
so retarded civilisation
when 6o years agO the
craftsmen existed who
could have easily made
a radio set, and only
lack of imagination
prevented this inven-
tion. I haVe been re-
minding myself that
Antony might easily
have met Cleopatra as
she stepped from a

Handley Page boinber,
while only the accident
of time has prevented
us from possessing a
gramophone record of
his funeral oration for
Caesar.

Life on Mars !
Those people who

say pyramids are won-
derful cannot realise

that they could be built to -morrow if it
were worth while, and if we did not mind
bricking up a few odd slaves during con-
struction. It is a valuable lesson to look
at an illustrated paper of zo years ago
and to note that change is the only factor
in life which we can appreciate. So let us
consider our films on Mars and our trips to
the moon. Remember that it is vanity which
makes us believe that the only life must
exist on earth-. Human life is not necessarily
important, and I believe that if we had never
seen a fish we might say they were impossible
creatures, and how could life exist without
air to breathe ?

In Mars there is water, oxygen, and
warmth. Why should there not be life ?
Perhaps on that older planet there is better
life than our own. Just as Africa has pro-
duced people of a different colour, so it may
chance that as life developed from the sea to
produce animals and ourselves as branches of
the same tree, totally different forms of sentient
being may Jive, and fight, and love. In
Mars the conditions may have developed
creatures who see by heat, whose touch may
be more delicate than that of the worm, whose
hearing may be by some vibrational move-
ment as infinitely different from our own as
that of a bird when compared to our own
relative deafness.

Conditions on the Moon
On the moon there is very little oxygen;

and I think that it is in lunar regions that
" interplanetary " films will be first obtained
in some dim distant age. But we can see
very easily what conditions will be met for
we know that, to take one example, gravity is
less than upon the earth. The cameraman
would find it easier to run than to walk. Each
little step might carry him far into the air.
His body will be so relatively light that the
hardest rock would feel more comfcrtable
than a feather bed, and he would live in a
perpetual mask fed by oxygen as though he
were passing through some gigantic A.R.P.
test of the most atrocious kind. Even now,
there is an Interplanetary Society with
branches all over the world, realising that if
such research is foolish it would be infinitely
more stupid not to undertake it while there is
still time.

Rocket-like Space Ship
Even the journey will be an adventure far

greater than anything yet conceived by the
mind of 'Ilan. The cameraman will travel
in a rocket-like vessel, propelled like a rocket
and carrying no wings. A system, inci-
dentally, which has appealed to such experts
as Lindbergh and Roe for ordinary aeroplanes,
a system already operated on many successful
terrestrial flight experiments. This space
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a rocket flying -ship, which was
demonstrated' on the Continent a

few years ago.

ship will start from the earth, not like
the bullet from a gun in which the occupants
would inevitably be crushed, but by in-
creasing velocity as the solid propulsive fuel
is gradually ignited by electrical means.
Steering will be through side jets or through
rockets, and the cost has been estimated for
the return journey at approximately £250,000.
Not much more than that for a small ship
which sails for New York and at a cost not
much greater than a trip by rocket to New
York, itself an almost more difficult problem.

In such a space machine there will be a
period when no normal gravity applies.
Unless the ship were given a twisting motion
the occupants might float about inside for
several days, and although the -total time
occupied in the journey would be rather less
than a week, a speed of nearly 33,000 m.p.h.
would have to be given to the shell for the
first four minutes, in order that the load of
fuel carried would not be excessive. From
this point onwards the velocity would be
sufficient (I am quoting- entirely from the
records of the Interplanetary Society's Re-
search Director) to carry the machine into an
orbit where the gravity of the moon would
draw them towards its surface. It is a fear-
some thing to realise that without gravity
it might be difficult to swallow -or to eat half-
way across the void, and to realise that until
oxygenated foods had been invented, the
film unit would have to live entirely on its
own imported oxygen. Wonderful perhaps,
but not more wonderful than what we see

all around us already accomplished by
Nature, and by man.

Camera Requirements
Some of the conditions to be met by the

cameraman of the future are certainly some-
what queer. His instruments will be carried
in carefully padded boxes, and en route he
will be insulated from heat and cold as though
he were in some form of vacuum flask. On
the sunlit side of the moon he would be
reasonably comfortable, but in the shadows he
would suffer very much from cold in spaces
where there was no air to distribute the heat.
I think he would find it very difficult to fall
down and hurt himself, and I am sure that if
he dropped his camera, it would fall as softly
as a bit of down. Mountain climbing would
be most attractive for he could leap 20
or 3o ft. at a time in comfort. I am
told that in his trip he will be as safe from
meteors in the vastness of space as one is in a
London street from the chance fall of an
aeroplane in the sky.

Every detail has been calculated by the
Interplanetary technical committee men, who
have prepared for this trip for many years.
They say there is not the slightest doubt of
success, if only money was available to an
extent which is often used to finance two or
three famous films. Even the amount of
fuel required has been calculated. It is. in
the region of 900 tons of which 5o are used
to overcome air resistance on leaving the
earth during the first 20 miles. One
hundred tons would be sufficient to liftthe'
load for 300 miles, while the remainder is
used to overcome the earth's gravitation and
to build up the velocity of the rocket ship.

Fantastic Conditions
It could indeed be a strange land for our

film. Far stranger than any country on
earth-a world with no atmosphere, no seas
and no soil-a country in which we would
have to employ our whole energy in producing
the very things that Nature gives so freely
upon this earth. But physical work would
be easy in a plane where gravity is relatively
unknown. Oxygen to breathe, water to
drink, carbon dioxide and hydrogen to feed
plants would have to be made with difficulty
from rock, so that these commodities, free to
us, would be as valuable as gold on the surface
of the moon.

Conditions would be fantastically different

from those we know. At low air pressures tea
could only be made in an autoclave and
drunk almost at once before it could cool.
Trains would all be driven by electricity, while
roller skates or even pogo sticks would be a
safe means of travel. An occasional night's
sleep, perhaps, is stated by authorities to
be all that is necessary about once a month, to
satisfy our habit. It is said that weather will
be non-existent, with winter sports every
morning and cooling drinks in the afternoon.

Million Horse -power Jets
One must not be too confident, but I

believe that when the space men first step
from the hemispherical room in the nose of
the vessel from which most of the million
horse -power gas jets had been jettisoned on
the way, they would find a mass of shimmering
sunlit rocks beside which the richest flower
gardens of the earth would be dowdy waste
land. Above this brilliantly lit landscape
will be a jet black sky, spangled with an
incredible number of vividly coloured un-
twinkling stars. The night would be a
blaze of glory by earth light sixty times as
bright as full moonlight, radiating from an
apparently gleaming earth-solid looking,
blue -white, misted and ringed with red.

Tennis would be a game so fast only a few
would dare attempt it. Ice hockey must be
reduced to a crawl and football so slow as to
seem ridiculous. Golf might be possible
with a smoke bomb for a ball after a moderate
driveof three miles, while bare -fisted boxing
might be a gentle pastime if the ring was
covered with a net to prevent the recipient
of an upper -cut sailing over the audience.

Ait and Water
Fountain pens might be cheaper than

pencils, and sheets of aluminium might take
the place of paper. Champagne would be no
dearer than tea, but tobacco might be entirely
prohibited, owing to the high cost of replacing
the polluted air. As far as can be seen, air
and water would be part of a social service
supply, and income tax must undoubtedly
exceed 18s. in the £.

On second thoughts I have decided to take
these figures from my friends of the Inter-
planetary Society for granted, for although
I shall certainly attend the first lunar news
film, I am determined to encourage a number
of people (whose names I will gladly provide
in confidence) to make this trip.

An impression of a " space -ship" of the future.
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The Gas -turbine Car
Will the Gas Turbine Take the Place of the Present-day Internal-combustion Engine ?

THE following notes give particulars of
some promising research work and
achievements by the Swiss firms of

Brown-Boveri and Sulzer Brothers. As is
well known to our readers, the motor -car
engine of orthodox design has attained a
surprising degree of perfection. It is reliable,
economical and silent in operation. Its
resistance to wear and tear, its care and
maintenance, and its cost of production can,
even under present circumstances, be
regarded in a much more favourable light than

7
Fig. 1.-Principle of the Brown-Boveri gas turbine -
operated locomotive : The gases used ' for propulsion
originate from the combustion chamber (3), and after
they have been mixed with cooling air they enter and
actuate the gas turbine (4). In its turn the gas turbine
drives the turbo -compressor (1), which supplies both the
air needed in the combustion chamber (3) and the air
required for cooling. Finally, by means of a set of
gearing (5), the turbine also drives the generator (6),
which produces the current needed to operate the electric
motors of the locomotive. Before entering the combustion
chamber, the air required for combustion is pre -heated
by means of a sleeve through which are passed the

exhaust gases (2).

we could have ventured to luipe. for not so
very long ago. And yet the present-day
petrol -fuelled engine is still far from being
rightly entitled to claim that it represents the
ideal motor -car power unit. Indeed, if it is
considered not from the standpoint of its
present capabilities, but rather from that of
the performance which could justifiably be
expected from it, the conclusion is that it
still has quite a number of shortcomings to
make good. In the' first place, it still com-
prises far too many intricate components
which increase its cost of manufacture, and
make it a rather delicate piece of mechanism.
Some of its working parts are still running
under very poor conditions as regards lubrica-
tion, and they wear out prematurely. The
pistons and their reciprocal motions within
the cylinders do not very well lend them-
selves to great rotational speeds, and
they accordingly pre-
vent the attainment of
very high specific effici-
encies. Moreover, a con-
siderable proportion of
the heat developed by
the combustion of the
fuel escapes without serv-
ing any useful purpose,
which is sheer waste.

For these reasons, and
many others yet, we may
be allowed to expect that,
sooner or later, the pis-
ton -operated engine of
the present time will
almost certainly give way
to another type of power
unit. But the question
may be asked, what will
the new engine of the
future be like ?
The Gas Turbine

If, pending further de-
vel opments, i t be assumed

that petrol as we know it, or any liquid
fuel of a similar' nature, will for the time
being continue to be the fuel preferred for
direct combustion, it is the gas turbine
which, first and foremost, commands the
attention of technicians as a means of
propulsion. What wonderful strides forward
would it not enable the technique of motor-
car construction to accomplish as a result
of its adoption. Apart from the advantage
of compactness, the gas turbine would make
enormous capacities in terms of horse-

power readily available. The construc-
tion of motor -cars would be very
considerably simplified : the adoption
of the gas turbine would reduce main-
tenance to a negligible quantity, and
make breakdowns almost impossible.
Moreover, the operation of the gas
turbine is practically free from noise
and vibration.

On the
simple and
highly attrac-
tive this solu-
tion may
appear to be,
i t s transla-
tion into
practi ca
engineering
h a s unfor-
tunately
proved so far
a matter of
great diffi-

other hand, however

culty. For
many years past a
host of inventors,
de signers and
engineering firms
have been hard ate
work on the
problem without
much success,
and until a comparatively recent date only a
very few examples of turbines of that type
were in actual operation. These machines
were of very large dimensions. They were
regarded more like curiosities than as
achievements of really practical value, so
that, in short, the modern Diesel engine
was preferred to them.

The construction of internal-combustion
turbines comes against two essential diffi-
culties : how to ensure efficient protection of

II I

the driving parts of the turbine against the
effects of the heat, and how to secure a
reasonable degree of efficiency. On the other
hand, the practical execution of the combus-
tion chamber also gives rise to certain thorny
problems.

It now appears that the research depart-
ments of leading Swiss engineering firms
have devised for these problems solutions
which will probably prove to be of very
considerable importance for the future oevelop-
ment of the combustion turbine. Here is a
brief survey of the essential. points involved.

Essential Points
For some time past, Messrs. Brown-

Boveri, of Baden, had been using gas iurbines
for the purpose of utilising the exhaust gases
originating from their Velox steam boiler
This type of turbine yields the entire output
obtainable from such exhaust gases up to a

Fig. 3.-Diagram of a Sulzer
engine and turbine plant. The
two-stroke cycle Diesel engine (D) is
supplied with super -compressed air
from the compressor V, which latter

. absorbs nearly all the power developed.
T But the exhaust gases, the temperature

of which does not exceed 45o to 500
II degrees (Gel.), actuate the turbine,T,

the output (or efficiency) of which is
higher than that of the engine D. F-
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Fig. 2.-Diagrammatic section of the new Brown-Boveri turbine -driven locomotive :

(A) Combustion chamber. (B) Gas turbine. (C) Turbo -compressor. (D) Preheater. (E) Set
of gearing. (F) Generator. (G) Auxiliary frame. (1) and (2) Inlets for combustion air
and cooling air, respectively. (3) Inlet for fuel (heavy oil). (4) Mixing chamber for
propelling gas. (5) Inlet for exhaust gases into preheater. (6) Exhaust gas outlet. (7) Air

inlet. (8) and (9) Pipe for compressed air.

)

compressor whose function
it is to supply corn -
pressed air in large quan-

, titles to the combustion
chamber of the Velox
boiler. In that particular
instance, it is not necessary

I-

that the turbine should
operate in any particular rational manner to
ensure an already appreciable improvement -
in the efficiency of the whole plar t. In
fact, it constitutes only a useful accessory.
But starting from that exhaust gas turbine, the
firm's technicians have been working assidu-
ously so as to design gas turbine of improved
construction, ensuring more economical per-
formance and capable of being used henceforth
as an independent source of energy. Conse-
quently, they just eliminated the steam

generator of the Velox
boiler equipment, and
subsequently the steam
engine itself. As hitherto, ,

the gas turbine makes it
possible to obtain the
gases required for its
operation, by reason of
the fact that it continues
to drive the turbo -com-
pressor whose function
is to blow air into the
combustion chamber, the
latter being supplied with -
heavy oil as fuel.

No doubt, the turbo -
compressor still absorbs
a large proportion of
the power developed by
the turbine, but there
nevertheless remains a
certain surplus amount
of power which can be
used as required. This
will certainly prove to
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be the signal for future striking developments
in modern gas turbine design. In order to
protect its driving mechanism against destruc-
tive contact with the very hot gases which come
out direct from the combustion chamber, a
portion of the air supplied by the compressor
can be by-passed from the combustion chamber
and mixed with the combustion gaseS, thereby
lowering their temperature. The expenditure
of energy required to ensure the injection of
the cooling air is, however, rather consider-
able. Yet, this notwithstanding, the machine
is already operating with a reasonable degree
of efficiency.

Turbine -driven Locomotive
The first large turbine of that type was

the technical sensation of the National
Exhibition at Zurich. It was intended for
the city of Neuchatel stand-by thermal -.-
power station. Hardly two years later, in the
autumn of last year, Messrs. Brown-Boveri
distinguished themselves again by presenting
to the world the first gas turbine operated
locomotive.

The constructional principle of that loco-
motive clearly appears from the general
erection diagram, Fig. i. The gas turbine
develops not less than 8,20o h.p., whereof
6,000 h.p. is absorbed by the compressor
alone. But this leaves a margin of 2,200 h.p.
available for traction purposes, which-in

w of the conditions under whichvie

gases emitted by an internal-combustion
engine in which combustion is carried to such
a point that the engine merely acts as a pro -a
ducer of gases, while the turbine is used to
supply the motive power properly so-called.

The point of departure of that new solution

the locomotive is used, may be
considered as highly satisfactory.
Wtih its thermal efficiency of a per
cent., the turbine driven locomotive

e

referred to above does not yet attain k4" 7'7'7 7"/
the commercial economy of the
Diesel type ; but it already exceeds that of
the steam -operated engine.

The application of this solution to road
vehicles by simply reducing the equipment
down to appropriate dimensions is provision-
ally precluded owing to the fact that trans-
mission of the power to the wheels is effected
by means of a generating set; the dynamo
and motor would make the whole plant too
heavy. But since it has been found that the
gas turbine is capable of practical utilisation
under certain conditions, there does not
seem to be any reason why the day should
not come when it will perhaps be possible
to adapt it for practical use in the construction
of motor -cars. There is no doubt that its
degree of efficiency and specific power can
be greatly improved. In the case of the Brown-
Boveri locomotive the driving gases enter the
turbine at a temperature of 55o to 65o deg.
C. (Fig. 2). It would suffice to design driving
parts better able to withstand the effects of
heat in order proportionately to reduce the
quantity of cooling air to be added to the com-
bustion gases and, accordingly, the sum of 
energy required by the compressor. Even
minor improvements in that direction would
produce beneficial results. It has been cal-
culated that the thermal efficiency of the
Brown-Boveri locomotive would be raised
from 18 per cent. to 35 per cent. if its turbine
could operate no longer at the temperature
above mentioned, but at goo deg. Celsius.
The future of the gas turbine therefore
depends essentially upon the temperature of
the combustion gases.

A New Solution
But there is yet another method for increas-

ing the degree of commercial economy and the
reliability in operation of the turbine without
having recourse to the solution devised by
Messrs. Brown-Boveri, that is to say, without
sacrificing a portion of the power developed
by the turbine. That other method is now the
subject matter of highly interesting and
promising trials carried out by Messes.
Sulzer Brothers, of Winterthur.

In principle, it consists in using the exhaust

Ng. 4 -Diagram of a Sulzer engine and
turbine plant in which the propelling gas is
obtained from an engine without crankshaft or
so-called "free piston engine." (a) Diesel
piston. (b) Compressor piston. (c) Suction valve.
(d) Compression valve. (e) Injection nozzle.
(f) Inlet port. (g) Exhaust port. (h) Propelling
gas pipe. (i) Gas turbine. (k) Generator. (1)
Auxiliary turbine. (in) Preliminary comprCssor.

was the two-stroke cycle Diesel engine. After
each stroke, the cylinders in this type of
engine are normally scavenged by an inflow of

compressed air. The scavenging air if sup-
plied from a compressor of the piston or the
rotary type, which is usually driven off the
engine crankshaft. What happens if the power
of the scavenging inflow is increased by
making use of super -compressed air ? Thus
each cylinder will be enabled to consume
more fuel and the power developed by the
engine will increase. But, at the same time,
the air compressor will necessarily absorb
more power. Actual tests have shown that
scavenging the cylinders with air compressed
to 5 or 6 atmospheres will absorb the entire
power developed by the engine, which latter
would accordingly become useless-if its
exhaust eases were not utilised in their turn.
Now it has been proved that these exhaust
gases can be used efficiently. In fact, the
gas turbine will develop a sum of power
appreciably higher than that derived from
the compressed air generating and gas
producing engine, if that engine were not
artificially super -compressed.

The gas turbine operates with absolute
reliability, when fed with exhaust gases, the
temperature of which does not exceed 450
to 500 deg. Celsius. Actually, such a power
unit has a thermal efficiency ranging from
35 to 4o per cent. (Fig. 3).

On the basis of this principle, all sorts .
of interesting variants are offered for our choice.
Thus, for instance, the Diesel engine can be
reduced in size so that it should act solely
as a producer of exhaust gases, and the duty
of driving the air compressor can be left to
the gas turbine. In.that case, the construction
of the Diesel engine can be appreciably
simplified. The crankshaft can be eliminated
and the design made to comprise an engine
based on the principle of a pump with free
pistons. This principle is clearly illustrated
in Fig. 4. A simple articulated coupling
device ensures that each of the two pistons
working in the same cylinder moves in
opposite directions. Reversal of the motion
is effected at the internal dead -point of the
pistons as the result of the explosion occurring
between the two pistons, and at the external
dead -point by the cushions of compressed
air which force the pistons back again towards
the interior.-By the courtesy of the Swiss
journal, " Touring."

G.E.C. Philplug
SINCE its introduction the versatility of

Philplug has been rapidly recognised.
Its uses are manifold, and the fact that

it is simply and quickly manipulated makes it
an effective time-saver.

Briefly, it is a plastic asbestos compound
which can be used for all wall -plugging
operations, for anchoring
machines to the floor, andrs,
for any similar operation in
any climate-above ground
or underground.

It is impervious to wide
variations in temperature and
humidity, is waterproof and
weatherproof, and it is a
most effective " damping "
material so far as sound
vibration is concerned.

Since it is used in a plastic
state the careful drilling of
the holes is not essential,
thus obviating the necessity
of skilled labour in the pre-
paratory stages. Other char-
acteristics of Philplug are
that it will carry its full
load immediately (even when Section of thread
plastic) ; screws inserted in made inPhilplug
Philplug may be withdrawn by the special
and replaced as often as re- forming tool.

Products
quired without destroying the thread ; it will
not cause corrosion, or the rusting of screws,
and it becomes an integral part of the
masonry or other surrounding fabric the
moment it hardens.
Philplug Accessories

A variety of accessories for use with
Philplug is available, and covers almost every
need likely to be encountered in modern
construction and equipment. For example,
the Philbolt is an efficient and inexpensive
accessory for fixing foundation bolts in any
kind of masonry ; and the tools --drills,
wall -boring tools and jumpers, screw thread
formers, etc.-available are adequate to meet
all situations.

Two methods of anchoring the
Philbolt in masonry.
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Petrol Systems for Aircraft
Notes on Their Layout and Operation

AIRCRAFT petrol systems have
progressed from the simple gravity -
fed type installed in light trainers and

sporting machines to the complicated systems
required on heavy -multi-engined transport
or bomber aircraft. Great care is required
in the design stage to ensure an adequate
flow of fuel under varying conditions of flight,
and to avoid air locks in the pipes. The
system must be capable of delivering over
too per cent. of the engine's requirements, the
actual percentage varying for different aircraft.

The main items of equipment are as
follows :

a. Fuel tanks.
2. Filters.
3. Pumps.
4. Relief valves.
5. Control cocks.
6. Pipes, couplings, gauges, etc.

To Induction System

Air
Intake

Contents Pressure
Gauge Gauge

Fig. 1.-A simple petrol system as used on a
single-engined aircraft.

Simple System
A simple system is illustrated in Fig. a, and

a more complicated layett supplying fuel to
two engines from two tanks is illustrated
diagrammatically in Fig. 2.

The fuel tanks in present-day use are
constructed of light alloy, aluminium, tungum, -
or tinned steel, the most common material
being light alloy. The shape of a fuel tank
varies considerably, from the cylindrical type
installed in the Short Sunderland flying -boat
to the streamlined tear -drop tanks which are
often slung underneath the fuselages of aircraft
when extra fuel to increase the range is
required. Hollow spars have also been
utilised as fuel tanks, thus economising in
space. The disadvantage of this idea is the
difficulty experienced in the repair or replace-
ment should any damage occur. The most
common shape of tank is the rectangular box
type, which is fitted in the wings between
the front and rear spars. In order to
prevent the fuel surging about inside the tank
when the aircraft is manoeuvring, internal
baffle plates are usually fitted, sometimes
incorporating non -return valves. These
plates also increase the tank strength. Other
items of equipment fitted include a sump with
control cock positioned so as to be easily
accessible, vent pipe, contents gauge (usually
electrically -operated), and filler neck. Alu-
minium tanks are of welded construction, and
those constructed of light alloy riveted after
fitting a jointing material between the two
flanges being joined together. The tanks are
usually held in position by means of metal
straps (steel) and bearers. This method allows
a certain amount of flexibility.
Testing Fuel Tanks

It is important that tanks should be
thoroughly tested to ensure that there are no

leaks. The usual method of testing is as
follows''. Paraffin is poured into the tank and
air is admitted under pressure." Should there
be any faults the liquid will discolour the
coating of whitening which is painted over
the joints. Prototype 'tanks are tested to
approximately tolb. per sq. in., and subse-
quent production tanks to 211b. pressure.

Tanks fitted to military aircraft are usually
coated with a layer of special rubber. This
gives a certain amount of protection against
bullets or other anti-aircraft fire. If a bullet
penetrates the tank the hole is sealed by the
rubber swelling and closing up the aperture.
Various types of protected tanks are now in
service and improvements are still being
made.

The filter is positioned immediately before
the pump, and usually consists of the wire
gauze (fine -mesh) type. It must be positioned
so that inspection, cleaning or replacement
may be carried out as easily as possible.

Fuel Pumps
Fuel pumps may be either driven by the

main power unit or independently by means
of an electric motor. The method by which a
small wind -driven propeller operated the
pump has now practically died out. Both the
diaphragm and vane types of pumps are
utilise A hand pump is also installed on
the la er type of aircraft to be used in an
emergency should the engine -driven pump
fail, or to transfer fuel from the reserve
tanks to the main delivery tanks.

It is essential that a relief valve be fitted
either in the pump itself or as a separate unit
to ensure a constant pressure (preventing the
carburettor from flooding). With the dia-
phragm type no relief valve is necessary owing
to the fact that the diaphragm remains
stationary when the required ' pressure is
exceeded. The average pressure required is
approximately 31b. per sq. in., depending
on the type of epgine and carburettor fitted.

Pumps are sometimes fitted adjacent to the
tanks. This tends to overcome the possibility
of air locks occurring, as the fuel is not being
sucked through the pipes but is being forced
along right from the tank.

The main cock which controls the supply
of petrol is operated by the pilot and has two
positions, On and Off. On large machines
incorporating several engines the control
cocks are operated by means of levers, cables
or shafts. The supply from any tank must be
able to be cut off, and at theysame time allow
fuel to flow from the remaining tanks, should
a pipe line be damaged.

Pipe Lines
The pipe lines consist of flexible armoured

hose which has largely superseded tungum,
copper or stainless steel piping. The objec-
tion to the use of copper is the likelihood of
the material fracturing due to hardening
after the aircraft has flown for a considerable
time. It is important that the fuel pipe lines
should not run near to the hot exhaust system
or any electrical equipment, to prevent the
dangers of vaporisation and fire. The bend
radii of the pipes must be as large as possible
to prevent straining the pipe material. A
metal braid usually runs along the length
of the hose to provide electrical continuity
between the various sections. By this method
of bonding, interference with the electrical
equipment is reduced to a minimum.

The gauges usually fitted include a fuel
contents gauge and a pressure gauge. The
modern type of contents gauge is usually
electrically operated. A float inside the tank
rises and falls with varying levels of fuel, and

the movement is transmitted via an electrical
circuit to a dial on the pilot's or engineer's
dashboard. One gauge is sometimes used to
indicate the contents of several tanks, the
amount of fuel in the various tanks being
shown one at a time by pressing a button and
operating a selector switch.

Pressure Gauge
This type of gauge has taken the place of

the mechanical type due to its reliability and
the ease of installing electrical cables. A
dipstick is sometimes incorporated in the
filler cap. The pressure gauge is usually the
type utilising a Bourdon tube and is con-
nected to the pipe leading from the pump to
the carburettor.

In Fig. t a priming system is incorporated
to facilitate the starting of the engine. A hand -
operated pump is fitted for priming the cal-
burettor together with a high-pressure pump
which forces fuel in the form of a spray into
the induction system. If the tank is above the
engine, the priming pump may be dispensed
with as the fuel will automatically flow, due to
gravity, when the cocks are placed in the On
position.

Twin -tank System
Referring to the system illustrated dia-

grammatically in Fig. 2, it 'will be noted that
the fuel travels to a common junction box and
is then fed to the engines. This prevents one
tank being emptied before the other, and
balances the supply. To allow for the con-
tingency of one pump being put out of action,
the delivery side of the two pumps is connected
as shown. This balances the delivery, assuring
an even pressure.

Junction Box

Fig. 2.-The layout of a petrol system for
supplying fuel to two engines.

Provision is often made for the rapid
jettisoning of the fuel in case of emergency.
Large exit pipes are provided from the tanks
for the fuel to be discharged through. Com-
pressed air stored in high-pressure bottles is
frequently used to force the fuel out. By this
method the time required to jettison the fuel
is considerably reduced. A valve operated by
means of a solenoid is fitted to the Junkers
Ju. 88 for jettisoning purposes and allows the
tanks to be emptied separately or together.

It will be seen from the above description
of aircraft petrol systems that in the larger
type of aircraft the amount of plumbing is
considerable, and that very great care must
be taken in the initial design stage to avoid
faults. Fuel must be capable of being supplied
from any one tank to any one engine with the
simplest possible controls. Before the system
can be said to be satisfactory, the aircraft must
be flown and flight -tested. Faults may
develop in the air which were not foreseen on
the drawing board.
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The Story of the Steam. Boiler',
An Interesting Review of the Growth and Development of the Principal

Types of Steam -raising Boilers
THE story of the steam boiler neces-

sarily dates back to the earliest
beginnings of the steam engine itself.

Hero, that celebrated savant and mechanician
who is supposed to have flourished in the
second century B.C., needed a steam -
generator for his famous " xolipile," which
device constitutes the earliest written record
of a steam engine, and which comprised
merely a small hollow sphere having two
steam -exit pipes projecting on opposite
sides of it, the sphere being pivoted upon two
oppositely -placed vertical steam pipes com-
municating with a boiler below. This latter
device, the world's first steam generator
(so far as we are aware), was probably heated
by being placed upon a low brazier or charcoal
fire. But as Hero's steam engine, for all its
historical fame, never served any useful
purpose, its utility as a steam generator
would, in those far -distant times, never have
been doubted.

From evidence found in the ruins of
Pompeii, it would appear that not only were
the Romans of that period utilising some
primitive type of steam boiler for heating
purposes, but, moreover, that those ancients
were actually acquainted with the principle
of the modern tubular boiler.

" Fire Engine " Boilers
Be that as it may, it was not until the

advent of the eighteenth century that the
demand for utility steam generators first
arose with the coming into being of our
industrial civilisation. In England, the steam
boiler was first in demand for the operation
of " fire engines," as they were then termed,
and which were actually steam -operated
contrivances which aimed at drawing up
water from wells and mine shafts. When
Thomas Newcomen, the Dartmouth black-
smith, invented his " atmospheric " engine
in 1705, and subsequently erected such
engines up and down the kingdom, the
problem of constructing a suitable and a
reasonably efficient steam -raising boiler for
continual use first seriously arose.

The early " fire engine " boilers comprised
spherical or globular shaped vessels which,
for the most part, were generally built up of
wrought -iron plates carefully riveted to-
gether. They permitted the raising of steam

Hollow
Copper
Sphere

Hero's " " engine,
150 B.C. The base is
hollow and constitutes the

boiler.

at only very low pressures of a few pounds
per square inch. At the best, they were
inefficient, leaky affairs, which, despite the
low steam pressure which they contained,
not infrequently managed to burst with
startling, and sometimes unfortunate results.

" Mushroom " Boiler
The advent of the Newcomen engine

necessitated stronger and more efficient
steam generators. To cater for such a require-
ment, Thomas Newcomen developed what is
nowadays termed his " mushroom " boiler.
This was a boiler constructed of riveted
plates, the lower half being cylindrical and
the upper half spherical, this portion having
a mushroom -like aspect. The " mushroom "
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Newcomen's "mushroom " boiler, 1705

boiler of Newcomen had all the strength of the
previous smaller spherical boilers, and it
possessed the advantage of greater steam -
raising capacity and Operational convenience.
In practical use, it lasted until about the
middle of the eighteenth century, being then
replaced by the " haystack " boiler, which,
at that time, assumed a position ,of great
popularity.

" Haystack " Boiler
The " haystack " boiler is supposed to

Raivault's " Bomb-
shell" boiler, 1605.

Savery's spherical
boiler, 1698.

have been the original invention of Smeaton,
the celebrated engineer and lighthouse con-
structor. It was designed to afford the
maximum possible strength. In this boiler
both the base and the upper portion were
spherically curved. The boiler was usually
let into masonry above a furnace provided
with an adequate flue. That such types of
steam -raisers fulfilled their roles with some
fair degree of efficiency is a conclusion which
is to be drawn from the fact that they were
employed in this country until well into the
first quarter of the nineteenth century, when
the high-pressure steam engine had definitely
established itself.

James Watt, the supposed' steam-engine
pioneer, but, in actual fact, one of the biggest

rascals in industrial history,
adopted many types of boiler;.
They were, however, all based
upon Smeaton's haystack "
boiler, Watt's " waggon -top "
boiler, for instance, being
merely an elongated edition
of the Smeaton boiler.

At the end of the eighteenth
century, the " egg -end " boiler
came into existence. It
a horizontal boiler having
" egg " or dome -shaped ends,
and it was usually set length-
wise in masonry above a long,
low -set grate. This type of
boiler had a greatly augmented
steaming capacity and, natur-
ally, its domed ends, together
with its heavy side plates
(which were often further
strengthened by outside band-
ings), enabled higher steam
pressures to be obtained than

were previously possible.
The biggest weakness of the " egg -end "

or " cylinder " boiler was its. flue arrangements,
it being difficult with this type of boiler to
obtain the really powerful flue draught
which the free and speedy combustion of the
fuel required.

The next step, therefore, in the boiler's
evolution, was to put the flue inside the
boiler itself in order that a freer and a more
plentiful air -sweep could be obtained. It is
doubtful who first entertained the possibility

Screw- ""-- "'sv-t--- et, Safety -Valve
Clamp

Fire -Grate

Dr. Denis Papin's steam
boiler, x 680.
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alibis, at that time, radical alteration in boiler
design. It has been considered that Oliver
Evans, a pioneer American engineer, was first
responsible for the idea, but this supposition
has never been proved.

" Cornish" Boiler
However, the " cylinder " boiler, with the

modification of a central or internal flue,
developed at the hands of Richard Trevithick,
the Cornish engineer and high-pressure steam
pioneer, into the well-known " Cornish "
boiler. Trevithick located the actual furnace
inside the boiler in addition to the main flue,
the first " Cornish " boiler being constructed
with a large internal flue of sufficient diameter
to accommodate a fire -grate assembly. This
type of boiler derived its name from the fact
that it was first used extensively for steam -
raising in the Duchy of Cornwall, much of
Trevithick's engineering work being done in
that locality.

Grate

Ash Pit
An early egg -end boiler of 1790.

The " Cornish " boiler had a great vogue for
many years. It is, in fact, still being used
at the present day, its advantages being
simplicity and case of operation, coupled with
reliability.

The rise of the cotton industry in Lan-
cashire, and the enormous dependence which
it placed upon steam power, gradually neces-
sitated the development of steam -raisers of
still greater capacity. These requirements
led, about the year 1840, to the introduction
of the now long -celebrated " Lancashire "
type of boiler plant, which, in its original
form, was the invention of William Fairburn.

"Lancashire " Boiler
The " Lancashire " boiler was modelled

upon its Cornish forerunner, but instead of
having a single internal flue running along its
length, it had two such flues, each complete
with fire -grate and accessories. Until the

. industrial rise of the tubular type of steam -
raiser, the " Lancashire " boiler maintained
an almost world-wide degree of favour as a
steam generator of, great capacity, efficiency
and reliability.

" Lancashire" boilers ultimately reached a
total length of some 3oft., and a diameter of
nearly tat., a boiler of such dimensions being
capable of evaporating iz,000lb. of water
per hour. Thick steel plates were necessary
to enable such boilers to withstand internal
pressures up to zoolb. per sq. in.,and with
large -size boilers the total weight of he steam -
raising plant attained enormous proportions.

Such " outsize " boilers were transported
only with the very greatest difficulty to the
site of their erection. Hence, for all practical
purposes, a " Lancashire " boiler having a
water -evaporation capacity of about 8,000-
io,000lb. of water per hour came to be
accepted as constituting the limit of size for
this type of boiler.

The coming into being of electrical generat-
ing stations and other large types of power
plant, rendered necessary the adoption of
boilers Which had greater steam -raising
capacities, and which did not take so long a
time to raise steam at any required pressure,
boilers, also, which responded more rapidly
to varying loads of steam pressure than the
"Lancashire " types of " shell " boilers were
capable of doing.

Despite such needs, however, the " Lan-
cashire" boilers retained their enormous

popularity. To -day, in Britain alone, there
are thousands of these boiler -plants function-
ing daily and giving all (and, perhaps, even
more than all) the service which is required
of them.

Constructional Development
Power stations, with their turbine genera-

tors, are mainly responsible for the enormous
development which took place in the design
and construction of tubular types of boilers,
that is of boilers in which heat transference to
the water is effected as rapidly and intensively
as possible.

There are two main types of tubular boilers,
although these divide up into innumerable
modifications. The " fire -tube " boiler is, one
in which the hot gases of the furnace area_
carried along tubes which pass through the
water to be heated. In the " water -tube "
variety of boiler, the water itself is carried in
tubes through the furnace.

The fire -tube boiler is the
older of the two. In some
respects, it is now considered
to be an obsoletaYtype, despite
its many uses. For stationary
engines, fire -tube boilers are
rarely built to develop a greater
pressure than 15o1b. per sq. in.
Both in their vertical and
longitudinal forms, such types
of boilers are limited to com-
paratively small steam-engine
installations. Such boilers,

however, may be fired externally or inter-
nally, the externally -fired boilers of this type
having a separate furnace or firebox con-
structed outside the shell of the boiler.

Marine and locomotive boilers were at one
time constructed upon this principle, as also

Water -Filled Econonnser
Tubes

Mechanical

Stoker -Grate

Diagram sh cuing the general arrangement of
a modern triple -drum water -tube boiler

were some of the once -popular small, " semi -
portable " steam raisers.

The fire -tube type of boilers labours under
several disadvantages, the more serious of
these being that the steam -liberating surface
area is relatively small, that the water circula-

Ash

Trevithick's " Cornish" boiler) 1805.

tion in the boiler system is apt to be sluggish
and that, as usually built, the short distance
which the hot furnace gases have to travel
renders the boiler rather wasteful of fuel.

Water -tube Boilers
For these and other reasons, the " water -

tube " varieties of boiler have come into being.
This well-known boiler principle has per-
mitted a very great development of modern
boiler design, so much so that present-day
water -tube boilers can be built in sizes to
produce more than a million pounds of steam
per hour. The water -tube boiler has, also,
allowed the gradual pushing -up of the per-

- missible internal steam -pressure limits, it
now being possible to attain a pressure of
well over 1,400lb. per sq. in. by means of
suitable varieties of the water -tube boiler.
These boilers, too, in their larger sizes and
more advanced designs, permit the use of
" superheaters " which raise the temperature
of the steam to nearly i,000 deg. F.

The first water -tube boiler, was made in
1793 by James Barlow. It comprises merely
a wrought -iron box of cubical dimensions,
having within it a similar box -form structure.
Straight tubes extended across from side to
side of the inner box. The fire gases came
into contact with the tubes through which the
water passed and so permitted of a speedier
heating of the water than ways usual.

In 1856 came Wilcox's water -tube boiler,
which was based on Barlow's principles, but
which was much superior in design and
functioning to the primitive Barlow boiler.
Essentially, its novel feature comprised a nest
of water tubes which were set in an inclined
position and which traversed the firebox
from front to rear. From this basic design,
all the modern high -power water -tube boilers
have been developed.

" Yarrow" Boiler
Water -tube boilers are much employed for

marine work. Of these, one^ of the most
celebrated types is the " Yarrow" boiler, which
essentially is roughly triangular in shape,
comprising two main water drums at the
lower angles of the triangle and a steam
collector or drum at the upper apex of the
triangle. Parallel rows of water tubes pass
between the upper and lower drums, these
tubes being exposed to the direct action of the
furnace gases.

The " Yarrow " boiler, like all the other
modern designs of water -tube boiler, is cap-
able of being made compactly in extra -large
steam capacities. When used with a super-
heating device, such boilers allow of speedy
steam -raising at high pressures. Indeed, such
boilers, in many respects, represent the
present-day stage in the long history of the
steam -raising device.

In these brief notes the development of
the highly important locomotive boiler has
not been touched upon. Such a trend of
engineering invention has a history of its
own.

Fairburn's " Lancashire" boiler, 1840.
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A Simple Epidiascope

Fig. L-The finished epidias

AN epidiascope is an  optical instrument
resembling a lantern designed to
project the image of a flat surface on

to a screen. Its manifold uses become apparent
with a little thought, such as the screening of
maps, photographs, illustratiohs from a book,
fingerprints, postage stamps and many other
things that come readily to mind.

Usefulness
Consequently, in these days, an instrument

of this nature is in great demand, because not
only are they used extensively for demonstra-
tion purposes to the armed forces, they are also
very useful for the same purpose in the Air
Training Corps, the Home Guard, and many
other organisations.

The difficulty experienced in obtaining an
epidiascope, and the cost incurred, often
prevents part-time organisations from enjoying
the advantages of its use.

The epidiascope to be described was built
for Home Guard use at a cost of under three
pounds, and the lens accounted for two
pounds ten shillings of that figure.

The Lens
Before embarking on the construction work

-a lens is the paramount component-the
limitations of the instrument must be under-
stood. Even the most carefully designed and
costly epidiascopes are unsuitable for demon-
stration before very large audiences. The
principal limitation is the intensity of the
illumination as the light is reflected light as
compared to the direct illumination through a
transparency in a lantern. Therefore a lens
with as large an aperture as possible is
necessary to collect the nvximum amount of
light from the object. Further, as the frame
for the object needs to be a reasonable size to
take picture postcards, etc., the lens has to be
of long focus or the screened picture would
be unduly large and the length of throw
unduly short. The lens selected for this
epidiascope is an old portrait lens, probahly
taken from an old whole -plate studio camera,
and has a focal length of tz lin., the effective
diameter of the lens is 3ir., thus making the
aperture f/4. The focal length of the lens
should not be much less than twin. for
constructional purposes, but an effective

cope.

Constructional Details of an Inexpensive
Instrument

instrument could
still be produced
with a smaller aper-
ture than f1.4.

Actually, the
writer built the
epidiascope before
buying the lens, but
it would be good
policy to decide on
the lens first.

Fig. t is an il-
lustration of the
completed instru-
ment. It is con-
structed entirely of
" bits and pieces,"
the main item;
being some scrap
wood to make the
box, two " Oster -
milk" tins, two
health -sal( tins,

some tinplate, a sheet of glass and a mirror.

Optical Design
Fig. 5 eff:ctively indicates the optical

arrangement, and it will be seen that the
object is placed at right -angles to the axis of
the lens which collects light from a mirror
inclined at 45 degrees to each. An 'ordinary
mirror was used, but it was found to produce
a faint double image due to reflection from the
glass surface. It is therefore recommended to
obtain a surface -silvered mirror from a
photographic shop, such as is used in reflex
cameras. Incidentally, an epidiascope is a
reflex camera " in reverse."

/4'

frame
,Upper /rams covered

bvid, glass

By MORLEY HEDLEY

Construction
The drawings in Figs. 2, 3 and 4 show

the main constructional details and give the
principal dimensions. The tins make the
lamphouses after removing the paint, cutting
a hole in the bottom of the larger tin and
soldering the smaller tin to it. A hole is then
cut in the bottom of the smaller tin to take the
bayonet lampholder. Ventilation is an
important problem as the lamps get very hot.
Short of forced draught it is best obtained by
drilling a series of holes in the upper and
lower sides of the larger tins and covering
them with light -traps of soldered tinplate.
Failing having the lamphouses professionally
stove enamelled it is recommended not to
worry about the appearance and leave them
bright tinplate.

The lids of the larger tins can be removed
to insert or remove lamps which should be
too -watt or t50 -watt. The side of each
larger tin is cut away to allow the light to
reach the object and two crosspieces of tin-
plate Sin. deep join the two lamphouses
together. These are soldered to a tinplate
base which is screwed to the wooden box.
In this tinplate base is cut a rectangular
aperture about lin. smaller all round than the
size of the object frame. A tinplate top is
then soldered on with a rectangular hole in it
over which is fixed a sheet of glass on which
the objective rests. A piece of thick plywood
painted flat -black underneath is hinged by
means of a flexible hinge of leather or rexinc
and rests on top of the objective, keeps it
flat, prevents light from leaking and, being
flexible, accommodates objects of varying
thickness.

4+3 ;4'9' 1.

- Scale of Inches -

Figs. 2, 3 and 4.-Side, plan, and
front views of the epidiascope
showing the principal .i'irnensions.
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The Main Body
The main body is simply a wooden box on a

baseboard and presents no difficulty even to a
carpenter of the meanest ability. Keep the
sides square with each other, cut a hole in
front to accommodate the lens, a hole in the
top over which is screwed the base of the
lamphouse, and a door in the side to enable
one to dust the mirror.

The Mirror
The mirror should be at 45 degrees, but it

is simpler to pivot it at the top and make it
adjustable. The mirror is clipped to a sheet
of plywood and the top either pivoted or
hinged to the body of the box. A circle of
wood is then screwed eccentrically to the side
of the box and supports the mirror at approxi-
mately 45 degrees. An image is then pro-
jected on to the screen and the circle of wood
is rotated until the image at the top, and

bottom of the picture is equally well defined.
The circle of wood, which should be about
zin. diameter, is then screwed up tight in
this position.

Focusing
The ideal method of focusing is by

Fig. 5.-The optical system for the epidiascope.

rack and pinion, or helical slot. These
methods are often embodied in the lens
housing. It is possible however th a
lens might be used without these re-
finements. In that case a simple method
would be to mount the lens on a piece
of wood that slides in guides underneath the

baseboard. A light trap such as
bellows will then be necessary be-
tween the lens and body of the
epidiascope. In any case the move-
ment of the lens is very small, and
a simple and effective replacement
for the bellows would be two tins
with the bottoms removed, one
being a loose fit inside 'the
other and a ring of felt or p Lush
glued round the inside of one or
the outside of the other to make
a light trap.

Odd Jobs in House and Garden

Fig. i.-Serviceable book -ends made
with plywood.

AT this time of the year many people
think of Xmas gifts, lipt suitable ones
nowadays are only obtainable at pro-

hibitive prices. The following notes, however,
show how the handyman can make some
useful articles-chiefly out of odd pieces of
'wood and a few screws.

For instance, a pair of book -ends (see
Fig. sl can be constructed with pieces of thick
plywood. Each book -end is made up of four
pieces in. thick and a central curved part
tin. thick.

- The back part consists of two pieces with
shaped top ends, the larger piece A being cut
to the dimensions given in Fig. 2. The
smaller back part B is Sin. wide and 4in. long.
Use a pair of compasses for marking out the
curves at the top corner and cut these roughly
to shape with a coping saw. Smooth the edges
with a rasp and finish with fine glasspaper.

The bottom part also consists of two pieces,
cut to the lengths indicated, the upper piece
being 3in. wide, and the lower part 4in. wide.
After cutting these parts to the sizes required,
well rub the surfaces and edges with glass-
paper.

Cut out the angle piece C with a coping
saw, after marking out with a pair of corn -

book -end,
base -plate

Making Book -ends : A Handy Book Rack
By " HANDYMAN "

passes. Smooth the curved
edge with a rasp and glass-
paper.

Before fixing the parts
together, make a circular
recess in the bottom parts,
about ,!in. deep and 2in.
diameter, as indi cat e d in
Fig. 2, to take a lead disc for
weighting the book -end.

In fixing the parts, glue
and screw the pieces B, C
and D together first, using
bra s s countersunk -headed
screws. The other parts can
then be assembled and fixed
together after placing the
lead disc in ,position.

The other book-encl is, of
course, made in exactly the

same way, and
when finished they
can be painted with
enamel t o match
any colour scheme.

Alternative
Design

Another type of
shown in Fig. 3, has a metal

attached to the upright. As two

or three books will rest on the plate, the
weight will prevent the book -end from
slipping, so that this type of end need not
be weighted. Pieces of planed oak, lin.
thick, should be used in preference, but
failing this, any other hardwood will answer
the purpose. Cut the uprights to the dimen-
sions indicated and carefully trim the edges
squarely. Glue and screw the upright to the
base piece, and allow for the thickness of the
metal plate which is fixed to the bottom of the
upright with three brass countersunk screws.
The plate, which is 4in. by 31in., can be cut
from a piece of thin sheet brass, and should
be slightly tapered from back to front.

After cutting the sloping part to the length
required, plane the ends to an angle of 45 deg.,
so that they fit against the upright and base
piece.

Cut the two triangular pieces to the size
required and glue these to the upright and
base piece with the outer faces 22.in. apart.
Fine panel pins can also be used for additional
fixing, as shown in Fig. 4. A thin piece of
baize or similar material can be glued to the
underside of the book -ends to prevent mark-
ing any surface on which they are placed.

Book Rack
In the case of book -ends, any number of

books, up to about a couple of dozen, can be

7r)

tRad Rac/

-4,-

r -

4"

Fig. 2.-Side and front elevations of plywood book -end, showing chief dimensions.
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Figs. 3 and, 4.-Front
and side view respectively
of an alternative de-

sign for a book -end.

accommodated ; but with a book -rack, or
trough, the length must be determined
according to the number of volumes it is
required to hold. A useful length is izin.,
which will hold at least a dozen small volumes.

Shaped Ends
To make the shaped ends, prepare a piece

of planed lin. wood (oak for preference)
rzin. long and 6in. wide. Saw it in half,
and on one piece mark out the shape to the
dimensions given in Fig. 6. With a coping
saw, cut round the outline and smooth the
edges with a rasp, and finish with glasspaper.

Use this part as a template for marking out
the shape on the other piece of wood, which
can be cut out in the same way. Hold the two
parts firmly together with a couple of screw
clamps so that the edges can be smoothed
down and finished together.

After separating the parts, mark out on one
side of each piece the positions of the back and
shelf of the rack, as indicated by the dotted

lines in Fig. 6. Use a set -square when doing
this, as the two lines for the back .must be at
right angles to the lines for the shelf. When
marking out, note that these ends are right -
and left-handed.

Both the back and shelf
of the rack should be cut
from planed wood, in. thick,
the back being 4z,lin. wide,
and the shelf din. wide. The
ends of each piece must be

planed square.
Take one of the

shaped sides and,
with a bradawl,
make the six

holes for the fixing
screws in the positions
indicated in Fig. 6.
Prepare the other side
in the same way,
after countersinking -a11
the holes-on the out-
side face of each side-
piece-screw the parts
together with lin.
brass countersunk
screws. If made of oak,
the finished rack can be
stained avid polished,
but if deal or other soft
wood is used, the rack
can either be coated
with varnish stain or
painted with enamel or
cellulose paint.

Another method of Fig.
fixing the shelf and
back to the sides is to

44

cut recesses in the sides, to coincide wit the
dotted lines (Fig. 6), and then glue and 4rew
the ends of the shelf and back in position.

6"

II
to"

1-1
to t

1

A

Fig. 6.-Shaped side for book -trough, giving
dimensions.

5.-A small book -trough in oak.

The Elements of Sheet -Metal Work.
By W. Cookson and A. Bold. Published
by The Technical Press, Ltd. 120 pages.
Price 6s. 6d. net.
THE object of this text -book is to provide

apprentices, improvers, draughtsmen,
and others interested in pattern development
with practical information on some of the
elementary problems met with in sheet -
metal work.

Without going deeply into technical details
the authors have made the information as
practical as possible, and they have dealt
with the various problems in such a manner
that the explanations can easily be under-
stood. There is a chapter on a method of
triangulation which the authors have evolved,
which should prove useful to the craft of
pattern development. The book is illustrated
with numerous diagrams.

Introduction to Valves : including Refer-
ence to Cathode -Ray Tubes. By
F. E. Henderson. Published by " The
Wireless World," on behalf of the
General Electric Co., Ltd., of England.
in pages. Price 4s. 6d.
T.-IE writer of this book is a prominent

member of the Osram Valve Depart-
ment, and his many years' association with
therm'onic valves and cathode-ray tubes

Books ReCeived
enables him to cover the subjects in a manner
which is bound to have a wide appeal.

The book is primarily intended for those
who already possess a knowledge of the
fundamental theories of electricity and
magnetism, but. who have not yet become
familiar with electron devices such as ther-
mionic valves and cathode-ray tubes. The
Hi pages-including 13o illustrations-how-
ever, contain such a vast amount of informa-
tion that the service engineer and advanced
radio amateur will find the work a valuable
asset, while the student will have at his dis-
posal a book which will greatly assist him
during his studies, and provide the answers
to mosr of the problems he is likely to en-
counter. We recommend it with confidence.

Machine Shop Practice. By W. C.
Durney, A.M.I.Mech.E. Published by
Sir Isaac Pitman and Sons, Ltd. 184
pages. Price 7s. 6d. net.

IN this work the author has explained the
fundamental operations required in the

processing of standard, light -weight work,
such as may be found in any engineering
machine shop. All the examples given have
been carefully selected, the operations being
listed in practical sequence, and illustrated by
diagrams. The book is primarily intended
for the use of Ministry of Labour trainees.
apprentices, and technical students.

Handbook of Heating, Ventilating and
Air Conditioning. By John Po rges.
Published by George Newnes, Ltd.
Price 17s. 6d. net.
THIS handbook is virtually a library in

miniature of the particular subjects
dealt with, and contains useful tables, technical
data, and scientific facts for ready reference.
It is arranged in loose-leaf form to enable
additions to be made to the text from time to
time. The book, which is divided into
sections, is designed for daily use, and a
comprehensive bibliography has been in-
cluded for the benefit of those who wish to
pursue the theoretical side of any particular
branch of the subject. Each section is num-
bered separately. Six folding charts arc
included, and also a full index.

NEW EDITION!

PRACTICAL MECHANICS
HANDBOOK

(Fourth Edition)

400 pages, 390 illustrations

12/6, by post 13/-, from
GEORGE NEWNES, LTD., Tower House

Southampton St., Strand, W.C.2.
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TIC MONTH IN THE WORLD OF

Science and Invention

Camouflage Glass
SEVERAL American war plants are using

special camouflage nets of non -inflam-
mable glass fibre. Finer than human hair, the
fibre is laid over wire netting, and painted
leaf green.

Concrete Ships
THE first all -concrete ship to be constructed

in the United States since the last war
was recently launched at a West Coast port.
The vessel, which has been built in -six
months, will be used as a fuel carrier. She
is the first of too cement -hulled ships now
being constructed for the U.S. Government.

7apan's " Super " U-boats
TT is reported that Japan has built, four
°- super -submarines with a cruising range
of zo,000 miles. The submarines, it is stated,
carry two collapsible 'planes, mount four
6 -in. guns, and can be used as transports.
One of these under -water craft carried Ger-
man experts from Japan to Singapore.

Huge War Output
ANEW YORK newspaper recently stated

tl*t General Motors' war output for
the first nine months of this year totalled
£3,000,000 worth. This included aircraft
engines, flashlamps, parachute flares and
cartridge cases, in addition to the delivery
of Army trucks, tanks and ambulances.

Concrete Railway Sleepers
TWELVE million cubic feet of timber a

year may be saved as a result of experi-
ments with reinfoiced concrete railway
sleepers of a new type. According to an
official of the Railway Executive Committee,
replacements are now 4,000,000 sleepers a
year, and war traffic is making the number
bigger.

Concrete sleepers tend to disintegrate under
rolling pressure, but after trying out new
types on sidings and loop lines a method has
been discovered of overcoming the difficulty.

A newminiature X-ray apparatus is now
being used for mass radiography in the
armed forces. With the aid of this device,
chest photographs an inch mid a half sqUare
can be taken of too men in an &Mr.'

A Remarkable Exhibition 
.ONE of the strangest exhibitions ever seen

in London, and named " Photography
in Science and Industry," was held during

. November at the Royal Photographic Society's
premises at Prince's Gate, Kensington. Its
aim was to show how scientists working in
different fields are using photography as a
tool, and the exhibition suggested many ways
of using the camera in war and peace.

Each of the 300 photographs displayed had a
purpose, whether it was acting as a mechanical
spy searching out the enemy's secrets or by
radiography helping to cure the sick whom
the surgeon's knife dare not touch.

Among the remarkable applications of
photogMphy for scientific purposes was that
of the English scientist, Dr. W. F. Hilton,
who, with an electric spark lasting only a
minute fraction of a second, can take photo-
graphs of sound waves generated by the
propeller blades of aircraft running at over
io,000 revolutions a minute.

The purpose of these photographs is to
study the mechanism of noise made by running
airscrews, for until this is fully understood it
is impossible to design a really silent aeroplane.

Bomber -an -Hour Factory
MASS production of aircraft is now in full

swing at Henry Ford's Willow Run
factory at Detroit. There was nothing on
the 975 -acre factory site in the middle of last
year ; now workers flock into the plant in
thousands. They were drawn from the
motorcar industry, and all they knew was
cars. Now they make 'planes piece by piece.
They installed conveyer belts-one is two
miles long-lifted wings and fuselages with
cranes, moved them along the line, rolled
them on carriages, " furnished " the interiors
with complicated instruments, slipped on
tails, fitted wings, and coaxed engines enabling
the giants to fly 3,000 miles at 300 m.p.h.
without refuelling.

They rolled them to another section,
painted them, fuelled them, camouflaged

them, towed them on to the flying field to
be tested by Ford's own pilots and straight-
away flown to' their final destination.

Utility Locomotive,
ANEW type of, locomotive is being built

in this country to meet the needs of
essential goods traffic. in Britain and of
railway transport demands which may arise
overseas. The new engines, khaki in colour,
have eight coupled wheels and two leading
wheels, and will haul any type of rolling
stock. They can run on any 4ft. 8 in. gauge
in the world, and can be quickly converted
to oil -burning if necessary. The engines are ,
capable of hauling from 500 to .700 tons at 'a
speed of from 3o to 4o miles per hour.

Flying Dreadnought
THE Glenn L. Martin plant in Baltimore

have recently completed the 7o -ton
flying boat Mars, built for the U.S. navy.
This huge aircraft is more than an air -
freighter. It is virtually a flying Dreadnought,
able to attack without warning over a vast
distance. The Mars bomb load is counted
in tons. It mounts guns of terrific fire
power and its vital parts are armoured. This
flying battleship can carry 15o men-or
more. The range is secret, but from bases
now in United Nations' possession, it could
strike to -day at any spot on the globe.

A Carrier for Medals
AKNOWN form of carrier for medals has

consisted of a metal plate furnished with
a safety -pin fastening at its rear. It had
horizontal slots for the medal ribbons to b,e
passed through. In some cases, there wee 
holes to permit of ribbons being stitched to
the plate.

The objection to such a method is that
medals can be removed from garments only
by unpinning. This, often repeated, has an
injurious effect on the coat.

A newly designed medal carrier has the
usual safety -pin or other fastening at the back,
but has integral with it a hook or hooks from
which the medal can be conveniently
suspended.

Eye Shield
TN many instances, when it is necessary to
-a protect the eyes from the glare of dazzling
light, it is not enough to provide a shield
which merely reduces the fierce illumination.
For example, oxy-acetylene welders require
protection both from the oppressive light
and from particles of white-hot metal which
may fly off from the work.

Again, in fighting incendiary bo
particularly of the type which scatter fr g -
meats of metal, it is highly important fo
shield the eyes from the glare and from the
scattered metal.

These requirements have been borne in
mind by an inventor who has devised a simple
inexpensive shield of light weight.

His invention consists of an eye shield
having a light -transmitting portion whi
comprises a sheet of wire gauze combined
with transparent plastic material coloured to
constitute a light filter. It is so disposed that
light reaching the eye of the wearer passes
through both the gauze, and the plastic
material.
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MASTERS OF MECHANICS
No. 80.-John Stringfellow, and His Work for Aeronautical Science

MORE than fifty years before
the brothers Wright made their
memorable pioneer flights in a

power -driven aeroplane, a West Country lace
manufacturer, John Stringfellow byname, had,
in his spare time, taken up the subject of mecha-
nical flight with such a deal of gusto and
enthusiasm that those who knew him seldom
hesitated to dub him a foolish crank, and an
impracticable dreamer. Nevertheless, his
visions all converged to a practical end, to a
culmination which he was able to prove would
ultimately come to pass.

But because Stringfellow. was never fortu-
nate enough to create a man -carrying flying
machine, his name is little heard of nowadays.
Lesser minds than his in the aeronautical
world have come in for a greater measure of
fame in view of the fact that the immediate
results of their activities have been more
apparent and tangible. Nevertheless, John
Stringfellow was an aeroplane pioneer of the
first order. It was he who produced, in 1848,
the first power -driven aeroplane to fly, and
although the 'plane was only a large-scale
model, it was sufficient to demonstrate the
fact that, given a suitable power unit for a
heavier-than-air machine, mechanical flight
would not only be possible but, also, eminently
practicable.

In recent years, the memory of John -
Stringlellowethe lace manufacturer, has been
revived. His exploits as a pioneer of mecha-
nicalflight have all been recalled and examined,
the results of this survey serving to establish
him for all time as one of the principal fore-
runners of human flight.

Stringfellow was born at Attercliffe, Shef-
field, on December 6th, 1799, and, after a
brief education, was apprenticed to one of
his relations in the lace trade in Nottingham.
He appears to have, shown a liking for
mechanics at a very early age. In his 'teens
he constructed a number of lace -making
machines, some of which incorporated ideas
of his own. Had he been an ordinary indi-
vidual, Stringfellow, no doubt, would have
remained with his relatives in Nottingham,
and would have been content to succeed to
their activities in that noted industrial centre.

Early Activities
But Stringfellow had ideas of his own.

He was ambitious, and he wanted to succeed
along lines of his own devising. Consequently
he threw over the claims of the Nottingham
trade and, when he was only 21 years of
age, removed to Chard, in Somerset, in which
town he set up for himself in a small but a
successful way as a lace maker.

His first year or two at Chard was taken
up by his activities in establishing himself
as a manufacturer in that town. Possibly,
during those formative years, he gave little
or no thought to the possibility of mechanical'
flight. It was only after he had met a certain

William Samuel Henson, who came to live at
Chard, that his interests in the problems of
human flight were aroused.

This William Samuel Henson, a Leicester-
shire man, had been trained as a mechanical
engineer. For years he had been interested
in the possibilities of mechanical flight and
he had actually contrived to construct a few
experimental aeroplane models which, for
various reasons, were all unsuccessful.

Henson and Stringfellow -met at Chard,
and it was not long before Stringfellow him-
self, despite the pressing claims of hit growing
lace factory, had fully shared Henson's, at
that tune, ,almost passionate devotion to the
subject of mechanical flight. Between them,
Henson and Stringfellow made a power -
driven aeroplane model, but it was unsuc-
cessful. Stringfellow was mainly responsible

mination than his erstvghile friend,
Henson. After the latter's departure for
America he continued to experiment in the
realm of aeroplane construction, and in the
same year (1848) he produced an engine -
driven model 'plane which actually did
support itself in the air and fly a distance
under its, own power.

Stringfellow's 1848 aeroplane model had
a soft. wing span, the wings tapering to point.;
at opposite ends. Its two propellers were
driven in opposite directions, and were about
16in. in diameter. The power unit Com-
prised a peculiar conical -shaped boiler made
from thin silver -soldered copper sheet. The
boiler was fired by a lamp which burned
naphtha or methylated spirit. Including fuel
and water, the total weight of the aeroplane
model *-as about 91b.

Stringfellow and Henson's power -driven model aeroplane, 1847. It was unsuccessful.

for the steam engine which powered the
'plane, whilst- Henson had designed the
general structure of the aeroplane. The final
trials of this aeroplane were made on Bala
Downs, not far from Chard, in 1847. They
lasted more than six. weeks. In the end, as
we have just noted, the experimenters had to
admit almost total failure.

It was not long after this that Henson, the
more impulsive worker of the two, abandoned
his experiments. He left England for America
the par afterwards (1848) and, in consequence
he fades out of the picture of the early pioneers
of the aeroplane.
Engine -driven Model 'Plane

John Stringfellow was endowed by Nature
with a greater fund of patience and deter -

A steam -driven aero-,
\plane model, constructed

by Sir Hiram Maxim
about 1895.. It was

unsuccessful.

The first man -carrying aeroplane-the Wrig
constructed in 1904.

Although the 1848 aeroplane of John
Stringfellow was, in some respects, modelled
on the lines of the previous year's unsuccess-
ful model in whose construction William
Henson had had a hand, the engine of the
1848 'plane was indisputably Stringfellow's
own. It was solidly and efficiently con-
structed, and ven after its inventor had
discarded it, it worked for upwards of 40
years in a West Country lace factory before
it ultimately found a well -deserved rest in
the Science Museum, London.

Launching Device
One of the most interesting features of

Stringfellow's 1848 aeroplane was its launch-
ing device. This took the form of a guide
strip by means of which the model was run
along an inclined wire. When it was about to
be launched, the model was restrained by
hand until its propellers had got up full speed.
It was 'then permitted to run along the in -
dined guide wire until it made contact with a
stop or a collar fixed to the wire, which stop
served to'actuate a simple mechanism whereby
the model was released from the wire and
launched into free flight. It was found by

_- experiment that it was
' necessary to fix the

stop on the wire at a
distance of some 22ft.,
thereby allowing this
distance for the aero-
plane model to run
along the guide -wire
before being launched
into free flight.

Stringfellow made
his first trials with
his model aeroplane
in the packing -room
of a lace factory at
Chard, Somerset.
This room, although
it was only some 12ft.
high, had a length of
about loft. .The

Brother' bipPane, launching wire ran
near the ground for
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about half the length of the room. After
be g automatically freed from the wire,
the machine gradually rose in height as it
travelled along in free flight until, ultimately,
it collided with a carefully placed stout
canvas screen at the far end of the room
and was caught by a safety net.

In the long, low packing -room at Chard,
John Stringfellow made numerous trials
with his aeroplane model in the year 1848.
These trials were all more or less successful
and they were witnessed by numerous
interested people. Frequently, the machine
Crashed at some portion of its journey along
the room and had to be more or less severely
and extensively repaired, but always the
model plainly demonstrated the fact that it
was well within its power to fly without
support or restraint in the air. Stringfellow,
indeed, had proved an important principle, to
wit, that of the possibility of mechanical
flight in a heavier-than-air machine.

In the same year, Stringfellow demonstrated
his model aeroplane in London, but, singu-
larly enough, comparatively little interest
was aroused in the subject. And since John
Stringfellow was not a " professional"

. inventor, but remained ever true to his lace -
making trade, he seemingly became more or
less indifferent to the general lack of enthu-
siasm in the possibilities of flight which
the success of his model aeroplane had clearly
opened out.

Stringfellow was not a publicist. He did
not seek the commercial development and
exploitation of his aeroplane model. For
himself, he had had the satisfaction of de-
monstrating a principle of mechanical flight
and of having had a long series of exacting
and laborious (to say nothing of costly)
experiments crowned with a measure of
practical success. The rest, in Stringfellow's
philosophy, was in the hands of the gods,
and it apparently mattered little to him how
those deities disposed of the subject.

In 1849 Stringfellow voyaged to the
United States, partly on business, but, none
the less, with a strong desire to visit his
former friend, William Henson, and to acquaint
him with the news of his aeroplane trials.
However, Stringfellow failed to communicate
to Henson any further resolve to embark
upon more practical constructional work in
the subject of heavier-than-air flying machines.
Henson definitely maintained his decision
to remain " out of the running."

And even Stringfellow, when he returned
to England, allowed his practical interests in
mechanical flight to lapse. His aeroplane had
made a maximum free flight of about azoft.,
and with that achievement Stringfellow
evidently came to the conclusion that it was
impracticable for him to go farther.

And so, in many respects, it was. We
must remember that Stringfellow's practical
success, remarkable as it had been, resulted
from experiments with models only. String-
fellow proved the principle of powered flight
in a heavier-than-air machine, but if he
had attempted to constrjact a full-sized man -
carrying 'plane powered by a steam engine,
he would undoubtedly have ended in failure.

Perhaps Stringfellow realised this fact.
Perhaps, too, he appreciated the fact that
the real solution of the long-awaited man -
carrying flying machine corld only come about
through the invention of a new type of power
unit which would be freed from the weight
and the general cumbrousness of the steam
engine, with its heavy boiler, fuel and water
supply.

Crystal Palace Exhibition
At any rate, after his 1848 successes,

John Stringfellow entered - into a " retire-
ment' -'-from practical aeroplane construction,
a " retirement which lasted until 1866, in
which year the Aeronautical Society of Great
Britain (afterwards the Royal Aeronautical

Society) was founded in London. The new
Society proposed to hold an exhibition in
the Crystal Palace in the following year, but
this was deferred until i868. Stringfellow
was asked to cant ibute " something of aero-
nautical interest ' to this, the world's first
Aviation Show. ', His dormant interest in
mechanical flight \ became aroused and he
entered upon his task with much of his former
enthusiasm. -.

For the Exhibition, which was held in the
June of 1868, Stringfellow designed and
constructed a light steam engine power unit
"and machinery for aerial purposes." The

r

The first petrol aeroplane. motor, constructed in 1888. IN:3. a 4 h.p.
Daimler motor operating vertical and horizontal propellers:

engine developed nearly t h.p., its total
weight (inclusive of a full complement of
fuel and water) being 1611b.

Stringfellow's second exhibit was a " 1 h.p.
copper boiler and fireplace, weight of about
4o1b., capable of sustaining a pressure of
5oolb. to the square inch."

Prize-winning Triplane
His third exhibit was the most interesting

of them all. It comprised a " working model
of an aerial steam carriage." Actually the
"aerial steam carriage " was a triplane
powered by a steam engine. The model
weighed about 131b. and its engine developed

a h.p. For some reason, no trials of this model
were allowed in the Crystal Palace. Possibly
the authorities had their eyes on the exten-
sive glasswork structure of the building!
However, this model, which was undoubtedly
a very fine and well -constructed one, was
awarded the £roo prize for the model whose
engine was the lightest in weight in propor-
tion to its power development. In this model
aeroplane, too, Stringfellow introduced for
the first time into practice the principle of the
superposed plane, one plane surface or wing
being fixed over another, this principle being
adopted by Stringfellow in order to shorten

the lengths of the single
wings which - would
otherwise have been
required.

The exhibits of John
Stringfellow at the
Crystal Palace Aero-
nautical Exhibition . of
June, 1868, seem to
have constituted the
last of his practical
work for aviation, for,
in subsequent years,
Stringfellow encoun-
tered ill -health and was
much troubled with
defective eyesight,
which put an eild to
his experimenting.

Stringfellow, of
course, remained a
Member of the Aero-
nautical $ociety for the
remainder of his life,
but, with advancing
years, coupled with the
above -mentioned in-
firmities, the then em-
bryo world of aviation
heard less and less of

after,'
his death on December 13th, 1883, his memory
became all but forgotten.

Curiously enough, Stringfellow's death
occurred almost twenty years to the day
before Wilbur and Orville Wright made their
world-famous pioneer aeroplane flight over
the sand dunes at Kitty Hawk, California,
on December 17th, 1933, and by their
achievement, gained the Gold Medal of the
same Aeronautical Society to which String-
fellow had belonged. Had the petrol engine
been available to John Stringfellow, there is
no doubt of the fact that the first human
flights in a heavier-than-air machine wculd
have been made over British soil.

Salvaging Power Generated by Aircraft Engines
ORE than half of the electrical power

required in the manufacture of
American Ford -built aircraft engines is
produced by the engines themselves. This
use of " salvaged fuel " has cut by 53 per cent.
the actual power costs of producing the huge
2,000 h.p. Pratt and Whitney engines in
Ford's new aircraft engine plant at Ypsilanti,
Michigan.

So successful has this ingenious system
proved, Ford officials say, that when pro-
duction hits peak the factory will turn out its
entire aircraft engine schedule on such
reclaimed power.

This latest example of Ford economy is
accomplished by hooking up constant speed
couplings with generators to engine test
blocks and capturing electric power thrown
off during test runs of the newly' completed
engines. With present test stands in operation
enough electricity is generated to account
for 53 per cent. of the factory's total power
demand.

" Bootstrap System'
Called by Ford engineers the " bootstrap

system," because the factory figuratively
lifts itself by its own power bootstraps, the
salvaging method is comparatively simple
in operation. As each engine is transferred
from the assembly line to a testing call, a
hydraulic constant speed coupling, linked, to
a generator, is attached to it. As the engine
undergoes several hours of gruelling test, the
otherwise wasted power generated by it is
recaptured and carried in a steady stream
to the generator.

Although the " bootstrap system ' has long
been a feature of Ford operation, this is the
first time it has been used to recover power
developed by aeroplane engines. Company
officials believe that if the Ford power salvag-
ing plan was adoptede_throughout, the war',
industries, vast. quantities_ of petrol could -bee
diverted to other Vital channels. During the
test of each engine petrol is simply converted
into electric power.
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IT has been frequently said of photography
that it is without a rival among hobbies,
for it can be enjoyed throughout the year,

winter and summer, indoors and out of doors.
A keen amateur can always find something
interesting to photograph. When he has
exhausted the printing of holiday negatives
and there is no intensification or reduction to
be done, he can turn his attention to a little
indoar portraiture, either of single members
of the family or of a few friends Who may
have dropped in for a chat.

Yes, even on the blackest night in winter
it is possible to get quite a lot of fun if you
happen to have three or four unexposed
sections of a film in the camera and, amongst

Sitter

Position of
Screen when
used as

refAecaor

FlashlOht Photography
Various Points to be Observed for Obtaining Satisfactory'Results

By JOHN J. CURTIS, A.R.P.S.

broken up by pressing therri between your
finger and thumb.

If you have the impression that flashlight
photography necessitates a lot more apparatus,
t hen le t me at once dispel this from your minds ;
it is one of the real pleasures of this branch of
the hobby that you do not need anything
special. You do not even have to move the
furniture about very much, and so are able
to get the " home " atmosphere into the work.
As you advance so you will find advantages
to be gained by the addition of certain
" gadgets " such as diffusing screens, back-
grounds and flashlamps, but at the commence-
ment all that is actually required is an.old
tin lid from a biscuit tin, and if you can ;et

Posmon of screen
when used as
d'ffuser .

Camera

The position of sitter and apparatus for taking a flashlight photograph.

the oddments in the darkroom, a carton of
Johnson's flashpowder. I. have done a
considerable amount of flashlight photography,
and am very fond of it as a winter sideline to
my hobby; in fact, I have often wondered
why more amateurs do not take it up, for it
is a branch which offers great opportunities
for originality in many ways.

Flashlight photography is not difficult, and
it is not dangerous if one is, careful ; also, it
is not expensive, for a Is. 3d. carton contains
enough powder for eight or ten exposures
according to the subjects, and there is not
much chance of making mistakes with the
exposure if the tables are followed.

I have said that it is not dangerous, but
perhaps I should warn you against trying to
make your own powder; there is definitely a
risk in this, and it is inadvisable to attempt to
make it, as the prepared article which can be
purchased is- made in very large quantities
by those who have the necessary plant, as
well as long experience. The other point
which I emphasise is that when the powder is
ready for firing, make sure that it is well away
from any inflammable material such as
curtains and similar fabric, and do not stand
the charge on a polished table ; finally, keep
your face and hands well away from it. By
taking these precautions you will obviate any
damage or burns.

Mixing the Powder
The powder when bought is in two tubes,

and the contents of these' have to be well
mixed before they can be used; the more they
are mixed the better and should you notice
any small balls of powder, they should be

.the whole tin then it is useful for making a
reflector and chamber in which to fire the
powder. (See overleaf.) Cut away two of
the four sides, leaving the other two with the

. bottom of the tin, bore a hole in the centre of
the bottom and screw it to a stick, about 3ft.
long. This enables you to fire the flash from

any position at the back and above the Camera,
and well away from your hands and face.

Arranging the Sitters
When taking a portrait, or a small group at

a table, see that the sitters do not look at
the flash ; turn their interest to the opposite
side, to prevent the effect of staring, which, is
sometimes very noticeable in amateurs' first
attempts. The best effects in single portraits
are profile or half -profile.

Most wallpapers to -day are of a plain
character without the ugly floral 'patterns so
common a generation ago. These- make
excellent backgrounds if care is taken to avoid
heavy shadows being cast on the background ;
that is why I suggested having the flash at a
point above the camera. If a small -power
electric light -is kept burning on the opposite
side of the room this will also help to diffuse
the shadows thrown by the flash.

Focusing should be done with the largest
aperture, and with the lights of the room full
on. To those who have to rely on their
viewfinder for focusing I must again give a
reminder that the distance between the len,
and the sitter mast be carefully checked with
a tape measure, and the distance scale set
accordingly for, when dealing with close-ups,
it is most important to have these correct,
otherwise fuzziness is sure to occur in the
negative. If you have not got a tripod, then
commandeer the household steps and arrange
the camera on these. You cannot hold the
camera yourself unless you can get someone
else to see to the flash.

A word of advice on mixing the powders :
pour the contents of the small tube into the
large one and shake for a few minutes until
you are satisfied the mixing is complete. Be
sure to keep this tube always corked, because
the mixed powder is very hygroscopic, and
if it becomes damp through exposure to the
air it is very much retarded in its flash and
may refuse to fire, therefore it is better to
take just the amount required for the job,
re -cork the tube, and put it in a safe place.

You will want to know how much powder
to use for the exposure; this has be.m

Photograph taken when io grains of Johnson's flashpowder was used.
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cailefully calculated for you in the tables
enAosed with the powders. As an example,
suppose you have a Selochronie film in the
camera, and your friend is sitting 8ft. away;
you have set the lens at F8, then the charge
should be to grains of the mixture, a very
convenient amount to measure as the scoop
given with the powder holds this quantity.

Firing the Powder
PlaCe the to grains in a heap on the tin lid,

take a piece of the touch -paper, which you
will also find in the carton, fold it down the
centre and stick it into the heap ; having
set the powder, return to the camera and make
sure that most of the lights are turned down
-you can keep a small one going. Now
open the lens for a " time " exposure, then
with a match or, preferably, a taper; set the

Photograph taken on Selochrome film.

touch -paper going and move away back to
the camera. Immediately the flash takes
place shut the lens and switch on the lights,
then change the film ready for another
exposure.

Here is a word of warning : if the flash
does not occur in a few seconds do not be
impatient, wait even for a minute or two, for
it sometimes happens that the touch -paper
is somewhat slow ; and make sure that the
spark has become extinguished before renew-
ing the paper.

In the past there has been objection to
flashlight photographs because of the hard,
or as they were known, " soot and white-

/
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wash " effects which sometimes resulted,
but it is now realised that these effects were
not characteristic, and were really faults of
manipulation, and therefore due to errors on
the part of the operator, such as over or under
exposure or development. As regards the
former, I can only again advise you to follow
the tables, and then for developing the films
use one of the " soft ". developing solutions
such as Azol. Here again, develop according
to the times laid down for you in the tables;
if you expose and develop in this way then
you should be quite pleased with the results
you get.

There are occasions when it is necessary
to do a little manoeuvring to avoid hard con-
trasts because of the ,subject or surroundings,
and this 'can be done by using a diffusing
screen between the flash and the sitter, or°

Stop Fi6 and so grains of powder.

by placing the screen in such a position that
it catches the full effect of the flash and passes
it on by reflection to the sitter. A few experi-
ments with one or two screens will soon

A child's hoop covered with muslin to foron a
diffusing screen and a deflector.

take you quite expert in lighting your sub-
jects, and will encourage you to apply flash-
light to many other subjects than home
portraits.

Material for Screens
For making the screens, butter muslin is

best, but this is not easy to obtain in thesc
days, and so one must turn to something
which is a good substitute. Any white material
that has been washed several times; and has
therefore lost most of its " body " and con-
sequently is not opaque, might serve as a
diffusing screen, but for reflecting
white calico will answer. The material must
be stretched on a frame of thin laths or cages,
and this frame will be found more useful
if it is circular in shape ; it is an advantage
to make it with a stand, or arranged so that
it can fit into one and be raised or lowered,
and shifted to any position.

Exhibition of Bomb
A REMARKABLE collection of photographs

showing bomb damage in Germany,
France and other places is now being ex-
hibited by the R.A.F. for the inspection of
the public. The photographic enlargements
range in size from 4oin. by 4oin. to 6ft. by
4ft.

None of the photographs, of course, has
been taken just for the benefit of the public
or the Press, but to enable the Service experts
to assess the' degree of success of the particular
raids concerned.

What appears to the general public to be
just black -grey masses conveys a very different
story to the experts with their special examin-
ing instruments and their inner knowledge
of the meaning of these or those confused
details-details unnoticed altogether by the
average reader of newspapers. In view of the
conditions under which these camera records
are taken, it would appear surprising to the
average man that any useful results at all
could be secured.- They are often taken
from five miles up from aircraft flying at a
speed of well over 30o rn.p:h. This is the
case in regard to the pictures now being
exhibited.

Employed in the taking of them are many
remarkable devices and gadgets, such as the
protection of the surface of the lens from
frost at great heights-to mention but one
example. The specimens on exhibition
represent, of course, only a small portion of the

Damage Photographs
total of bomb damage inflicted on enemy
targets.

There are two kinds of bomb damage-
that caused by fire from incendiaries and that
resulting from blast from high explosive
bombs. The honeycomb effect seen in many
of the photographs, especially in that of the
centre of the town, of Lubeck, is brought
about by the burning out of whole blocks of
buildings. The roofs are gone. The outside
walls are often left standing enclosing mere
empty spaces.

In a number of photographs will be noticed
a queer stippling effect of white dots-
noticeably in the Cologne photographs.

In some cases these white dots are produced
by the sun shining on to the street through
the holes where windows have been blown out.
In other caws one is looking from the street'

into the roofless buildings inside which the
sun shines down. Greyish -white patches in
the pictures represent the effect of high
explosives which levelled whole blocks of
buildings.

In addition to being shown in the London
Boroughs, the collection will be exhibited in
many of the main provincial centres, including
Hull, Grimsby, Great Yarmouth, Norwich,
Ipswich, Newcastle, Birmingham, Sheffield,
Coventry, York, -Liverpool, Bootle, Man-
chester, Bristol, Bath, Cardiff, Swansea,
Pembroke, Portsmouth, Southampton, Exeter
and Plymouth.
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Aircraft Oil Systems
THE function of the oil system is to ensure

that an adequate supply of lubricant is
delivered to the engine under all

conditions of flight. Of the two types of engine
lubrication, i.e., dry or wet -sump systems,
the dry-sunip method is the most commonly
used for aircraft purposes. The reasons for
this choice are as " follows : Firstly, the tact
that the engine may at times be inverted during
flight would :cause the oil in a wet -sump
system to be flung about inside the
crankcase. Secondly, the oil is fooled
More efficiently, thus allowing the
engine output to be increased. Thirdly,
many modern engines are of the
inverted type, i.e., the cylinder -heads
are below the crankshaft, making the
use of a wet -sump impossible.

Mineral oils have now almost
superseded castor oil, which at one
time was exclusively used, owing to
the liability of the latter to cause
.gummed piston rings and an excessive
deposit of carbon. It is important
that the specification of .oil used in
any engine is the one quoted by the
manufacturers, as harm may easily be
done if the incorrect oil is used.

Items of Equipment
The main items of equipment

which comprise a dry -sump oil
system are as follows :

t. Oil tank.
2. Oil pumps.
3. Relief valves.
4. Filters.
5. Oil cooler.
6. Pipes, gauges, couplings, etc.
A typical oil system is illustrated dia-

grammatically in Fig. a, by which the path of
the oil may be followed.

Oil tanks are very similar in construction to
petrol tanks, but there are several important
details that must be catered for. The capacity
of the tank must be large enough to enable
the oil which has drained into the sump after
the engine has ceased running to be pumped
back to the tank by the scavenge pump
without causing any overflowing or possibly a
burst tank. The position of the oil tanks in any
aircraft varies considerably, sometimes the
tank being mounted above and behind the
engine immediately aft of the firescreen.
Alternative positions are in the leading edge
of the wings (in this case the tank will be
shaped to suit the wing profile), or, as in the
case of the Spitfire, under the engine, being
exposed to the airflow. The latest types of
tank incorporate a "hot -well." This is to
permit rapid warming up of the oil
when starting the engine. The pipes are Pi
so positioned that the oil is returned to a
special chamber inside the tank, and the
same oil is re -delivered to the engine. The
cold oil in the tank outside the hot -well
is gradually, heated by the hot oil which
is being circulated, and thus time is not
wasted in heating up the main volume of
oil. Oil tanks are tested in a similar
manner to the methods used for petrol
tanks.

Notes on Their Function and Layout

By T. E. G. BOWDEN, Grad.R.Ae.S., M.I.E.T.

types have been used. A gear pump is
illustrated in Fig. 2. The oil is carried round
by the teeth and passed through the outlet.
The scavenge pump, i.e., the one returning the
oil from the sump to the tank, must be able to
pump a larger quantity than the delivery unit.
The reason for this is that oil must not be
allowed to accumulate in the engine sump.
The method of providing for this greater
capacity is to use gear wheels of varying widths,

To

Oil tank\
petrol Instrument
pump

Filter

Delivery Pump
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fine wire gauze filter which may he cleaned
without closing any cocks. As the gauze is
withdrawn the oil inlet is automatically seated
by means of a spring -loaded sleeve. Another
type of filter has circular straining elements
arranged one on top of the other. It is essential
that the filters should be regularly inspected,
and, if necessary, cleaned or replaced.

After passing through the delivery filter and
pump, the oil is circulated to the various

engine fittings that require lubrication,
and then drains to the sump. The
scavenge pump forces the oil (after
passing through a filter) to' the
carburettor casing. The reason for.this
is to prevent the moisture present
in the fuel supply system freezing
when the aircraft is being flown in low
temperatures.
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Fig. diagrammatical layout of a typical oil system.
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Fig. 2.-A gear pump, a type commonly used
for scavenging and delivery.

the wheels used for the feed pump being less
in width than the scavenge gears.

A relief valve is fitted to the delivery pump
to allow oil to be by-passed when the pressure
becomes excessive. The valve usually
consists of a spring -loaded piston, which,
when depressed, uncovers a by-pass allowing
the oil to be circulated back to the delivery
Side. The valve's action is entirely automatic,
and may be adjusted to suit the particular
pressure required by any engine. When oil
pressure is 'utilised, for example, to operate a
variable pitch airscrew, multi -oil relief valves

inter

be End Beaded Dubber Hose

Bonding Gauze

Scavenge Pump
Two oil pumps at least are required per

engine, i.e., one delivery pump and one
scavenge pump. They are freliieTilly
combined in one housing for simplicity and
botRi5aciniSs. The most common pump is
the gear type, although vane and plunger

Pipe Clips

Fig. 3.-A typical pipe ioint used 'in oil
systems.

are fitted in which oil at various pressures .s
delivered to the appropriate pipe lines.

Filters
Filters are of various types, and are an

essential part of any oil system. The filters
shown in Fig. a are positioned before the
two pumps. The most common type is the

Oil Cooler
To prevent the oil overheating, and

thus losing its lubricating efficiency
and its cooling properties, it is usual to
install an oil cooler. This, takes, the
form of a radiator practically similar
in construction to those used for
motor -cars. The oil is allowed to flow
either through a series of tubes past
which is being circulated a cool stream
of air, or through the space left between
a series of honeycomb sections, in
this case the air flowing through the
tubes. To control the amount of cooling

it is usual to fit a shutter at the rear end of the
radiator, which may be altered in so
as to control the amount of air passing through
the cooling elements.- During take -off the
shutter is left fully open, owing tothe fact that
the air speed is low and the engine is develop-
ing its maximum horse -power. When the
engine is throttled down the oil does not
require the same amount of cooling, and
therefore the shutter or flap is closed.

A relief 'valve is fitted at the entry side of
the oil cooler in order to by-pass the oil
when the engine is being started up in low
temperatures. The oil, being cold, is viscous,
and a burst radiator may be caused if the fluid
is passed through the cooler. The valve
usually consists of a spring -loaded ball valve,
which opens when a pre -determined pressure
is exceeded, thus by-passing the oil to the
return pipe. The operating pressure for this
valve is approximately 5olb. per sq. in.,
but this figure varies considerably for different
systems.

Oil Circulating Pipes
The pipes used to circulate the oil may be

manufactured from tungum, copper, or, if
necessary, flexible hose is often utilised. A
typical pipe joint is illustrated in Fig. t.
The pipes must be well supported at frequent
intervals to prevent excessive vibration, and
if necessary rubbing pads fitted if the pipes
run adjacent to any structure which may
come in contact with them. The diameter bt
the pipes should be as large as possible to
allow an adequate supply of oil to flow when
the temperature is low. A vent pipe is fitted
to the tank and a breather pipe to thecrank-

case. Cocks are installed in positions so that
the system may be drained or the various items
overhauled without draining the whole
contents of the tank. When union nuts are
used to join pipes together it is essential that
they should be locked by means of a length of
wire to prevent the ioilt working loose during
flight.
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The instruments fitted are, first, an oil
pkure gauge, and secondly an oil tempera-
ture gauge. An oil contents gauge is not
usually fitted, the capacity of the tank being
marked on the outside and a dipstick being
incorporated in the filler cap.

The pressure gauge connection is positioned
so that the pressure of the oil entering the
engine is measured. An outlet pressure gauge
is fitted on prototype aircraft for checking
purposes. Briefly, the gauge consists of a
capsule, capillary tube and an indicator. Oil
pressure on a diaphragm forces the liquid
through the tube to the bourdon tube, which
deflects and operates the recording Mechanism.
The main cause of failure for this type of
instrument is the fracturing of the capillary
due to vibration or careless handling. The
tube must be supported at frequent intervals.
The pressure range is from o to too or zoolb.
per sq. in., and the normal pressure varies
from 6o to 751b. per sq. in.
Temperature Range

The oil temperature thermometer is posi-

NEWNES PRACTICAL 'MECHANICS

tioned -so as to cord the temperature,of the
oil after it has assed through the engine.
The temperature range is approximately o to
too deg. C. It consists of a steel bulb which is
inserted into a pocket leading from the pipe
line, so that the oil flout is not impeded. The
bulb is filled with mercury, and as the oil
temperature increases the mercury expands,
and the rise in temperature is recorded by the
action of the mercury on a bourdon tube
via a capillary tube. The normal working
temperature varies for different engines, e.g.,
90 deg. C. for the Rolls-Royce Merlin X and
70 deg. C. for the Genet Major IV.

Various methods to facilitate starting aero
engines in low temperatures have been
developed, and one of the most successful is
as follows. The oil passing to the engine is
diluted with petrol. A valve is fitted between
the oil feed pipe and the petrol supply, and a
switch is positioned in the pilot's cockpit to
operate the valve electrically. Prior to the
engine being stopped the valve is opened for
the last few minutes' running time, allowing

December, 1942

petrol to flow into the oil system. It will be
found that the engine will start up very easily
even though it is left for a considerable period
in low temperatures. Gumming up of the
pistons is also prevented. An alternative
method is to heat the contents of the oil tank
electrically, but the oil dilution system is the
most efficient.

The oil system does not give a great deal
of trouble provided it is correctly maintained
and regularly inspected. Should the oil
pressure drop, several faults are indicated.
The relief valve may be sticking, pipes
fractured, the filter choked, the pump gears
worn, the main engine bearers ijom,the tank
empty, or the pressure gauge may be reading
incorrectly.. If an excessively high pressure
is indicated the causes may be as follows. The
oil pump may be blocked, the relief valve
faulty, or the oil not sufficiently warmed.
Over -oiling is usually caused by choked
scavenge filters or pumps, thus preventing
the oil being returned to the tank. It may also
be due to defective piston rings.

SkettizinA Machine Components
Points to be Observed in Making Neat and Accurate Sketches

DRAWING is the handmaiden of the
engineering profession and should be
practised to the highest degree. While

it is not given to everyone to have the
specialised technical training of the draughts-
man, it is open to all interested persons to
acquire some measure of skill in the execution
of the freehand sketch. How often it is found
that some simple sketch explains very much

more easily
a n d quickly
than dozens
or even hun-
dreds ofn
words some
idea that one
person wishes
to convey to
another.

It does not
follow that
the trained
draughtsma n
always excels
at making
freehand
sketches.

CONICAL
POINT n,t

/ I \

Fig. 1.-Hoze
to sharpen a
pencil for

sketching. Constantly
producing
straight lines

and circles with the aid of
instruments tends to make a
man rather helpless when
asked to do this without
them. It is the author's
experience that many
draughtsmen are poor at
freehand work, and it is
apparent that training in this

field is, for everyone concerned, a necessary
preliminary to the acquirement of the requisite
degree of skill.

The construction of neat and accurate
freehand sketches of machine components is
extremely important to most practical working
engineers. Many skilled artisans are called
upon at some time or other to explain their
ideas, or give expression to the requirements
of their work by means of hand -sketches.
Broken parts may have to be replaced, an
existing component is to he duplicated, or
some improvement to existing mechanism is
required. In countless instances the -engineer
has to make a freehand sketch, and it is well
worth while acquiring some degree of pro-
ficiency in so useful an art.

The hand sketch is simply, the freehand
equivalent of a machine drawing performed
without the use of compasses, scales. or
drawing instruments other than pencil, paper
and india-rubber. Accustomed .as the man
in the workshop is., to. the reading of blue-
prints constantly in the course of his employ-
ment, it is found that he is far from intelligent
when it comes to - the performance of even
a simple sketch himself. The reason is that
a certain knowledge of projection, cross-
sectional views and correct dimensioning are
necessary. It is possible 'to interpret a
drawing ,correctly without knowing .how, to
employ these preceRts of draughtsmanship
in the creation of an original drawing. A
good deal of skill can be acquired by practice,
and the observance of certain fundamental
rules.

With Pen or Pencil 
The freehand sketch may be drawn in

pencil or by the aid of a fountain -pen. We
shall, however, deal only with the peneil
drawing for instructional purposes. Choice
of pencil is the first problem, and a soft H
or hard FIB pencil will be found most

THIN
CONTINUOUS
LINES

NEAT ARROW
HEADS

suitable, as a good black line is required
which does not smudge too easily. Pencils
should be sharpened to a long conical point
with hin. of the lead exposed. (See Fig. r.)
A small piece of fine emery -cloth or :.-.lass-
paper, or a small dead -smooth file should be
kept at hand for maintaining the keenness
of the pencil -point, the penknife only being
used for paring away the wood. The drawing
instructor has the utmost difficulty in getting
the beginner to sharpen pencils to the above
specification, but it is the first and foremost
requirement and cannot .be too strongly
insisted upon.

The next essential is the india-rubber,
Which should be the best quality obtainable,
and of large size. The rubber should always
be freely used when necessary, If a line has
to be erased, it is nearly always necessary to
take out other perfectly correct lines if the
rubber is used in the free, copious way
necessary to get the surface of the paper clean.

With regard to the question of the paper
to use for freehand sketching, it is best to
practise with the medium which is most
commonly to hand. This is usually found to
be ordinary ruled notebook paper. The
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For. 2.-A freehand sketch of a cast-iron tearing.
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presence of horizontal ruled lines is a great
,help at the outset in producing freehand
horizontal lines, but we are still left with the
difficulty of drawing freehand vertical lines.
Square -ruled paper overcomes this drawback
and is very commonly used for sketching in
technical institutes ; but it is found that the
presence of so many ruled lines does not make
for clearness. The plainer the paper is. the
better the sketch shows up, and quite plain
unruled paper is often preferred.

An Example
If we examine .a freehand sketch of an

ordinary simple cast-iron bearing for a small
diameter shaft, such as is shown in Fig. 2,

I

Mtp

or remote side. In America a different
practice is adopted. The plan is planed over
the elevation, and the end view, if on the right
of the elevation, shows the right-hand side of
the object, and vice versa. We must be
to make it perfectly clear which of these two
methods are employed, as both systems are
commorilly used in this country.

ExerciSes
The following examples will be found to

provide good practice. Lines should be put
in firmly without lifting the pencil from the
paper. too frequently. The bold single line
is to be aimed at ;  avoid the hazy sketchy
line which only produces an untidy appear -

ac
-NAN-

- 1 2: 3 5
- +3b -c d eftshiiktinnop qrstusmay_z:

Fig. exercise- in lettering.

it may not at first be realised that considerable
technique has to be used in its production,
involving much practice. Observe that all
notes and titles are done in upright block
capitals, and underlined ; centre lines are
prominent, and in long chain -dot style.
The- arrow heads are all nicely tapering, and
symmetrical. The figures and fractional
sizes are all sufficiently large to be perfectly
clear. Fractions particularly are the source
of many mistakes in the machine shop owing
to 'bad figures. The method of correct
dimensioning is employed, and in this connec-
tion it may be mentioned that no dimension
should appear more than once, and no
important size necessary for manufacture
must be omitted. Notice that dimension
lines and projection lines are thin continuous
lines, only slightly less prominent than the
main drawing, which should be heavily
lined in.

No particular scale need be employed for
freehand sketching. This is one of the main
points of difference between freehand and
machine drawing. the latter being always
made to scale. Nevertheless, in the freehand
sketch we must be careful to make our sizes
proportional. A part which is, say, 4in. long,
should be four times the length, as near as
we can judge, of a part tin. long, arid so on.
Great care and concentration have to be
employed to produce a freehand sketch which
is approximately to scale entirely without the
use of a rule or scale. If a scale is available
there is no objection to its use, but this is
not always the case, and we should practise
making' freehand sketches without a rule.

Notice also that a knowledge of projection
is required. The sketch shows an elevation,
end view and a plan. In British Standard
Projection the plan is always under the
elevation, the end view is usually placed on
the right, and shows the view of the left-hand
side of the object. If the 'end view is placed
on the left-hand side of the elevation, it
shows the -appearance of the right-hand side

ance. To assist in the development of a
correct eye, exercises should be practised
freehand without drawing instruments, and
the estimation of sizes should be judged
without actual measurement by scale.

z. Sketch (each in one stroke) horizontal
lines tin., 2in., 3in., and 4in. long.

2. Sketch (each in one stroke) vertical lines
z lin., zlin., 31in. long.

3. Sketch a numbei of horizontal lines
about Sin. long, and subdivide them by eye
into 3, 5, 7, 9 equal parts.

4. Practise the 26 letters of the alphabet in
block capitals upright about lin. high. (See
Fig. 3.)

5. Practise the numerals I to 9
in. block figures in. high. (Fig. 3.)

'6. Practise the letters of the
alphabet (small letters).

7. Sketch a series of hori-
zontal and vertical centre
lines in long chain -dot.

8. Do the same exer-
cise using dotted lines,
taking great pains, as
sketches an easily
be spoiled by careless
use of dotted lines.

9. Practis'e arrow 41)14,
heads lin. long and
t;r6in. wide.

When proficiency
has been attained in
the above exercises,
we can proceed with
those on the freehand
sketching of circles and
the estimation of angles,
using the eye only, and
not a protractor. Sketch
freehand two lines cresting
each other at right angles and
measure along each of the four
half lines a distance of tin. from
the point of intersection. Subdivide 
each right angle or 90 deg. into three

O

equal parts by lines at 3o deg. Sub -divide
each 3o deg. angle into three equal parts of
TO deg. by lines passing through the poinyObt
intersection. (See Fig. 4 for this exercNe.)
Measure 2in. along each line from the paint
of intersection. In this connection it might
be useful to remember that the first joint of
the middle finger measures about tin. Then
join all these points by one continuous, line
and a fairly good representation of a circle
will be obtained. The beginner Will find
considerable difficulty in the exercises 'on the
circle and only constant practice will achieire
the desired result.  It should then be possible
to draw circles of all sizes with only the
vertical and horizontal centre lines given.
Practise subdividing the circumferences into 8
or it equal parts, which is a very common pro-
cedure in steam cylinder or pipework flanges.

Dimension Lines
We conclude dur introduction to the sub-

ject of handsketching with the rules of
dimensioning. Largest dimensions are placed
farthest away from the object, the shorter
dimensions being closer in. Refer to Fig. 2
for illustration of these remarks. Place the
figures in a gap specially left in the dimension
line, the fraction line to be in line with the
dimension line. Figures should be block
printed at right angles to the dimension line.
Vertical dimension lines will have the figures
all the same way round so as to be read by
the eye looking from the bottom right-hand
corner of the sketch. When possible hori.-
zontal dimension lines in side view and
elevation should be projected in line, and the
same applies to vertical dimensions in plan
and elevation. Observance of this rule adds
considerably to the appearance cif a sketCh.
Dimension lines giving diameter of circles
must pass through the centre of the circle
with arrow heads at the circumference.

If it is desired to give the radius of a circle,
or part of a circle, the dimension line must
run from a point on the circumference to the
centre and must terminate exactly at the
centre. The figures should be placed on the
dimension line if there is room, and if not,
then adjacent to the line. The position of
circular holes should he located by dimension
lines from the centres of the circles only.
Never locate a hole by giving a size to a point
on the circumference. When writing frac-
tions it is necessary to take care that both
the numerator and denominator are well
away from the dividing line so as to make the

fraction quite clear to

30° 30° read.

0

0

30° .3°

o-0
oa

Fig. 4--
Freehand

sketch of. a
circle divided

into equal darts.
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Fine paint spray and fumes are sucked up through a ventilator stack, screened by a -

" waterfall," which serves as a filter, removing file highly-infldMmable- paint "dust 7
froni the air. In the foreground is one of the pressure vats Where the paint; conk-in:ay

agitated, is kept. Tubes from the vat feed the paint to the overhead sprays.

Whipping across the endless procession of small parts are the automatic spray gem, spreading
an even coat of corrosion -resistant paint on the pieces soon to be included in the construction

of a Martin bomber. Two such units comprise vital phases in the process.

December, 1942 December, 1942

After having passed under the sprayer and through the ventilator tout, the freshly painted parts
move through the infra -red oven and fan dryer unit: After the parts have passed through the drying
units they are removed from belt, turned over, and started on the second phase of their journey.

ROBOT.painter that, sprays automatic-
ally the multitude . of, parts that
comprise Martin bombers, has been

installed by ,the Glenn L. Martin Company,
of .Baltimore. Operated by five men, the
device does in a third of
the time the work that
formerly required fifteen
Men to do. - Ten men,
badly needed for other
work, thus are released
from hand -operated ' spray
guns. Made for the
Martin Company . by a
spray - gun manufacturer,
numerous refinements and
improvements have been
added to adapt the machine to aircraft
work. One such improvement is the stack
and ventilator arrangement which keeps fine
particles of paint from being drawn out
through the stack into the air over the roof

- of the building. In the past, the fine paint
"dust " presented a fire hazard. To-
day, the excess paint spray is filtered
through a veritable_ waterfall,. and is collected
in a large tank under the paint sacks, later to
be skimmed off with ladles..

Other changes. in the _machine brought
about by , Martin engineers include the
addition of two hand -spray, booths on each
cycle of the machine, changes in the drying
oven, and various improvements which were
finind necessary.

Endless -belt System
The machine itself is in two banks, or

cycles, and works on the endless belt system.
Small parts that have first been cleaned aid
anodised are brought in baskets on the over -

The Latest Automatic
Apparatus foe Rapidly
Coating Aircraft Parts

with Anil -acid Protective
Paint

head chain conveyor system to a station near
the robot paint sprayer. These parts are of
various shapes and sizes ;' some of them
slated to go into* Navy patrol bombers,
others into the construction of bombers for

the Army and the Royal Air
Force.
. Taken from the baskets,

the parts are 'started on
their, journey through the
robot sprayer. Placed on
the 'cross -bars of the end-
less belt, they are first
carried under a set of
overhead spray guns that
whip back and forth across
the moving pieces. As the

belt moves on the parts are carried through
an ov`en equipped with infra -red lamps
designed to speed the drying proeess, and
hen through a second drying unit where
umerous fans force, warm air on the parts.

Infra -red Oven-
The- infrared lamps are so arranged that

hey may be turned on in units of four or
more, depending upOri the type 'of paint being
used at the ,time.-- If -the paint drys rapidly -
it is not necessary to use the lamps.

The numerous- part's, after having passed
through 'the oven, now completely dryand
painted 'on one side; are taken from the
conveyor: which comprises the. first cycle of
the operation, turned over and placed on
the other conveyor which travels in the
opposite direction. Thus, the second cycle
in'the operation is started. When the pieces
have reached the end of the second cycle,
they are completely covered with a primary
coat of anti -acid paint.

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS

Parts, painted on one .side, are, started- on a duplicate of their first trip down the
line. _When they reach the end of the second phase in the robot ,spraying process they

will be completely covered with a protective coat of corrosion -resisting paint.

At the end of their journey through the robot paint sprayer, plus are completely covered
kith a protective coat of paint. Here they are being removed from the endless belt and
placed in bins, ready to move on to the production line. Parts of all shapes and sines undergo

the robot paint spray treatment.
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Sleeve Valve En
THE sleeve valve has been applied to

internal-combustion engines for many
years, and is not to be considered as

aninnovation. The firstsatisfactory engine to
use this princicle was the " Knight " ' donble-
sleeve type, which was made in Chicago as
early as 1935. The " Knight " engine was
introduced commercially into this country by
Daimler in 5939. Both sleeves moved with a
reciprocating motion, each being driven by
a separate crank; very satisfactory results
were obtained, particularly as regards silent
running, the motor -car engine of that period
not being as free from noise as snore modern
engines. Satisfactory lubrication of so many
large area sliding surfaces -introduced some
problems whicifwere, however, overcome and
the engine made Very reliable.

A single sleeve offers -advantages in the
matter of lubrication, antics 1909 the " Burt "
single sleeve valve engine Was introduced by
the Argyll Company. ManY readers will

Exhausr
Por
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Their Operation and Advantages
By S J, GARRATT

carburettor, ignition, and spark plugs. Valve
grinding and valve tappet adjustment are
eliminated.

The Bristol Aeroplane Company turned
their attention to the single sleeve valve engine
soon after the last war and they are the
pioneers of sleeve valve aero engines. The
largest engine of this type used in the Services
is the " Hercules, " a 14 -cylinder double -row
air-cooled supercharged 'radial of about
',boo h.p. The success of this engine is sure
to point the way to future developments.

Operational Details
With a single sleeve a simple reciprocating

motion does not suffice for the requirements
of the four-stroke cycle, but the required
result is obtained by combining a reciprocating
and an oscillating motion (i.e., a to and fro
partial rotation in the cylinder bore), the
effect then being that- any point on the
surface of the sleeve describes an ellipse

Oinnpression

remember the "Barr and Stroud " motor-
cycle engine which was on the market for a
period of several years just after the last
war. This was an example of the " Burt "
single'sleeve valve engine.

Limitations
Experiments to determine the limitations

of this class of engine were carried out with
surprising results, and cylinder pressures of
about three times those obtained in a poppet
valve engine were, experienced. The explana-
tion of this is undoubtedly the absence of
the hot exhaust valve from the combustion
chamber. This hot spot limits the com-
pression pressures obtainable before coin-
bustion takes place and thus precludes further
increase Of power from the cylinder with
any given fuel. No such limiting factor was
met with in the sleeve valve engine, the (lily
actor preventing still further power outputbeing

the mechanical construction of the
test engine.

These results were obtained by super-
charging, but the tests referred to showed
that the sleeve valve engine is inherently
capable of standing far more supercharge
than a poppet valve engine.

Another advantage of the sleeve valve
is its greater simplicity, and at the same time
all working parts are enclosed. Less main-
tenance attention is therefore required; in
fact, once the engine has been properly
assembled, there is nothing to adjust or to
get out of adjustment, except the auxiliaries,

/wet
Port Fig. I (left)

cykrder ports.
-Shape of

Diagram of
g. 2 (above)..

zee port.

against the cylinder wall. Figs. I. and 2
give a clear indication of this movement and
the manner in which the ports are open6dand
closed. The peculiar shape of the porila, is
to give the quickest opening and maximdtp
port area. The reader should trace OA
outline of Fig. 2 on transparent paper,
including the location point " X " and the
vertical centre line ; then apply the tracing
to Fig. r and move it in the direction indicated
so that the point " X " follows the ellipse,
always keeping the centre lines parallel. The
port opening can then be seen more clearly
than with any static illustration.

Sleeve Port Control -
The illustration shows a " double " port

in which one sleeve port controls an inlet
and an exhaust port. To simplify the
induction and exhaust system it is usual to
have only one double port in each sleeve, the
other ports controlling either one inlet or one
exhaust, but the prinoiple' is the same.

Movement of the sleeve is accomplished
by means of a half speed crank working in a
ball and socket joint it the bottom of the
sleeve. This gives an up-and-down motion
along the cylinder equal to twice the crank
throw ; the sideways or oscillating movement
is, however, less than this because the ball
joint is farther from the centre of the cylinder
than the sleeve surface. The combined
movement is therefore an ellipse as illus-
trated in Fig. a. A circular movement would
do but the ellipse ,is more convenient.
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lees

On the Bristol aero engines the sleeve is
of steel about -A-in. thick and works directly
in the light alloy cylinder. No liner is fitted
in the cylinder, wear of the latter being in-
appreciable owing to the large areas of con-
tact. The top end of the liner is closed by
means of a kind of fixed piston forming part
of the cylinder head and fitted with piston
rings in the usual manner, the sparking -plugs
being screwed through this piston, pr " junk
head," to use the right term.

The crown or flat surface- of the junk head
is thus pocketed below the cylinder end; and
presents some difficulty in cooling which has'
been successfully overcome in the Bristol
engines. This is the hottest part of the
cylinder and normally runs at about 25o deg
centigrade, compared with about 75o deg.
for the usual temperatute of an exhaust valve
in a poppet valve engine.

Advantages
The single sleeve valve engine appears to

offer advantages for motor -car purposes, for,
besides doing away with valve grinding and
tappet adjustment (to say nothing of rockers.
pushrods, springs, etc.), -it would overcome
the pressing problem of cylinder wear and
bring nearer the " everlasting " engine. At
present the modern light car engine wears
out more quickly than any other part of the
car ; even tyres will last 40,000 miles or more,
while reboring is usually required at about
20,00o miles. The wear in the case of sleeve
valve engines will be much less ; for one
thing, the wearing surface can be of steel
instead of 'cast iron, and owing to the motion
of the sleeve wear is more evenly distributed,
and lubrication more effective. Pistons will
probably be the first items to require replace-
ment owing to wear in the rings and grooveS.
bud, when at last g sleeve does become worn
out,litsIn be replaced -kw a spare part by the
owner t:itself if he feels inclined.

What the motor industry will think of an
engine that never wears out' one cannot
ProPhesre-but44-as.-seerus_probable, it offers
advantages to the community it will come in
due course.

The poppet valve engine has been the
subject of an enormous amount of research
work in design, materials and production
methods, and in this respect has a long start
over the sleeve valve engine.
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Train in Hid h Fliers
How British Pilots Undergo Various Exercises for Ascertaining Their Suitability for

Flying- in High Altitudes
DURING the present war fighter aircraft and bombers of the

warring nations are striving to operate at higher altitudes.
To a fighter, height means tactical advantage over an

opponent, and to a bomber, relative immunity from ground defences.
For this reason there is a race between- all designers to produce

aircraft with higher " ceilings," and engines which will function
at great altitudes. A freak aircraft, a specially built machine, the
Caproni Ca 161 bis, obtained the world's height record for Italy
by frying to a height of 56,176ft.

But Britain and America are not behind in this race to carry the
war into the sub -stratosphere, and the- accompanying ,illUstrations
show some of the tests which are now almost a routine matter
for R.A.F. personnel.

" .

While the men are inside, a constant watch
is kept through peepholes outside the

chamber.

Inside the:chamber the pilots and the doctor put
on oxygen masks and earphones. Then the
heavy steel .doors are closed and a machine
begins to reduce the air pressure at a steady
rate. They are now on their way, while on

earth, to the upper atmosphere.

The controller now makes the conditions
for 5o,000ft. He controls the time taken

for both " ascent and descent."

Reactions of pilots to heavy exertion, Reaction tests of pilots in the rarefied
such as pedalling, a bicycle, ore recorded. atmosphere. Writing their naives. tic

This cycle works on a frictiOnad,hsted one test. Sonic men react at much
spring baleinee. lower- leads than ethers.
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The Story of Chemical Discovery
No. 17.-Pioneers of Plastics. The Origins of a World-wide Industry

A.LTHOUGH
the inception of that

present-day miracle of mass -scale
A creative chemistry, the modern plastics
industry, will, perhaps for all time, inevitably
be associated with the name of the Belgian
chemical professor and experimenter Dr.
L. H. Baekeland, the originator of " Bake-
lite," it would be erroneous to suppose that
Baekeland himself was the first actual dis-
coverer of synthetic resins.

That honour would appear, in strict truth,
to fall to the celebrated German dye chemist
Adolph von Baeyer, who, as far back as 1872,
just after the close of the Franco-Prussian
war, noticed that when phenol or carbolic
acid is 'heated with formalin a solid resin
results. ?

Speaking chemically, Baeyer remarked that
" it seems that all the aldehydes,will, under
suitable circumstances, unite with the aro-
matic hydrocarbons to form resins."

Such a statement, if due attention had been
given to it at the time, would have been seen
to have comprised a very fundamental
generalisation. But chemical science, in
those days, had not time to concern itself
with sticky, viscid resins of unknown and
highly complex and problematical composi-
tions. Chemical workers were far too
interested in evolving new dyestuffs for the
then rising synthetic dyestuffs industry.
That, in a nutshell, is why plastic resins of
the artificial type did not materialise in
industry a quarter of a century before they
were first heard of by the ordinary commercial
user.

Although synthetic or artificially.
made plastics are of compara-
tively recent origin, it still remains
a fact that many of the natural
plaStic materials have been em-
ployed by mankind since the
remotest times.

Take, for example, bitumen,
which is definitely plastic in nature
and which is known to have been
used in biblical times. Shellac,
too, is another of the well-known
natural plastic materials, as are also the
various other natural varnish-resini, waxes
and similar products.

In fact, the term " plastic " is applicable
to a wide range of materials, both natural
and synthetic, all of which are able to be
moulded into definite and permanent shapes
by heating and, or pressure.

,:3%

Pyroxyline
The modern science of chemically synthe-

sised plastic materials may be said to have
taken its first rise in or about the year 1855,
when one Alexander Parkes, a fervent practical
experimenter in many branches of chemistry,
first tried to make something useful out of
" pyroxyline," which is the name given to

Celluloid -L -the oldest of artificial plastics-which
cinema film farm is produced annually to the extent

millions of feet.

nl

of

nitro -cotton or guncotton dissolved in a
mixture of alcohol and ether.

But pyroxyline proved itself to be an
unusually difficult substance to handle. In
the first place, it was excessively inflammable,
and it was quite impossible to mould it, for,
on the evaporation of the solvent, the stuff
simply shrivelled up, leaving an almost
formless, wrinkled, horny mass.

Bakelite resin which has been ground to powder form
into heated prissure moulds.

or packing

"Parkesine "
Alexander Parkes worked on the problem

for about to years. He mixed various
materials with the pyroxyline in order io
stiffen it up. At last he tried camphor
mixed with castor oil, and with the aid of
these ingredients he produced a substance
which he called " parkesine," and which
had a small but limited commercial success.

" Parkesine " was the first artificial plastic,
the forerunner of the vast multiplicity of
highly efficient plastic substances which are
nowadays annually synthesised by the hun-
dreds of thousands of tons. But `,` parkesine "
was not successful, its characteristics being
far too unreliable for commercial utilisation.

In 1867, two years after the introduction of
" parkesine," came the second of the world's
artificial plastics, " xylonite," which was the
outcome of experiments made by Daniel
Spill, an acquaintance of Parkes. Spill's
" xylonite " turned out to 'be a substance
somewhat similar to " parkesine," but it was
better compounded and was more stable in
properties.

On the other side of the world, the problem
of plastics was being taken up, Here and there
by a -few isolated experimenters. In America
at that time the game of billiards was reaching
the height of its popularity and the balls used
for the game were made of solid ivory. But
ivory was getting scarce for billiard -ball
manufacture, and in the trade an appeal had
gone round for some material which could
usefully be substituted for it. In fact, the
question of this substitute material became
so pressing that a prize of 10,000 dollars
was offered for the most satisfactory non -
ivory billiard ball material which could be
devised.
 A young experimenter of Albany, John

Wesley Hyatt by name, ultimately secured
the prize. He succeeded just where the
two Englishmen, Alexander Parkes, of Bir-
mingham, and Daniel Spill, had managed to
fail. For John Wesley Hyatt, instead of
attempting to unite nitro -cotton or gun-
cotton with camphor through the medium of
an alcohol -ether solvent and with the aid of
castor oil, cut out the solvent and the oil and
combined the two together in the dry state
by means of pressure alone.

" Celluloid "
Hyatt, aided by his brother, merely mixed

camphor and nitro -cotton together and
subjected the mixture to the action of a hot
press. Under the influence of heat and
pressure the two solids mutually dissolved .

Sheets of one of the latest synthetic resins made from 'acrylic acid.
They are as transparent as glass, and are extensively employed in

aeroplane construction.

`ft
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rem m e home laboratory by
the interaction of formalin and carbolic acid.

in each other, resulting in an almost clear,
homogeneous solid block of material which
was named by its inventor " celluloid."

Thus celluloid, this still vitally important
plastic material, arrived on the industrial
scene. In 1869 the Hyatt brothsrs com-
menced manufacturing celluloid, and, with
varied improvements in its technique of
production, this material, the first of the
commercially successful plastics, has been
manufactured in enormous quantities ever
since.

As a plastic material celluloid has, frbm
time to time, masqueraded tinder many
guises. The 'material can be dyed; coloured
with pigments, made in an opaque or in a
translucent (semi -transparent) form. It can
have various filling materials incorporated
with it during naanufacture, and, naturally
enough, it can be given a thousand or more
different names. But, basically, all such
materials (and their number has been legion)
are nothing more nor less than celluloid, the
compound of nitro -cotton and camphor
which the Hyatt brothers originated in 1869.

Artificial Silk
After celluloid, chemical science waited for

some zo years before it produced another
type of plastics. Again, cellulose formed the
basis of the plastic material. The new
material originated about the year 1891, when
Count Hilare de. Chardonnet, an. intrepid
French experimenter, commenced in a small
factory at Besancon the commercial Manu-
facture of a material which he called " pYroxy-
lin silk."

This was the world's first artificial silk.
Count de Chardonnet had commenced his
experiments eight years previcuslY, and at
the Paris Exposition of 1889 he had ex-
hibited his new silk -like products. -

Artificial silk manufacture began in 1891
with the daily production of about toolb.
of the synthetic thread. The so-called " silk "
was produced merely by squirting pyroxyline
through fine orifices into a bath of warm
water.

Chardonnet spent a vast sum of money on
his invention, but, in the end, he was not
extraordinarily successful. The technique of
artificial silk production proved an excessively
difficult one to master, and, to a certain
extent, there existed a public prejudice
against the material.

About this time, also, Cross and Bevan,
two London experimenters who had devoted
their technical careers to the study of cellulose,
made 'the discovery that when mercerised
cotton (that is, cotton which has been treated
with a caustic soda solution) is warmed with
carbon disulphide, it dissoltes to a thick
yellow fluid. This fluid, on being acidified,
precipitates the cellulose in more Or less its
original form. -

Cross and Bevan squirted their carbon
disulphide solution of mercerised cotton
through fine jets into a bath of weak acid.
As,each minute Ateam of fluid entered the
acid bath it was instantly congealed to a solid
filament. Hence, by twisting a number of
such filaments together it was found possible

to make an artificial silk -like thread which,
indeed, showed a considerably greater. re-
semblance to real silk than did Count Hilare
de Chardonnet's ".pyroxyline silk."

Cross (for he 'was the chief instigator of
the new process) called his synthetic thread-
like plastic "viscose," from the viscous
nature of the solution used in its manufacture.
The introduction of " viscose " may be said
to have initiated the modern interest in
" artificial silk," despite the fact that years
had to elapse before artificial silks of the
present-day standard could, be produced
commercially.

" Bakelite"
Then, after another interval of years, came

L. H. Baekeland's introduction of " bakelite,"
and with this event came the beginnings of
the present world-wide manufacture of
synthetiC resins which, in Great Britain alone,
has reached the colossal annual figure of more
than ten million pounds weight.

Dr:L. H. Baekcland was born at Ghent
in 1863. After being Professor of Chemistry

A modern semi -automatic hydraulic press for
the production of bakelite parts.

in the Universities of Ghent and Bruges, he
emigrated to New York in 1889. At first
his interests turned to photography, and he
invented a " slow " form of bromide printing
paper which could be manipulated under
gaslight illumination, and which he called
` Velox " paper. Thus did the nowadays

well-known gaslight -paper originate.
Baekeland's chemical reaction, resulting in

the formation of bakelite resin, is a very simple
one to carry out,' and it may be imitated
readily by any amateur who is interested in
the process.

Mix together approximately equal quantities
of formaldehyde (" formalin ") and phenol
(" carbolic acid ") in a small heating -vessel
and to thiS mixture add about five to to per
cent. of its weight of solid caustic soda. All
that is now required is to heat the mixture to
its boiling -point for a few minutes,' until
suddenly the mixture turns yellow and then
(rapidly) dark brown. The heating is imme-
diately stopped, and the resinous product is
wellwashed with water to get rid of all soluble
matters.

Easily Moulded
This easily-mkde golden -brown resin is

genuine "bakelite." When gently heated, it
will become soft, which condition it can
be moulded. But when it is heated strongly,
and particularly under heavy pressure, it
becomes infusible, and no further degree of
heating will soften it.

What has happened in the above chemical
synthesis is that, under the " catalytic " or
energising action of the caustic soda, the
molecules of carbolic acid and of formalin
have linked themselves up together to form
long chains and clusters of atoms. The
carbolic acid and the formalin molecules have,
as it were, `-` condensed " together, forming
a merger or an association of atoms. That is
why bakelite and all similar synthetic resins
are chemically known as " condensation "
products.

The actual chemical composition of bake-
lite is quite unknown, as, indeed, is that .of
all the numerous other synthetic resins.
One day, perhaps, some particularly ingenious
experimenter will, after much toil, manage to
elucidate the chemical make-up of these
plaStic compounds and he will tell us exactly
how the atoms are held together in the dif-
ferent resins.

Cirliolic acid and formalin are, of course,
by no means the only two compounds which
can be chemically` condensed " together
to form resinous products of useful applica-
tion. There are, indeed, hosts of other
chemical compounds which can be reacted
together by one more or less straightforward
means or another to produce useful plastics.

"Condensite "
Another plastic pioneer was Jonas Walter

Aylesworth. *This experimenter was brought
up, technically speaking, in what he was
pleased to term " the greatest university in
the world-the- Edison laboratory." Ayles-
worth devised another ,phenol condensatiOn
product, allied to bakelite, which he termed
" condensite." Condensite was found to be
an excellent electrical insulator. It proved
itself to constitute a first-class material for
taking minute mould impressions,- so much
so that the great Edison himself took it over
more or less completely for the manufacture
of his still famous ` Amberol." cylinder
phonograph records.

In conclusion, mention must be made of
the present-day class of " casein " plastics
which play an important industrial role in
modern civilisation. Casein itself is a product
of milk, being the chief constituent of milk
curd. When formalin acts on casein, it forms
a hard, horny substance, which, under the
name of " galalith," was' first produced in
Germany at the beginning of the present
century. Nowadays, .much improved casein
plastics are made for utilitarian and orna-
mental purposes by mixing dried milk casein
with pigments and " fillers."

' -
The result of the small-scale chemical reaction,
illustrated at the top of tin's page. A mass of
bakelite resin formed at the bottom of the

porcelain basin.
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Yet,-
. -1 tH, ch., -up picture of a fully detailed model of H.M.S. " Hand," as she was built in

1916. The lenth of this model is sift.

MOST of us have our " favourites " in
life-and when it comes to War -time
we instinctively have a preference for

one particular Service. You may like the
modern and dashing Air Force, the Royal
Marines or our brave new Army, but the
Navy will always make the greatest appeal to
me. It has the romance of generations
behind it, for the sea has always been England's
bulwark, and it was by sailing the rolling main
that she built up the far-flung Empire she
now fights to defend.

First Epoch
The first epoch of her sea history began

in the reign of King Alfred, and, looking at
a series of exquisite little models to a scale
of loft. to tin., compiled by Mr. E. W.
Twining some years ago, I find he chooses
for his first ship a Saxon -built vessel of the
time of this famous English king. It is of the
Norse long -boat type, with high curving
stem and stern posts, and was propelled by
long oars, when the wind was not favourable.
The one mast carries a yard and square sail,
and steering was effected by a large paddle -
shaped board worked from inboard by a
tiller.

English Naval History from King
Alfred. the Great to King George
the Fifth Told in Model Form

From the beginning of the 14th century
the form and size of ships gradually changed.
The, forecastle and poop rose in height, and
began to extend beyond the length of the
waterline. The fourth model, in the series
represents a typical vessel of the time of
Edward III, date about 1360. Some of these
ships probably had three masts and possibly
a bowsprit, and a little later we find artillery

.in use on board, It is not definitely known
which nation was first to make use of guns
On ships, but it appears they definitely were
used by the Spanish against the English- Fleet
at La Rochelle in 1372.

During the century following the period of
this last model vessel, development acid
design were slow and our next model-a
caravel of the time of Henry VII-is a
typical one as used by mo nations of
that time. It was in such a shT,-the Santa
Maria-that Columbus, accompanied by the
two smaller vessels, the Nina and the Pinta,
sailed westward on his great voyage of
discovery.

The next model represents one of the
boats in which William of Normandy and
his soldiers invaded this country in to66.
The Conqueror " burnt his boats when he
landed, and the only record we have of them
is to be found in the Bayeux tapestry, where
they are shown to be complete with oars and
pavises (round shields which proteCted the
rowers), a single mast and sail, and carved
heads on both stern and stem posts. Steering
was by steering board and tiller.

13th Century Period
In the Seals of the Cinque Ports, and other

seaport towns, excellent representations are
Preserved of vessels of the 13th century,
period, and our third model is of a vessel
shown in the Seal of Winchelsea. This
has 'many features in common with the
two earlier. ships. The sheer at each end
terminating in a high stem and stern post,
the single mast and square sail, and the
steering board on the right-hand side are
still there. The castles, fore and aft, are of
elaborate Gothic design, These structures'
were first of all temporary ones, only used
in times of war, and removed when the ship
was used for trading PurpOses.

A 6on-tonner
Henry VII gave much encouragement to

the Navy. He built, in 1490, two large ships
-one of which was 600 tons-and the sixth
model, the Henry Grace a Dieu, is very
similar to these, though built in 1514,,during
the reign of that much -married monarch
Henry VIII. It is four -masted, having
lateen sails on the two aftermasts, and a
square sail carried on a yard on the bowsprit.
The -Merry Monarch, like, his father, gave
great attention to naval matters. He built
or purchased the finest ships possible for
those times, and during his reign the Navy
for the first time became a separate fighting
force for the protection- of the country.

The Henry Grace a Dieu carried 21 guns,
four of which were cannon throwing 6o -pound
shot, and by the end of the eighth Henry's
reign the clinker system of construction,
which had been in vogue since the time of
Alfred, gave place to carve] building, resulting
in faster and more seaworthy ships.

Some of my readers may be interested in
a definition of these two competing methods
of ship building. In a clinker -built ship the
upper edge of each plank is overlapped by
the -lower edge of the one above, and they
are secured to each other by nails driven
through the laps. A carvel-built -ship, on the

A pageant of English ships from the Saxon -built vessel of King Alfred'i day to the Royal George" of 1756 (reading from right to left).
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A lute of English ships from Nelson's " Victory" to H.M.S. " Hoof" (reJiin; Iron right to left).

other hand, is one in which the planks are all
flush and do not overlap each other.

It is of interest to remember that the
English Navy was first called the British Navy
in the reign of James the First, when the
Union Flag was adc ,ed in 1606. About
zoo years later came Lie union with Ireland
(am), and the Cross of St. Patrick was
incorporated in the flag, which then became
our Union Jack.

The " Ark Royal"
Seventh on the list is a vessel with a very

famous name, the Ark Royal, which fought in
the battle of the Spanish Armada, and eighth,
the Sovereign of the Seas, built by Pett in
1637, a vessel of over 1,600 tons, carrying
more than 100 guns. At the Restoration she
was re -named Royal Sovereign.

Passing onward, we find several
were built in the reign
of Charles II, when
Samuel Pepys, Clerk of
the " Acts of the Navy,"
filled the post with
such honour during
eventful periods like
the Great Plague, the
Fire of London and
the Dutch War, that
the management of our
Navy devolved almost
entirely upon his
shoulders. He rose to
become Secretary to
the Admiralty, and
was the man behind
Charles I I's na v a I
rolicy.

None of these ships
is, in a word, epoch-
making, so the next
one we illustrate is
the Roya' George-by
her tonnage alone (over 2,000), one of the

, most remarkable ships :ever built-although
it is owing to her tragic end that her
name has become a " household word."

The "Victory "
Nine years after the launching of the

Royal George, that is to say, in 1765, there was
built the ship, which, in after years, became
he most famous warship that ever went into
battle. She bore, and still proudly bears, the
Imperishable name' of Victory, and the
tenth model in our series is intended to
represent her in form and rigging as she
originally was. Eleventh on the list is one
of the last of the old " wooden walls "-
launched at Pembroke in 1852 and named
the Duke of Wellington in honour of the victor
of Waterloo. Her tonnage was 3,771 -and she
was pierced for .13o guns, and was flagship
of the Baltic Fleets. in both expeditions
against the, Russians (1854-1855).

During the . next-- decade very radical
changes took' place in .both materials, and
methods of construction, as well as in the
arming of Ships, and in 1859 a number of
shipbuilding firms, including the Admiralty

fine ships

office, were asked to submit new designs.
None of these was accepted-but the fact
that out of the 15 submitted, only two were
of wood and the rest of iron-seems to have
swayed the Admiralty's decision, for in
1859 two all -iron ships were laid down,
the Warrior and the Black Prince.

The year 1862 marks the appointment of
Sir E. J. Reed to the position of Chief of
Construction. He was perhaps the first to
visualise the ironclad steamship as a complete
fighting machine, and proceeded to put his
ideas into practice with the Bellerophon-the
finest ship which had been built for the British
or any other Navy of that day. She had the
first warship hull built in cellular girder form
with double skin, and she carried a central
battery of guns-all previous vessels having
been of the broadside type. . This vessel is
modelled as No. 12 on our list. She was

Models of four leading zoarships of belligerent countries to-day-from left to right-the
U.S.A.'s warship " West Virginia" showing characteristic lattice masts ; the German
fast cruiser ",Scharnhorst," which has had many hairbreadth escapes from the British
Navy ; the " Nagato" one ,of Japan's mighty warships; and H.M.S. " King

George V "-the latest and most formidable type of British battleship.

launched in 1865, completed in 1866 and had
a displacement of 7,55o tons.

H.M.S. "Benbow "
The next outstanding ship we come to

is H.M.S. Benbow, one of the ships of the
" Admiral " class of the early 'eighties.

-Then from the " Admirals " we skip another
ten years and illustrate item No. 14, one of
the battleships of the " Majestic " class.

There were nine of these in all-tdisplacement
14,900 tons, armed with four i2in. guns of
a new type, as well as 6in. guns, 12 and
3 -pounders and torpedo tubes-and they
were laid down between 1893 and 1895.

Under Sir Philip Watts came the "Lord
Nelson " class, and in 1906 appeared the first
all -big -gun ship, the Dreadnought, with
17,900 tons displacement. From 1906, ship
succeeded ship along the Dreadnought lines,
culminating in the " Queen Elizabeth "
class of 1912-1913, with displacement of 27,50o
tons. Our series ends with that gigantic vessel
of 1916, H.M.S. Hood-the largest war
vessel in the world, which was lost last year
in battle against the German Bismarck off
Iceland.

Warships of Four Countries
To bring our pageant right up to date

(without giving away
i any vital facts which
I must remain :secret

until the war is won),
I introduce our last
picture. This shows
models of the latest
ships of four of the
belligerent countries-
the American warship
West Virginia, t h e
German battle -cruiser
Scharnhorst, the
Japanese Nagato, and
England's newest type
of battleship, the King
George V.

Mr. E.. W. Twining,
who was personally
responsible for making

' the whole of this model
pageant of British
naval history (with
the exception of the

four last-mentioned modern warships, which
are the work of Bassett-Lowke, Ltd.), is
probably one of the most versatile model
makers in this country.

His sound knowledge of engineering and
electricity was coupled with an attractive
style of writing and expert draughtsmanship.
He came to Northampton in 1913 and devoted
himself chiefly to engineering and archi-
tectural models for exhibitions and museums.

A fine 50: to tin, model of H.M.S. " Southampton," built by
spare time.
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The Care of Eatteries
How to Maintain Them in Proper Condition

HE all-important subject of the care ofTHE all-important
in war -time was stressed in an

instructional film recently shown by
The Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd. The
need for the conservation of batteries which
are required for every vehicle and vessel of
war was emphasised. The following notes
cover the chief points outlined in the film,
and should he of particular' interest to 'all
users of accumulators at the present time.

That battery, quietly working away in
obscurity ; do you ever think of it, except
when it starts to give you trouble ? It is
not much to look at, and even if you take off
the stoppers and pry inside, it is not so inter-
esting as taking the back off a watch ; you
should see only the light glinting on the
electrolyte. Outside, it is black and plain ;
ugly, if you like. That is a cat' battery, but
even if your stock" in batteries runs to an
accumulator or two, with transparent con-
tainers you can easily see through, what do
you see but grey plates, edges of brown and
grey plates, terminals, acid, probably a few
bubbles on the top ? If your battery is not
in good condition, even the plates will be dis-
coloured. Very dull !

Does your battery ever inspire you to say
to yourself: "This is the faithful little servant
that starts my car, raises my traffic indicators,
sounds my horn, keeps my lamps burning
and my plugs sparking. It is the very life
of my car " ? And what of the other cells-
those which give life to your radio, make
your bells ring or give you emergency lighting ?
Do you ever give them a grateful thought ?
The fact is, you do not realise that those
batteries do so much for you until they fail
. . . and that is all your fault, usually.

Chemical Action
How does a battery do all this so regularly

and then suddenly go " phut " ? After all,
the electricity which charging puts into it
does not stay there ; it goes in one side and
out of the other just as all our words of warning
have gone into the heads of many battery
slave-drivers. There is no electricity stored
in that battery at all. It is called a storage
battery, yet it does not store anything except
acid and its own parts. The plates and the
acid in conflict set up chemical action and it
is this action alone which creates -electricity
as it goes-when it is wanted-just when you
" switch on." For by switching on you set
that chemical action in motion.

Now if a battery depends upon chemical
action for its life, quite certainly-as even
the schoolboy chemist knows-it is self-
destructive. All chemical action is self-
destructive. Destruction starts as soon as a
battery is charged, and upon the rate of
destruction depends absolutely the life in
hours of your battery. That rate of destruc-
tion you can control, advance or retard
according to your treatment of the battery.
Unless the instructions of the manufacturer
are carried out, that. rate of destructicin will
be rapid.

Competent authority tells us that 85 per
cent. of battery casualties are caused by
neglect ; neglect which falls broadly under
three headings, undercharging, overdischarg-
ing, evaporation. Let us investigate this,
and for the purposes of our investigation con-
centrate on the car battery. Car batteries
are the most frequently abused because they
are 'out of sight, they wear out slowly and
generally give the owner every opportunity to
take mean advantages. The rules applying to
car batteries apply equally to all other forms

of batteries when it comes to care and atten-
tion.

Undercharging
First, then, undercharging. This means

that, for one or more of several reasons, your'
car battery does not receive the electric charge
from the dynattio for a sufficient length of
time to keep the chemicals functioning
properly. It may be through a faulty or
dirty dynamo, but two of the most likely
reasons are that you do not use your car
frequently enough or that you do not take
it for long enough runs. That is quite easy to
understand. A battery is charged with
electricity to keep the chemicals active, and
the dynamo on your car should do, in a some-
what less degree of intensity, what the initial
and subsequent booster charges at the service
station do. To keep this process wing
satisfactorily you should take your car for
occasional runs of 5o miles or so, for with
the dynamo spinning merrily for so many
revolutions that battery is really on charge
and the effect obtained is very like a long
drink to a thirsty man.

Sealing the cells. After
fide groups of plates
are placed in the com-
partnients, bake lire
covers are placed on
top and the whole sealed
with bituminous com-

pound.

That is worth re-
membering because it is
a close parallel. If you
had only a few sips of
drink every hour or so you would in time be
very thirsty ineed, and thus " thirsty "
becomes your battery on short runs. It
simply must have that occasional long drink
of juice " and woe betide you if it doesn't
get it ! The plates will buckle, they will
become loaded with a layer of sulphate, and
their efficiency will drop and drop until the
horn squeaks, and the indicators develop the
droops and the lamps just glimmer.

If you are unable to make such long runs,
your battery must be taken out of the car
and given an independent charge. If you
are not equipped to do this yourself, the
nearest battery service' station, or garage. is
your best friend.

I

Overdischarging has a similar effect., But
this is caused by extensive use of the electrical
accessories on your car, or too much night
driving-or both. You are, in effect, taking
too much out of your battery to balance what
your dynamo can put in. Again-and even
more imperative this time-it must have an
independent charge.

Still considering these two causes of frequent
battery. failure, 'put it this way : If a tank
holding 8o gallons of water receives from
a supply pipe 15 gallons a minute and
loses through a waste pipe 15 gallons a
minute, the water in the tank will keep pretty
level. That would be similar to the state of
a battery could it receive from the dynamo
the exact charge necessary to balance its
output. But if the tank water supply drops
to to gallons a minute while the waste pipe
outflow remains at x5 it is only a matter
of time before the tank empties-that is under-
charging. Now supposing the supply pipe
remains at 15 gallons but a tap is opened
in the water system drawing off a fi.rther
five gallons a minute, 'again in time the
tank will empty - that is over -discharging.
Two causes with but a single effect.

Technically, there would be a to per cent.
loss in resistance and there would be probably
the same percentage of evaporation in a
water tank, but the analogy holds good.

Evaporation
Finally there is the question of evapora-

tion. The acid in your battery to which we
have already referred and which is known,

The hydrometer test. The specific gravity reading indicates when the
battery is below par, while the operation serves as a dip -stick guide to

the amount of electrolyte in the cells.

a; you know, as electrolyte, contains a good
proportion of lead sulphate. If you allow the
electrolyte to fall low enough for the plates
to become exposed, sulphate of lead will be
deposited upon those exposed parts and just
that proportion of your battery will be ruined
beyond redemption. Even though you cover
the plates again with distilled water, once
sulphation has taken place the battery can
never be the same again. So if you allow the
electrolyte to fall so low as a third of the way
down the plates, one third of your battery
will never work again.

You can stop these faults developing, that
is the thing to bear in mind. You can watch

(Continued on page n5}
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Our Busy Inventors
Imitation Legs

OF recent years it has.been customary - to -
manufacture artificial limbs of an  alloy,I', of aluminium. An inventor now claims to

' have improved upon this construction by
- using a plastic material. His method con-

sists in mixing together in liquid form a
synthetic resin and a hardening ingredient.
This is applied to a suitable base which may
be of fibrous textile material, metallic gauze,
or leather, and serves as a reinforcing
medium.

The material thus produced is wound in
layers on a shape resembling the artificial
limb. This is dried preferably by the appli-
cation of heat. After drying, the moulded
plastic article is removed from the shape.

For this device a number of advan-
tages aro claimed. First, it is
hygienic, as it is unaffected by per-
spiration. Next, being a bad con-
ductor of heat, it is not - liable to
become uncomfortably warm. Then,
for the purpose of adjustment, parts
can be worked in in very much the
same manner as wood. The material, -
also, will adhere to leather, metal,
or wood, thus allowing adjustments
in size to be made. In addition,
the invention eliminates the waiting
time entailed by drying processes
necessitated by the use of wood and
leather.

An innumerable quantity of artificial .
limbs will unfortunately be required
as a result of the present conflict.
Therefore, any invention which
effectively replaces the natural limb
will be of great service to mankind.

Stitch Salvage
THE war has caused the recruiting

of an army of knitters.
The pet aversion of these in-

dustrious interloopers-if I niay coin
a wordis the dropped stitch.
Among the gadgets designed to
prevent this is a stitch holder in the
form of a pin with a fixed cap at
one end and a detachable cap at the
other end. By this means, the knitter
is enabled to slip off any desired
number of stitches and to transfer
them to the holder to be securely
held until again requiied.

With the same object a new device
has been submitted to the British
Patent Office. The appliance consists
of a combination hand knitting
outfit serving at will as a needle and
a stitch holder. There are three
parts, including a headed needle
separable along its stem into at least
two portitms, and a separate member with
head attachable by its stem to the  stem of
the headed portion of the knitting needle,
when the pointed part has been removed.

Cockpit Cover .

AN improved cover or hood for the cockpit
of aircraft, motor boats, etc., is the

subject of an application for a patent in this
country.

The object of the invention is a construction
which will permit the cover to be jettisoned
very readily in an emergency. .

A hood is formed in two portions 'hinged -
to the opposite sides of a main chassis, and
secured together and to the chassis by means

By "Dynamo"
which allow the portions to be released
simultaneously.

These two portions separate automatically
from the chassis, when they are .swung out-
wardly.

The information on this page is specially
supplied to " Practical Mechanics " by
Messrs. Hughes & Young, Patent Agents, of
7, Stone Buildings, Lincoln's Inn, London,
W.C.2, who will be pleased to send free to
readers mentioning this paper a copy of their
handbook, " How to Patent an Invention."

TVrapping It Up
THE final process in a laundry is packing

the washed articles in such a manner
that they are delivered to the customer
immaculate and unwrinkled.

skill and occupies a certain amount of time.
The invention. in question provides a means
whereby bundles of laundered goods can be
placed easily and quickly in a bag by com-
paratively unskilled labour: As a conse-
quence, the linen is delivered to the customer
without spot or wrinkle.

To' Protect Packages
PACKAGES in a shipping case -should

be qualified to endure hard knocks.
Their constitution is likely to be undermined
by the possible rough usage of the case upon
shipment, and also by the movement of their
contents, caused by the pitch and roll' of the
vessel in whose hold they travel.

To guard against the stress and strain to
which .these package k are subject,. an in-
ventor has produced -a shipping case which

he maintains, is an improvement,
upon its predecessors.

One important object o' this
invention is the provision in a ship-
ping case for Packages containing
liquids, such as oil and milk, of
means for preventing the "packages
from contact with adjacent packages.
The consequence is that the sides of
the packages may bend when forced
out by the surging of the liquid
contents. This obviates undue pres-
sure on the seams and closures of
the packages.

The new shipping case consists of
an outer container and a number of
cartons for holding liquids. These
cartons, as  already stated, are
capable of being bent when subjected
to pressure. As a result, when
external or internal force is experi-
enced, they bulge outwardly and
increase the cross-section of the
cartons with the bulged portions.
And there are means at the ends
of the cartons which cause a space
between the, walls o neighbouring
cartons, allowing for the maximum
amount of bulging without the walls
coming in contact.

Professor George Constantinesco, the man who gave Britain
air superiority over the French battlefields in 1916, by his
wonderful invention for firing synchronised machine-gun
btdlets through the revolving blades of aeroplane propellers.
Professor Constantinesco is here seen in his workshop at work
on some of the intricate synchronising machinery he has

invented.

Among applications for patents recently
accepted by the British Patent Office, I note
one relating to a device forfacilitating the
packing of laundered articles. The author of
this invention states that, owing to the scarcity
of paper, washed articles are now being packed
either in fabric bags, which are returned to
the laundry, or in bags which involve the use
of a lesser quantity of paper than was required
when the articles were wrapped solely in
sheets of paper.

It will be appreciated that, when packing
articles which have been ironed, or pressed,
care must be taken that they are not creased
when placed in a flexible bag. To pack
without crumpling requires some degree of

Motor -car Appendix
THAT supplement to the motor-

car-the trailer-is a convenient
appendage which, combined with the
car, constitutes a miniature passenger
and goods train. The simplest form
of trailer is that with a single wheel;
which appears to be related to the
wheel -barrow.

According to one construction of
trailer of this type, 'the fork which
carries the wheel is joined to an
upright shaft which is free to turn in
bearings on a bracket fixed to the

tailboard of the trailer. This tailboard
is a rigid fixture and cannot be let down for
loading and unloading. Moreover, in this
construction the wheel of necessity projects
behind the trailer. And, in the event of its
coming violently into contact with some
unseen object, while backing, the fork shaft 
is liable to be bent and rendered useless.

To obviate these drawbacks, an inventor --
has devised a trailer in which the wheel is
fixed to or formed with a short pivot pin.
This pin is pivoted !n a bracket fixed to two
side members of a chassis that extends from
one end of the body of the trailer to or beyond
the other end. Anal it forms a support upon
which the body is fixed.
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QUERIES
ENQUIRIES
A stamped addressed envelope, three penny
stamps, and the query coupon from the current
issue, which appears on page iii of cover, must be
enclosed with every letter containing a query.
Every query and drawing which is sent must
bear the name and address of the reader.
Send your queries to the Editor, PRACTICAL
MECHANICS, Geo. Newnes, Lcd., Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

Ultra -violet Apparatus
I HAVE made a small sun -ray lamp

to be used with battery carbons from
4', -volt batteries. Can you please inform
me what current is required to operate
on these carbons, and will the lamp
require a resistance ? If the current is
low enough, will this do the job ? If a
resistance is necessary, could you please
inform me of the best means of wiring
this ?-A. Foster (Hucknall).
THE so-called " sun -ray "lamp for generat-

ing ultra -violet radiation may take the
form of either mercury vapour, carbon arc,
or tungsten arc as the generating source.
The amount of radiation will depend largely
upon the power available, that is, the current
in amperes, and on the type of carbons
employed, and your proposal therefore to
utilise the carbon elements from 41 -volt
dry cells is not likely to lead to useful results,
the carbons being of unsuitable grade and
too small to carry a useful current. Both
alternating and direct current can be used,
but carbon arc generators are usually designed
to take from 20 to 3o amperes, and if run
from the mains would require a heavy resist-
ance or choking coil to reduce the terminal
voltage to about 8o volts, which would be a
costly piece of apparatus in itself. The carbon;
would need to be 16 millimetres diameter for
A.C. or 18 millimetres diameter for D.C.
A long arc is essential to the production of
ultra -violet rays, and as above stated the
results would not be very beneficial on the
small scale contemplated, although many
small outfits are sold for home treatment to a
more or less credulous public.

Sharpening Mincing Machine
Knives

WOULD you please advise how to
sharpen knives for a mincing

machine, either on carborundum or
stone, and 'what position to hold the
blades ?-W. Warburton (Bollington).
PLACE the stone at the same angle at

which you find the edges have been
finished. If they are very dull a coarser
carborundum stone will be necessary than for
putting the final touches on, and these require
a fine stone or an oilstone, taking care to
remove the wire edge.

Builder's Square
COULD you give me the system or

formula for getting a building
square when laying out the lines ? I have
a very elementary knowledge of the 3-4-5
method, knowing only its multiples,
i.e., 9-12-15 or 15-20-25. I believe this
is used for getting a correct right angle.
I understand that there is a method of
arriving at the correct diagonal on a
known length and width when setting out.
-D. T. Davis (}1ungerford).

THE accompanying sketch shows the
builder's square constructed on the

" 3-4-5 method," and it is intended for
setting at right angles and, of course, checking
them. In all setting out work there either
exists or is formed a base line, and if the
builder's square has its 3 (or 4) side set
accurately on such base line, as sketch shows,
the 4 (or 3) side is exactly at right angles to
the base, and a builder's line may be sighted
through or laid against the 4 side (or 3).
When the builder's line is fixed-it may, of
course, be of any reasonable length-it is
advisable to check whether it is exactly at
right angles to the base. This may be done
as follows : From a point where the right-
angled lines meet, as " A " on sketch, measure
t5ft. along base line in direction of " B " and
mark point accurately ; next measure loft.
from " A " to " C." If the angle is a right
angle the measurement from " B " to " C "
should be exactly 25ft. ; if it is not the line
" A "-" C " should be adjusted. The t5ft.,
loft. and 25ft. may be of any other multiple
of 3, 4 and 5.

C

A

Line

Making " Parch-
ment " Paper

I SHOULD be glad if you
could inform me how

to make what is gener-
ally known as " parch-
ment " paper.

I assume that it would

3 or
en) multiple

Builder's square
f ormed with
boards having
halved and nailed
or screwed joints_,

Bese
L/170

be possible to produce this after suitably
oiling a good quality cartridge paper,
but I should like to know the correct
type of oil (and dryers-to ensure abso-
lutely non -greasy finish) and the method
of application. I am unable to obtain
parchment from dealers at the present
time.-J. Godfrey (Exeter).
WE are surprised to learn that you have

not been able to obtain genuine parch-
ment. Have you tried Messrs. Geo. H.
Russell, Hitchin, Herts, who are makers of
this material ?

It is not possible for you to make a really
satisfactory imitation of what is generally

known as "parchment paper," for such
materials usually contain resin, which is in-
corporated into the paper during its manu-
facture. You might, however, try wiping
over the paper a little linseed oil containing
about . to per cent. of dissolved resin. Use
the oil very sparingly. A somewhat similar
result can be obtained by treatment ir. a like
manner with butyl phthalate (with or without
to per cent. of dissolved resin). Butyl
phthalate can be obtained from Messrs. A.
Boake, Roberts & Co., Ltd.," Ellerstie,"
Buckhurst Hill, Essex. It is cleaner to use
and more permanent than linseed oil.

Another way to make an imitation parch-
ment is to take a good quality paper5 and to
immerse it for a second or two in a bath of
concentrated sulphuric acid. The paper is
immediately withdrawn from the bath, held
up to drain and then plunged into a bath
of strong ammonia liquor, in which it is allowed
to remain for another few seconds. Finally,'
the paper is well washed and dried under
tension. This process gives an excellent
hornlike material, but the method is no,: with-
out its danger, owing to the employment of
strong sulphuric acid and to the spitting "
of the acid in the paper when it is neutralised
by the ammonia. The method is only suitable
for small sizes of paper.

Multipolar Dynamo
IHAVE in my possession a Rotax

starter -dynamo of the following
dimensions : Armature, 29 slots, 6in.
long, 4in. diameter (6 -pole field). Com-
mutator : 86 segments. Field magnets, 6.
Would it be possible to wind such a
dynamo to give a 25 -volt output ?

How are the armature, commutator
and field magnets wound and what gauge
of wire is required ?

At what speed would such a dynamo
cut in, and at what speed would it give its
full output ? Am I correct in assuming
that the more poles a dynamo has, the
less speed is required to run it ? hat
would the output be approximately?-
Harry Grant (Bourtie).
CERTAINLY you can wind your generator

for an output of 25 volts, but its capacity
in watts depends entirely upon the speed
you wish to run. Multipolar field magnets
are useful in obtaining high voltages at
reasonable speeds, since the armature windings
can then be wave -connected with all conduc-
tors in series, but it does not necessarily follow
that they are suitable for specially low speeds,
since this is also dependent upon the peri-
pheral speed of the armature; thatis, it is more
a question of armature diameter than revolu-
tions per minute. A fair output rating for
your generator would be 25 volts 20 amperes
at 1,800 r.p.m., but it cannot be stated that
this is practicable unless the size of the com-
mutator is known, as this current may be too
heavy for the commutator bars and the brush
sections. Judging from the odd number of
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armature slots, it is probable that a high -
voltage wave -winding was intended for this
design, in which case the commutator bars
might be too small to carry more than a few
amperes. It would appear to be a difficult
winding, and it might be better to leave the
armature as it is without rewinding, merely
altering the field coils.

Smoke Candle
AM trying to make the smoke candle
as described in a recent reply to a

query in " Practical Mechanics," but I
do not know whether to build it up round
a string like a candle or to let off the
mixture alone. I shall be glad of any
information on this point.-D. Courtier-`
Dutton (Herne Bay).
YOU should pack the smoke candle mix-

ture into a long tube of fairly thin card-
board. A central wick is not necessary. The
candle is ignited by means of a short length
of wax taper, waxed tow or other touch -
medium placed in the mixture at the upper
end of the candle. Even an ordinary match
can be used.for this purpose.

You can also use for this purpose "touch
paper," which is made by soaking tissue
paper in a strong solution of saltpetre fo, a
few minutes and then drying it.

Heat Generating Compositions
CAN you tell me of any chemical or

combination of chemicals which,
when contained in a porous envelope
and immersed in water fob several
seconds, generates heat over boiling
point for a period of minutes ? I under-
stand that such heat pads are made com-
mercially for some trade purpose. The
chemicals would require to be fairly
inexpensive and' readily obtainable.-
N. C. Venables (Enfield).

EAT -GENERATING compositions areH
-"" varied in nature and somewhat unreli-
able in behaviour. The following, however,
are fairly simple compositions, but we cannot,
of course, guftantee that you will be able to
purchase all the necessary ingredients without
some considerable trouble :

I. Iron powder .. 83 parts
Carbon powder .. 37 3,
Potassium permanganate to

On the addition of a small quantity of water,
the temperature of this mixture rapidly rises
to about 105 deg. C., which is higher than the
boiling -point of water.

2. Iron powder 92 parts
Iron sulphide . 3 J3
Copper sulphate .. - 5 ,3

A similar composition to the foregoing. It
is moistened with water. Maximum tempera-
ture about too deg. C.

A still simpler composition is :
3. Iron powder .. 5o parts

Potassium chlorate .. 5o
This is moistened with water, and gives a

rapid but brief temperature increase.
The following is a more complex com-

position, but is said to be long-lasting in its
effects :

4. Aluminium powder 2 parts
Copper carbonate
Oxalic acid
Barium chloride ..

On th6 addition of water to the above, heat
is generated.

Rewinding Universal Motor
WOULD you please inform me how

to rewind a 230 -volt AC/DC 40o -watt
blower motor so that it will work off a
 iz-volt car battery ? I want to use the
blower to draw up the fire on a gas
producer.-A. Adlington (Rotherham).

4 33

3 3)

SINCE the motor is required to run from
a 12 -volt battery there is no point in

winding it as a " Universal " motor with
series -connected fields, and if shunt -connected
it will run at a more constant speed. Possibly,
however, you have not realised that on such a
low voltage the current it would take becomes
extremely heavy. If, for instance, it was rated
at 40o watts input on 230 volts, it would
require 33 amperes input on 12 volts, and it is
quite possible that the design of the commu-
tator and brushes is not intended to deal with
such heavy currents. It would be as well not
to load it up to more than 16o watts input,
with which it should develop 1th brake h.p. if
wound as follows, the speed being approxi-
mately 2,500 r.p.m.

Armature 26 coils, each wound with 5
turns of 2 -strand No. 22 S.W.G. enamel -
covered copper, the coil span being from slot r
to slot 6 and the coils grouped two per slot
for connection to the 26 -part commutator.

F. P. Wood, one of the vice-presidents of the
Roadfarers' Club.e

The fields to consist of two coils, each with
400 turns of No. 23 S.W.G. enamel -covered
copper, in series with one another and
shunt -connected to the armature. Brushes
kin. square of copper -carbon " CM/6 "
grade with copper pigtails.

Black Ripple FinishI DESIRE to' know what kind of enamel,
or process, is used to produce a finish

known as black ripple enamel. This
appears to be a universal external finish
for metal enlargers, and apparently can
be produced in black, grey and brown.-
John L. Dolphin (Wirral).
THE " ripple " and " crackle " enamel

effects are brought about by a process
of interfering with the continuity of a normal
cellulose enamel film. There are several
methods of producing such effects, one of the
best being the following :

First of all, prepare a crackle base,"
which comprises a -metallic soap mixed with a
suitable cellulose solvent. The following
formula is a suitable one for the preparation
of a " crackle base " :

Aluminium stearate 25 per cent. (by wt.)
Ethyl acetate 74.5 »
Pyroxylin .. .. 0.5 3,
This " crackle base " is added to the

ordinary cellulose lacquer in amounts of
between one -quarter and one-third the weight
of the lacquer. The mixed lacquers are then
painted or sprayed on the article to be treated,
the latter then being placed in a warm
atmosphere for the lacquer to dry out. A
ripple -like surface is thereby produced.

Finish for Copper Articles
T HAVE made a number of models in

copper, and should like to treat the
metal to avoid it tarnishing. I am not
keen on lacquer, and I would prefer to
give the models a bronze appearance.

Will you please let me know how to do
this, and what other. finishes are easily
applied to copper ?-R. M. Colmer
(Northfleet).
ONE of the best finishes to apply for the

surface coloration of copper can be
made readily by boiling fore to minutes a
teaspoonful of flowers of sulphur, and a like
quantity of lime in about a pint of water. The
resulting yellow solution is filtered, and then
allowed to cool. For use, add about two
teaspoonfuls of the sulphur -lime solution to
about half a pint of .water, and immerse the
copper .articles in this. The articles will
quickly become coloured, the colorations
ranging from a reddish -yellow to a dark
bronze, the precise colorations depending
upon the exact strength of the solution
and the time of immersion of the copper
articles in it.

The copperware must, of course, he
scrupulously clean and grease -free. It is also
advisable to perform one or two trials with a
few pieces of scrap copper in order -to judge
the exact duration of immersion which is
required to produce a given shade of colora-
tion.

The Care of Batteries
(Continued from page 102)

your battery and slow down. that very dis-
integrating process by which you get electricity
because you are not left to guess what condi-
tion your battery is in. There is, indeed, a
very handy tool which will tell you all you
want to know-the hydrometer. Keep this
in mind, that with a hydrometer, conscien-
tiously used once a month, you have the
remedy against battery failure and all its
attendant irritations.

Using the Hydrometer
The hydrometer is a simple thing. It is,

to look at, very much like the old fountain -
pen filler enlarged. Inside the barrel there
is the hydrometer scale which, in turn, looks
something like a clinical thermometer with
an enlarged end. All that has to be done is
simply to unscrew the stoppers from the
different cells of the battery, insert the rubber
piping at the end of the instrument and suck
up the electrolyte by the usual method of

squeezing and releasing the rubber bulb at
the top.

Wheal you have thus sucked up the elec-
trolyte until the scale floats, like a fishing float,
you can take a reading. That reading will be
the exact specific gravity of the electrolyte --r
the tell -tale clue to the state of your battery.
If the reading you take is 3o or more
points below that specified on the label, or
tag, supplied with your battery-it must have
an independent charge.

Usually, it will be necessary to test only
one cell of any battery to ascertain the con-
dition of all of them, but if you are inclined
to feel a little conscientious, by all means try
them all; you may find something different
which would be an indication of a fault in one
of the cells. This is only likely to occur in
a battery which has been badly treated.

One more word about the hydrometer ; it
has yet another use. It makes, as you have
probably already realised, an excellent dip
stick for testing your acid level. Car bat-
teries are dark inside and appearances are very
deceptive.-The Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd.
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At the End 01 iheBlack-out
--uwe shall be ready to build again

BASSETT-LOWKE model railways,

model engines and model ships which,

for many years, have provided such

an absorbing hobby for young and old.

For the present, and for as long as

the need lasts, the skill of the model

engineer and the materials which

went to the making of models must

be devoted to our Country's need.

We specialise in

architectural models,

and fittings and parts
for model makers.

December, 1942

Our Wartime Stock List LI12, of the limited
supplies still available. Price 6d. post free.

BAssETT.LowKE LTD
London: 112, High Holborn, W.C.1.

NORTHAMPTON
Manchester : 28, Corporation Street

HARBUT T'S

Plasticine
oil/ give

realism
to your Models

A FEW deft touches with '' Plasticine "
" and the gun you have just made has a
gun crew at the controls. There are scores
of ways in which this pliant, colourful
material can bring "life" to your models.
In 16 colours.

Limited quantities available.

HARBUTT'S PLASTICINE LTD.,
241, BATHAMPTON, BATH

THE WORLD-FAMOUS

"KING'S ENGLISH"
DICTIONARY

D*ISCPETCI IOANL AORFYFEFRO

TO READERS OF " PRACTICAL MECHANICS "
THE BEST ONE VOLUME DICTIONARY*

Thoroughly Revised and
Up -to -Date.
Many New and Important
Features.
INTRODUCTION by the
Rev. Dr. C. A. ALINGTON,
formerly Headmaster of
Eton.
DICTIONARY OF HEALTH.
A Healthy Diet. Medicines in
Common Use. Prescriptions.
FIRST AID IN THE HOME.
DICTIONARY OF COM-
MERCE.
MOTORI NG,
WIRELESS.

AVIATION,

HISTORY OF LITERATURE.
MAPS. WORLD HISTORY.
SYNONYMS & ANTONYMS.
A G UIDE to COMPETITIONS.
DICTIONARY OF ALTER-
NATIVES.

CORRECT SPEECH AND
HOW TO WRITE ENGLISH
AND DEFINITIONS OF
OVER 150,000 WORDS.

Illustrations include Army,
Navy, and Air Force subjects.
Difficulties in Usage and
Spelling.

V.W. writes : August, 1942. " I find unlimited use for this Dictionary and consider
I have secured one of the best war -time purchases on the market."

lior Let Us Send You The Dictionary And You
Con Examine It At Home Without Obligation

To BOOKS OF DIGNITY AND SERVICE, LTD.,
34.40 LUDGATE HILL, LONDON, E.C.4,

Please send me Tbe" KING'S ENGLISH " DICTIONARY (New Edition)
for 5 days' FREE nomination. I will return it on the sixth day; or, if I
desire to purchase it, I will remit a first payment of 3s. and 3s. per month
until 25s. is completed.

NAME
ADDRESS

P.M.I03

HIGHSTONE UTILITIE  
CRYSTAL SETS our latest Model e
REAL RADIO RECEIVER and is fitted with
PERMANENT CRYSTAL DETECTOR. Wit
NOT HAVE A SET IN YOUR OWN 1100M (
AS A STAND-BY ?-9/13. port W.
PERMANENT DETECTORS, 2/8, poet 3d.
HEADPHONES, reconditioned, 8:8..9/8, 101.

BELL TRANSFORMERS.
These - guaranteed
transformers work
from any A.C. Mains,
giving It, 5 or 8 volts
outpull at 1 amp.,
operate bulb, buzzer
or bell. Also provides
an A.R.P. light In
bedroom. shelter, etc. PRICE 6/1i, POST 5e.

MORSE KEYS
Practise oa a regulation size Tapping Key. I
heavy brass model is mounted oil a wooden b:
has an adjustable gap and nickel emtacts. Ke:
wired to work buzzer or Hank lamp ty using a 41I
battery or the transformer litsstrated
BRASS KEY, 6/9, Chromium plated, 7/6. 14

Model with heavy brass bar and toe addition
front bracket, 91. Chromium plated. 10/8. '

above keys are supplied to the Services for MI
instruction. Slightly entailer Key, 51... Junior
mounted on a bakelite base together with a boa
5/-. Should you require a complete .nitfit, our D.
Set consists of a heavy key mounted on a IL
polished Want, 10in.z 711n., together with a bus
Hash lamp bulb and holder with two switches
bring either into circuit. Terminals are also
vided for distant sending end receiving. 19/8. post

MICROPHONE
Just the thing for !soprani)
concerts, room to Mom co
munication, et, Bakelite sal
model 6/9, Suspension ,type
illustrated 8/8. Post
Fitting instructions tnelud

BUZZERS. xo.
Square single c mil model 2
No. 1 HEAVY DUTY, doul
coil, 419, post 35

GENERATORS, triple magnet P.O. ty
can either be turned by hand (handle not surto!'
or pulley fitted and power driven. Gives 70
volts, 25 Ina. A.C. can be used for ringing be
lighting froths, or as a shocking eon, 3/8, post 8d
SOLDERING IRONS, Adjustable Bit, 200/210
9.13, post 85. STRONG MAGNETS,9d. end). post
SEND Id. S. A. E. FOR LIST B.P. OF MEV
ELECTRICAL ACCESSORIES. Mosey refunded
net completely satisfied. Letters only. Ples

include rootage, any excess will be refunds

HIGHSTONE UTILITIES
58 New Wanstead, LONDON, E.1
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LASTIC MATERIAL
BUILDS THESE

ONE -HARD MODELS

At the dawn of the age of plastics, here is Pyruma Putty Cement,
a plastic material you can use at home-to make models of
every description-and to bake them to stone -hardness so that
they can be painted and mounted as permanent things.
Pyruma is not a new, untried material-your local ironmonger
or hardware store has probably stocked it for many years. As

a modelling material it is unique, in that it can be shaped,
moulded, cut, scored with a penknife while it is plastic, and
when baked like stone, can be drilled, filed, sawn with a hacksaw
and finished in many ways. It affords the amateur engineer
and modeller new avenues of experiment-it is the missing
medium for the mechanic.

YOU CAN MAKE ENDLESS
CHRISTMAS GIFTS WITH
PYRUMA PUTTY CEMENT

Ash -trays, bookends, miniature models of ships, beads, inkstands,
relief maps, animals, model signal cabins and railway accessories,
farm buildings and cottages-these have all been made in

" Pyruma " and make Gifts that are difficult and expensive to
buy in these days. Pyruma is not expensive-for a shilling or two
you can make quite a lot of models. An Instruction Sheet
telling you how to use Pyruma for modelling is obtainable from
the address below.

PYRUMA IS STOCKED BY MOST IRON-
MONGERS, HARDWAREMEN, STORES, HOBBIES
SHOPS AND MANY ART MATERIAL DEALERS

21b. Tin, It3 ; .41b. Tin, 2/3 ; 71b. Tin, 3'6

107

PYRUM
PUTTY CEMENT

J.H. SANKEY. &_ SON, LT?

ILFORD

Head Office -

Est. 1857 ESSEX

Aldwych House, London, W.C.2.

Hollow model of " Bell Inn," E. Molesey, constructed of
Pyruma rolled into ,,'in. sheets, modelled while plastic,

then baked, and jointed with Tilurpa Cement.

Greyhound modelled solid in Pyruma, left natural colour
(stone) and mounted on polished oak stand with baise

base.

Hollow model signal cabin modelled in plastic Pyruma
rolled sheets, cut and baked, and jointed with Tiluma..-
Cement, mounted on base of builder's board. Painted in

poster colours.
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GALPINS
-ELECTRICAL STORES

21, WILLIAM ST.,
SLOUGH, BUCKS.
'Phone : SLOUGH 20855

TERMS: Cash with order

SHEET EBONITE, size 12in. by llin. by
1/32in., best quality. Price 4/- per doz.,
post free.
ELECTRIC LIGHT CHECK METERS,
well-known makers, first-class condition,
electrically guaranteed, for A.C. mains
200/250 volts 50 cy. 1 phase 5 amp. load,
10/. each  10 amp. load, 12/6, carriage 1/-.
AUTO TRANSFORMER, 1,500 watts'
tappings, 0-110-200-220 and 240 volts for
step-up or step-down. Price £5, carriage
paid.
ROTARY CONVERTER, D.C. to D.C.:
Input 220 volts D.C. ; output 12 volts at
50 amps. D.C., ball bearing, condition as
new. Price £10, carriage forward, or 17/6
passenger train.
ALTERNATOR, output 220 volts, 1 ph.,
50 cycles at 130 watts, will give 1 amp.
easily, speed 3,000 r.p.m. ; self -exciting,
condition as new. Price £8, carriage
forward, or 15/- passenger train.
MOVING COIL METERS, high grade, 2in,
dia., flush mounting, reading 0-50 milli -
amps. 50/- post free.
110 V. D.C. KLAXON MOTORS, precision
made, ball bearing, variable speed,
approx. 1/10th h.p., laminated fields, as
new. Price 30/- each, pest free.
SEARCH OR FLOODLIGHT, 20in. dia., on
swivel stand. Mangin mirror reflector,
fitted G.E.S. lamp holder. Price 27/10/-,
carriage forward.
ROTARY CONVERTER, D.C. TO A.C., no
name plate or particulars, estimated rating
220 volts, D.C. input, 150 volts A.C.
output at 1,000 watts, condition as new.
Price £10, carriage forward.
LOUD RINGING BELLS, working on 20
volts D.C., in. dia. gong (bell metal),
plated, waterproof, absolutely as new.
Price 30/-, carriage 2/-.
ROTARY CONVERTER, D.C. to A.C.,
input 35 v. at 16 amps. D.C., output 24
volts, 100 cycles, speed 3,000 r.p.m.,
4 pole, ball bearings, condition as new.
Price £5, carriage paid.
1 K.W. TRANSFORMER, input 100 volts
at 100 cycles, single phase, output 10,500
volts, centre tapped to earth. Price
54/10/-, carriage forward.
D.C. MOTORS, 110v. approx. 1/10
series wound, in perfect working order.
Price 12/6 each, carriage 1/-.
HEAVY DUTY CABLE, V.1.11., and
braided, in first-class condition, size 37/13,
lengths :30 to 40.yards. Price by the
length, 8/. per yard, carriage forward, or
7/, per yard for short lengths, carriage paid.
200 AMP. SWITCH FUSE, three-way,
Ironclad, unused, 400 'volt, size overall
:30in. x 12in. x 12in. maker E. N. Bray,
Ltd. Price £8, carriage forward.

`THREE-PHASE TRANSFORMER, core
size, 21n. by 17in., each pole area 71 sq. in.,
each pole double wound D.C.C. copper
ribbon, rating not marked, condition first
class, weight approx. 2} cwt. Price 210,
carriage forward.
LIGHTWEIGHT HEADPHONES, 120
ohms., complete with headbands, cords
and G.P.O. plug, in good working order,
7/6 pair, post fid.
RADIO- FREQUENCY ampmeter reading
0-2 amps. ; full scale deflection 2 M/A,
resistance of coil 2 ohms ; flush mounting,
21in. dia. moving coil, maker " Elliott."
Price -23/10/-, post free.
MOVING COIL meter, 2in. flush
mounting, reading 0-50 in/a.. maker
" Sifam " ; in perfect order. Price 45/-,
post free.
LOW RANGE MEGGAR, by " Evershed
Vignoles," 500 volts, 100 megohms, size
7 x 7 x 12in., weight 201b., in perfect
condition, price £25, carriage paid.
MEGGAR, by " Evershed Vignoles,"
5,000 ohms to 5 megohms, 150 volts, size.
7 x 7 x 12in., weight 201b., in perfect
condition. Price £10, carriage paid.
X RAY TRANSFORMER, in oil -filled tank,
medium size, input 220 volts, 50 cycle,
1. ph. output 45,000 volts at 2kW.,
intermittent rating, in perfect order.
Price £20, carriage paid.
ROTARY CONVERTER, D.C. to D.C.
input 48 volts ; output 2,500 volts at 1 kW.;
condition as new. Price £10, carriage
paid

YOU CAN TIN ANY METAL QUICKLY AND EASILY
with

HOYT'S TINNING COMPOUND
consisting of powdered metal combined with an active flux
NO SEPARATE APPLICATION OF FLUX, SOLDER OR TIN REQUIRED

JUST CLEAN THE JOB AND FOLLOW DIRECTIONS

Heat the work and just sprinkle the powder evenly
upon surface to be tinned. The flux should " boil "
and its cleansing action will be assisted if the surface
is scrubbed with a wire brush at this stage. When
flux has all melted and the surface is tinned evenly
all over, remove from heat and wipe with a clean rag.

Price 6/.. per lb. nett carr. paid.
1-leYT METAL CO. of GT. BRITAIN, Dept. PM, DEO.DAR RD., PUTNEY,

LONDON, S.W.15

S. TYZACK & SON LTD.
INCORPORATING GEO. ADAMS
" LONDON'S FINEST TOOL SHOPS"

" ZYTO "
super Quality Sliding
Tailstoek Dieholder

No, 1 M.T. shank, long barrel,
Precision finish. For' 130.61n.
O.D. dies. Price 8,9. For lin.
O.D. dies, 11/3. With No. 2

M.T. shank, Ir.
DELIVERY FRON STOCK

We also stick Self ReleasingDle Holders. Will produce
threads to correct length without
variation. Full details on request.

THE " ZYTO " FOURIVAY
Turret Toolpost

Spring locking action, hardened,
screws, malleable body. Base
4i.n, dia., height from base to
toolrest 2in., size of turret 3in.

square. Price complete 50,-.
DELIVERY EX STOCK

ELECTRIC GRINDERS AND
POLISHERS

(Double -ended)
1 h.p. motors

Complete with Wheels and
Polishing Spindle.

Full details on request
DELIVERY FROM STOCK

S. TYZACK & SON LTD.,
341-345, OLD STREET, LONDON, E.C.1

Tele,phone CLE 4004-5-6

BOLT DOWN THAT MACHINE IN HALF THE TIME

with CINCH Bolt Anchors
Suitable for all fixings to walls, ceilings
and floors of cement, brick, stone, etc.

No delay : full load can be applied
immediately. Depth of hole

40% to 60% less than ordin-
ary fixing methods. Cinch
anchors give a quick and
positive bite that holds per-

manently. Will not slacken or
work loose. Sizes to suit all

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.needs.

Free ! SEND FOR DETAILS AND SAMPLE ANCHOR and prove our clam

HOYT METAL CO. OF GT, BRITAIN, Dept. G, Deodar Rd., Putney, London, S.W.IS

A PELMAN
TRAINED MIND
WHY, amongst the brainiest and

most successful men and
women in England to -day, are
there so many Pelmanists ?

Why does being a Pelmanist
lift you right out of the rut ?

The answer to these and to many
other questions relative to Your
Success and its assurance through
Pelmanism will be found in
" The Science of Success. In
this book you will read accounts
by Pelmanists themselves of how
whole lives have been changed
for the better by Pelmanism.

What Pelmanism Does
Pelmanism brings out the mind's

latent powers and develops them to
the highest point of efficiency.

It eliminates such defects as :-
Depression Pessimism
Forgetfulness Timidity
Shyness Procrastination
Indefiniteness Indecision
Morbid Unnecessary

Thoughts Fears
which interfere with the effective
working power of the mind, and
it develops such valuable qualities
as :-
-Optimism -Confidence
-Perception -Self -Control
-Judgment -Ambition
-Courage -Initiative
-Will -Power -Reliability

Half fees for serving memberstf
His Majesty's Forces

(Apply for Services Enrolment Form)

Your Unsuspected Self
Pelmanism teaches you to rely on

yourself. Every man and every
woman has within himself and her-
self a mine of abilities that lie dor-
mant, ready to be brought into
service through the proper training
of the mind. This is the time to
bring them forth and to use them
for the benefit of yourself, your
dependents and your associates.

Remember-Everything you do is
preceded by your attitude of mind.
The Pelman Course is taught by

correspondence only. There are no
classes to attend. The problems o
each Pelmanist are considered
separately by highly trained, sym-
pathetic instructors. Under this
understanding system, even the
most timid student gains self-
confidence immediately.

The Pelman Course is fully
described in " The Science 01

Success." The Course is simple
and interesting and takes up ver3
little time ; you can enrol on th(
most convenient terms. The boot
will be sent you, gratis and pos
free, on application to :-

Pelman Institute
(Established over 40 years.)

130 Albion House, New Oxford St
London, W.C.1

PELMAN (OVERSEAS) INSTITUTE.
NEW YORK, 271, North Avenue, Et
Rochelle. MELBOURNE, 396, Flinde
Lane. JOHANNESBURG, P.O. Box 492
DURBAN, Natal Bank Chambers (P.
Mx 1189). DELHI, 10, Alipore Roo

CALCUTTA, 102, Clive Street.
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Comments of the Month

Massed -start Racing-N.C.U.
THE N.C.U. Emergency Committee has

issued a statement to clubs and N.C.U.
centres on the massed -start question.

This statement has been circulated to all
affiliated clubs, private members' sections, and
every N.C.U. appointed secretary, and the
centres have been instructed to call special
meetings in the near future for the considera-
tion of this statement. All the clubs have been.
urged to do likewise, and to make sure that
they are represented at the centre council
meetings. The circular states the position as
it is seen by the Committee. It states that
since the outbreak of the war the usual venues
for massed -start races, such as Brooklands,
Donington Park, Blenheim Park and the
Crystal Palace, have not been available.

The Emergency Committee has had diffi-
culty in finding alternative suitable closed
circuits. Early this year Mr. P. T. Stallard
advised the Committee that he was not
interested in closed circuit racing, and was
considering organising massed -start racing on
the roads. He was reminded that the N.C.U.
rules did not permit this unless the roads
were closed by the authorities. He disregarded
this reminder, and, as is well known, organised
the masseditart race from Llangollen ,,to
Wolverhampton without requesting an N.C.U.
permit. He advised the Committee that he
expected to be suspended. The Committee
then took action. The race was proclaimed,
intending entrants were warned against
competing, and the organikr of the race was
suspended pending appearance. Stallard was
summoned to appear before the Committee,
but he failed to attend and was suspended
sine die. The race was held, and all the riders
and officials were suspended and were 
summoned to appear before the Committee
held for their convenience in Birmingham.
Only a few availed themselves of this oppor-
tunity, and, as a result, three officials were
absolved, and all others who entered,
competed or officiated in the race had their
suspensions removed, but were warned as to
their future conduct.

Since this race three other similar events
have been held outside N.C.U. rules, and each
was dealt with on the same lines. The riders
and officials were sentenced to varying
suspensions, and the total number of suspen-
sions to date is 67. The N.C.U. state that this
tiny fraction of the union's membership has
flouted the established policy and rules of the
union.

The Committee states that at the outbreak
of war the functions of the General Council
and General Committee were delegated to an
Emergency .Committee, whose main duty it
was to see that the N.C.U. is carried on during
war -time in the best interests of all members,
and it has followed the principle that its
policy must be based on the policy of the
union as in force when the Committee was
first appointed. They rightly presumed that
to have made radical alterations to rules would
have been unfair to thousands of members on
active service. They adhere to .the position
that this is not the time to alter rules. They

deny the suggestion that the present massed -
start rules were experimental. They were
framed in support of the policy maintained for
nearly 5o years of not countenancing any
action which would imperil cyclists' interests
by atagonising either the law or the general
public. Massed -start racing became popular
from 1933 onwards, and in November, 1938,
the N.C.U. Council passed the present rule.
It would seem, therefore, that the present
mass -start enthusiast has decided to revert to
conditions of 5o years ago, and the N.C.U.
remind them of the following facts. Until
1895 all road racing was massed in the sense
that the competitors were allowed to get
together, ride together and finish in a bunch.
There were no motor -cars and very little traffic
of other kinds, but, nevertheless, public
opinion opposed this form of sport, and the
police made great efforts to stop it.

Bath Road "100"

SUCH events as the Bath Road " TOO
and the North Road " 24 " were driven

on to the track for a period, but the situation
was saved by the introduction in 1895 of the
unpaced form of time trial racing. It can
hardly be said that mashed -start racing to -day
can be conducted in safety where it could not
in the 'nineties when the roads were clear.

A massed -start race was held in the Isle
of Man on the public roads in 1936. There
was considerable trouble due to interference
on the part of motor -cyclists. In 1937 and
later years the Isle of Man race was held on
closed roads. The Transport Advisory
Council considered the suggestion that for
reasons of public safety cycle racing on the
road should be prohibited, but this was
averted owing to the efforts of our con-
tributor, F. J. Urry, but in their report they
expressed the following views : " We con-
sider that most of the objections to racing
and speed trials on the road in this country
arose from a misunderstanding of the manner
in which this sport is conducted. . . . We do
not recommend that any new statutory
obligations in this direction should be in-
troduced." If massed -start racing continues
on the open roads it is likely that such legisla-
tion will be introduced. It is obvious that
massed -start racing per se is not illegal. The
police have given permission for the recent
races, when it is obvious that such per-
mission need not have been asked. One Chief
Constable who was approached said : " I
have no authority to prohibit such events.
I shall, of course, take any necessary steps to
ensure that there is no breach of the law."
The Emergency Committee's opinion is that
there is a great objection to bringing cycle
races to the notice of the police unless it is
done to obtain the closure of the roads. It
is our view that the police have not the
authority to close the roads for sporting
events. A further disadvantage of approaching
the police is that the practice -may develop
into a custom, and as a custom it can have the
same effect as the law-it would become an

By F. J. C.

Statement
obligation. The Committee is yet to be
convinced that it is possible for competitors
in a massed -start race to make a real race of
it and abide by the rules.

Rules of the Road

JHE following extract is from a local news-
paper's report on one of this year's

races, and it well illustrates this point : "The
first consideration of every competitor is to
observe fully the rules of the road. This was
done on Sunday, and as the competitors
reached the built-up areas they reduced a
cracking pace, formed into single file and
passed through villages quietly and almost
sedately." From the point of view of public
safety, the Committee fully appreciates the
necessity for the exceptionally careful conduct
shown by the riders, but the Committee asks,
in all sincerity : " Is this racing ? "

The facilities for holding road races in some
Countries on the Continent are immeasurably
superior to those existing here. There, the
roads run in a straight line for many miles,
with few minor roads leadilag into them, and
villages only at infrequent intervals. Here, in
this country, these favourable conditions are
completely reversed.

When Continental racing is being con-
sidered, it should also be remembered that
the Union Cycliste Internationale, the Govern-
ing Body of the World's Championships, has
a rule to the effect that its road champion-
ship shall take place on a closed road circuit.
This rule was introduced in the interests of
competitors themselves, to ensure that they
should all be able to race under equal con-
ditions. Bitter experience over many years
proved to the U.C.I. that a fair race was not
possible unless the route of the race was
closed to all other traffic.

Road Accidents

FEWER people were killed on the roads
during September than in any Septem-

ber since the war began. The total of 553 is
less than half the number killed in the first
month of the war and among pedestrians the
decrease is as much as 75 per cent.

Comparisons with pre-war figures are less
favourable, however, for although road
traffic has been drastically curtailed, road
deaths were only two less than in September,
1938. Fatalities among children last month
were even higher than in September, 1938,
totalling 120 against 89. They included 26
child cyclists, which gives an average of one
nearly every day. This figure for child
cyclists is the highest for six years.

Because of difficulties of supply, there inay
be a tendency for children to use machines
which are too large for them. . This is a
dangerous practice, resulting sometimes in
loss of control. Parents arc advised to check
any tendency of this kind and to make a point
of overhauling their children's bicycles at
regular intervals, giving special attention to
brakes and tyres.
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Club Secretary Injured
FARMER hen, Seel 4f the

Western 4006 R,R.A:;
%'. Chappell fiqslaihed serious
injuries during flyitlif accident
in India.

-e
R.T.T.C. Chairman in

kA.P.
MAYOR of Wareham for five

consecutiveyears and chair-
man of the South District Council
of the R.T.T.C. since its intep-
tion, Arthur Mosi, Wessex Road
Club, is now in the Royal Ale
Force.

British Clubman in Egyptian Hospital
AMONG those who travelled to Italy just prior to
" the. war to represent this country in the world's
championship was Reg. Harris. He is now in hospital
in Egypt suffering from severe burns sustained in
action against the Italians when the tank %chiral he was
driving was hit by enemy gunfire.

Road Champion Killed
REPORTED missing since November, 1940,

Sergeant -Pilot W. F. Sidaway, road champion in
1934 of Aylesbury Wheelers, is now known tp have been
killed. He was buried. with other members of the crew
of a British bomber in Greece.

Noted 25 -Miler Marries
vDDIE LEECE, noted pre-war 25 -miler, now a
A-. second lieutenant in the Army, has married
Dorothy Bradley, a Manchester girl serving in the
W.A.A.F.

Fast " 25 "
THE fastest 25 -mile ride of the 1942 season was

accomplished by Edward Jones, Wolverhampton
Wheelers, who clocked i.o.io ; only 4.3 seconds outside
the previous best on record.

New. Scots Official
JOHN B. CAMPBELL, the well-known secretary of

the Royal Albert-C.C., has taken over the duties of
the secretary of the Mid -Scotland T.T.A., as the former
secretary, Rob Richardson, has joined the Navy.

Clubman's Adventures in Middle East
FOUR months ago " Bob " Acutt, Southgate C.C.,

was reported missing in Libya, and it is now known
that he is a prisoner of war. His unit was among those
trapped in Tobruk. He had served in Palestine, Greece,
Crete and the three Libyan campaigns,, and, after the
fall of Greece, was reported " missing for six weeks.
He subsequently turned up in_Egypt, having crossed
the Mediterranean in an open boat with a few- com-
panions.

North Road Riders in Egypt
("APT: J. C. P. BINDLOSS, Dvr. G. Lawrence and

F./Lt. A. C. Dollamore, all members of the -North
Road C.C., met in Egypt, where the latest North Road
arrival is Sig. P. S. Bury.

Pre-war Champion Killed
THOMAS FRITH, pre-war champion of the

Withington Wheelers, has died of wounds in an
Italian -hospital. He was shot down over Malta three
months ago, and subsequently posted as missing.

Club Champion
DON WALTON is current champion of the Norion
" Road Club.
Clubman's Fatal Accident
WITH the death of Pilot -Officer J. I. Evans,

R.A.F.V.R., who lost his life in a flying accident
at a glider training school, Lichfield C.C. has suffered
its first casualty of the war. Evans had only just returned
from training in the United States.

Club Secretary as
S.O.M.S.

DENNIS WALTON, former
secretary of Walton Athletic

and Cycling Club, is now a
S.Q.M.S. with the R.A:S.C. in
India.

W.A.0 .C. Members- in
Forces -

WITH the exception of one
or two members in reserved

occupations all members of the
Walton Athletic and Cycling
Club are serving in the Forces.
H. Rudding, former club cham-
pion, is in Canada with the
R.A.F., and two members-R.
Grubb and S. Venn-have been
reported missing.

Club President Loses Cycle
AFTER cycling from his home

at Gateshead -tin -Tyne to
London, " Tommy '.' Charleton,
president Wellam C.C., had his
cycle stolen in Holloway.

" Walk on the Left"
QOUTHGATE Borough Council have launched a

"walk on the left of the pavement in the black-
out " campaign, but not with notable success.

Brentwood C.C.'s Champion
CURRENT champion of the Brentwood C.C. is

D. W. Brunwin, with an excellent aggregate for
25, so and- Joe miles. He alio won the club's map -
reading competition.

Club Medal for Fastest " 25"
BRENTWOOD C.C. have, since the outbreak of the,

war, presented a medal to the member in the
Forces who rides the fastest " 25 " each year. This
year's winner is V. Pearce, who is in the R.A.F.

Balloon Fabric for Covers
TT is reported from Holland that the Dutch are using
A the fabric of shot -down barrage balloons as patching
canvas for worn cycle covers.

More for Trust
HE National Trust has added to its possessions byT . the purchase of Hotbank Farm, and a further

23 miles of Hadrian's Wall at Housesteads:

Thanks to Cyclists
THE Scottish Y.H.A., Glasgow District Committee,

has sent the West of Scotland Cyclists' Defence
Committee a letter of thanks for the help given by
cyclists to the hostels, movement in finding -new hostels.,

December, 1942

Misguided Keenness
Tiv Littlebolinigh f(Lanes.) boys who stole two
'bicfc18 and then code them to Blackpool Wand

almosthome before being caught, were ch irged in a
local juvenile court. It was stated on behalf of the
boys that they meant to return the bicycles.

Biggest Receiving Case
TN what is probably the biggest case concerning the
.1- receiving of stolen bicycles, since the outbreak of
war, a Glasgow dealer was recently chafged with being
the receiver of 117 bicycles and four. motor -cycles.
Witnesses stated that bicycles and frames prioduced in
court belonged to their machines which had been stolen
at -various dates.

Norwegians Like Cycling
NORWEGIAN fishermen at present quartered in

Scottish coast villages are reported to be making
good use of their spare time. They are keenly inter-
ested in seeing the countryside from bicycles, and often
travel long distances to visit places of particular interest.

Ceylon's Tyre Problem
CEYLON, the largest present supplier of rubber to

the United Nations, has a great shortage of
bicycle tyres. Over i,000 cyclists have applied for
the 3o tyres available. Applications are being carefully
considered, so that cyclists on important work will
get preference.

Rally in 1943
A T the recent annual general meeting of the West of
" Scotland Cyclists' Defence Committee it was
decided to go ahead with the arrangements for the 1943
Cumnock rally. Robert Marshall, the energetic
organise{ of the rally, the most famous war -time event
of its kind, was re-elected secretary of the Committee,
which includes representatives from all the leading
Clydeside clubs.

Highland Road Improvements
AT a recent meeting of the Edinburgh and District

Association of Civil Engineers,  Mr. W. H.
Budgett, of the Ministfy of. Transport, spoke of road

_improvements undertaken in Scotland in recent years.
He mentioned the Glasgow -Edinburgh road, the Perth
Inverness road, and the Glasgow -Fort William -Inver-
ness road, as outstanding examples of the road -makers'
skill.

Tricycle Record Beaten
ALTHOUGH now in his 3oth year, George Lawrie,

Viking .Road Club, holder of several national
tricycle records including the i,000 mile, has beaten his
club's tricycle record with a ride of i.it.3z.

Club Members' Marriage
TWO popular members of the Warrington Road

Club, Allen Barker and Dorothy Smith. have
married.

Team Race " 25"
WHEN members of Barnsley Road Club "invaded "

North Lancashire for the last open event of the
season, their ream secured the team race in the North
Lancashire " 25 " with first, second and third
placings.

Injured Clubman Rides Again
TACK IVORY, Comet C.C., winner of the Southgate
J Open " 2.5--" in 1941, in addition to many other
similarly important events, is now cycling again. He
crashed on some ice in February and smashed a thigh.
He hopes to race again next year.

Northern Club News
Best in South Scotland

A. ADAMS, of the Upper Nithsdale C.C.,.has-won
the 1942 championship of the Ayrshire and

Dumfriesshire C.A.

Third Win for Brinkins
J. BRINKINS, Glasgow Wheelers, won the West of

Scotland T.T.A. open hill climb for the third
successive year with a time of 2 min. sop secs.

Scots Official Injured
JAMEST CARLILE, secretary of the National Clarion

C.C., West' of Scotland Union, has been injured at
work, and is at present making progress towards
recovery.

Aberdeen Rider on Clydeside
BOB EMSLIE, in pre-war days a keen time trials

rider in the, Aberdeen area, is now serving with
the Army in the West of Scotland, and is in touch with
local clubmen.

Hamilton Rider Marries
R. J. CAMPBELL. former time trials secretary of the

C.C.; and now in the R.A.F., was
married last month to Miss Jean Rankin, sister of the
ex -secretary of the club, George Rankin.

Murray in West Africa
BOB MURRAY, former time trials secretary of the

Glasgow Eastern C.C., is at present stationed
with the R.A.F. in West Africa. He retains his interest
in the game, and is looking forward to riding with the
boys again when peace returns.

Barclay Wins Classic Climb
W. BARCLAY, Gilbertfield Wheelers, won the

principal Scots hill climb, the Hamilton C.C.
event, with a record time oft min. 491 secs. This is
* second better than the previous record field' by
J. Brinkins, Glasgow Wheelers, who finished third in
the 1942 event.

Changes in Scotland
AT a meeting of the war -time executive of the

Scottish Amateur C.A. it was decided ro call a
special general meeting of the association for January
17th. Proposals from the executive will be laid before
the meeting, and will include resolutions aimed at
running the Scots controlling body on pre-war lines.
In particular, the wat-time executive will quit office,
and delegates from all active districts will act in their,
stead.

At the recent meeting the resignation of Alex.
Urquhart, secretary of the association, was accepted,
and Harry Price, former secretary, agreed to act until
January 17th at least.
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Major H. R. Watling, J.P., III

I GREATLY regret to learn from my old
friend, Major H. R. Watling, J.P., that

he is indisposed and has been in a nursing
home for some weeks. I hope that by the
time this appears in print he will be fully
recovered. Major Watling was once described
in Punch as the" Motor Cycle King." He has
done a vast amount of work behind the
scenes for cyclists, and for the cycle trade.
He worked under Sir Henry Maybury, the
famous authority on roads, and knows as
much about roads, and road problems, as
any man in the country. That is
why his name appeared, with Sir
Henry Maybury's, on the first list
of invitations to membership pre-
pared by the " Roadfarers' Club."
They are both members of this
important new organisation.

The Roadfarers' Club
AGLANCE at the names of some

of the members, as given last
month, indicates that the Club is
representative of all road users, and
that membership is an honour con-
ferred for past work in connection
with roads and roadfarers. By the
way, I have searched the diction-
aries and cannot trace the word
" roadfarer." There are seafarers
and wayfarers, but no road farers.

I attended their inaugural dinner,
and their subsequent luncheon on
November 2ISt. Apart from the
splendid objects of the new Club,
and the immense amount of good
it will do in helping to find a solution
to road problems, the meetings pro-
vide an opportunity of meeting
interesting people, and particularly
one's old friends. I have already had
some very enjoyable times at the
meetings. There is keenness be-
hind the membership, and I concur
in the views expressed that the Club
is in for a long and useful life. An
attempt to bring all sections of road-
farers together was made a few
years ago by the Order of the Road.
A luncheon was held, buf whilst
various speakers praised the object
nothing came of this praiseworthy
effort. Those responsible for direc-
ting the efforts of the Roadfarers'

Around the Wheelwork
By ICARUS

Club will pursue the objects with energy,
enthusiasm, and drive.

The Club is not antagonistic to any section
of roadfarers; it does not favour any
particular section of roadfarers ; it aims to
bring about a better understanding between
them. As in other walks of life, when people
get together in a non -controversial atmo-
sphere, it is found that the other fellow,
formerly perhaps regarded as an enemy, is
not so bad after all. The policy of the Club is
broad, and broad-minded, and I am proud
to belong to it. Under the guidance of its
famous President, Lord Brabazon of Tara, a

great deal will be heard of it. The Club has
already received the blessing of important
sections of the press, and has received excellent
press notices in several London dailies, and
in important sections of the provincial and
technical press.
N.C.U. Service to Cyclists
THE many small ways in which the N.C.U.

is of service to its members is well
illustrated by the following details. On
October r5th a club member from the south
reported that he had been charged what he
thought an exorbitant amount for the
carriage on his tandem from a suburb in
London to Luton. The latest details from
the Railway Clearing House were inspected
by the N.C.U. department responsible, and
the member's surmise appeared to be correct.
The railway were, therefore, approached in
the matter by the N.C.U., with the result

that on October 31st the rail-
way authorities notified the
N.C.U. that they regretted an
overcharge of 3s. rod. had been
made, and this amount would be
refunded immediately.

N.C.U. Club in Prisoners of War
Camp

THE N.C.U. report the forma-
tion of a Cycling Club in a

prisoners of war camp in Italy.
The hon. secretary, Mr. A. Rams -
den, in a letter to the secretary
of the Union, explains the form-
taion of this club, which has a
membership of 30, and hopes to
have a monthly magazine and
weekly meetings to discuss cycling
from all its angles. The secretary

At the Inaugural Dinner of the Roadfarers' Club at the Clarendon
Hotel on October 9th. In the top picture will be seen Lord Brabazon
of Tara, President,' with the Chairman, 7. Dudley Daymond, on his
right, and Lord Doegall and E. Coles -Webb on his left. In the
bottom picture will be seen Lt. -Col. Charles jarrott, O.B.E., and
A. Percy Bradley. Many other famous people will be seen in the

two centre pictures.

would be glad to hear from any
cyclist at home, and the Union
will be pleased to give the address
to any cyclist who would like to
write to their newest club. In his
letter to the secretary of the Union,
Mr. Ramsden says that N.C.U.
rules have been adopted as far as
is practicable, and that it is their
intention to keep the club in being
when the war ends. The Emer-
gency Committee have accepted
the club and have affiliated the
members thereof to the Union;
without charge, and are making
s p ecia 1 arrangements to have
N.C.U. news and views sent to
them regularly. The name of
the club is the Acquila C.C.

1 INDEXES FOR VOLUME 9
Now Ready. Price 9d.
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Acharming little South
Devon village a few miles
from Modbary.

As We Were
T HAVE purposely kept clear of all the controversy
A connected with the question of massed -start
racing on the mad ; in the first place, because I know
something of the official attitude towards the mad sport
as propounded by the late advisory council to the Minister
of Transport ; and secondly, because I recognise that
the years, though they may bring experience, are also
apt to harden the arteries and thereby limit the flow of
new ideas. Actually, there remain to the cycling
interests very few writers who have had experience of the
pre -time -trial days, when massed -start racing on the
road in the sense that the limit men in a handicap event
started first and the remainder of the competitors in
the order of their allowance -in time from the scratch
man, who, of course, was always the last to start, with
the whole field in front of him to chase. It was a form
of road racing I thoroughly enjoyed, since there was a
direct rivalry about it that was fascinating. Frequently
it led to a big bunch of riders approaching the finishing
point in mass formation, and jockeying for position to
obtain the belt chance -in the sprint for the tape. Yes,
it was exciting and most exhilarating, and if I could live
my youth again it is the method of road racing I would
gladly follow, as opposed to the lonelier journeying of
the time -trial system. When the elders of the sport in
their wisdom switched over to the time -trial system,
I it -al -My admit I was resentful ; I was prepared to run
the risk of police prosecution, and all the talk about
jeopardising the pastime seemed to me nonsense. The
fact that some of my road racing friends were caught
and heavily fined for riding to the danger of the public
seemed to me a joke ; they were not good enough or
cunning enough to evade the country police, whose
persecutions, I thought, would havejheir little day and
fade out. But the old lads of the game knew better;
they realised that road racing, in the form then practised
was doomed, docmed because the general public were
on the side of the police, and looked upon these " mad
cyclists " as highly dangerous travellers.

[These notes we; -e mitten before the N.C.U. had pub-
lished the memorandum dealt u:ith on p. 17.-Ed.]

Official Experience
HOW right the elders of that da were (led by the

peculiar genius for the ruling of
y
the game displayed

by the late F. T. Bidlake) has since been proven by the
flourishing condition' of the Mad sport right up to the
outbreak of the war, and even the remarkable attraction
it still possesses for our hard -worked young people.
Now let me digress a moment to tell you my experience
as the cyclists' representative on the advisory counci to
the Minister of Transport, which body elected a special
committee to consider the future Government attitude
towards the cyclist as a user of the public highway. It
happened that the very first item on the. agenda of the
first meeting of that special committee was " road
racing," and could you have heard the denunciations of
tell members on the heinous offence of using the King's
HighWay for sporting purposes, you would have been
astonished. The fact was these eminent representatives
of other mad interests were extremely faulty in their
knowledge of cycling,, and finally admitted they had
never seen a roil race, and asked me to tell them the
modus operandi, which I cheerfully did to the best of
my ability: When they discovered that toad racing in
Britain was practised in the form of time trials, each
competitor riding singly, that events were rim in the
early hours of the morning, and were usually over before
most people were aviake, their attitude completely
changed, and they came to the conclusion it would be a
shame to debar. so fine, a spott. I was asked if I could
guarantee the system then in vogue, including the early
morning starts, would remain always the governing
rules of the game, and, naturally, I refused to commit
myself beyond the expression of opinion that I saw no
reason why they should alter, since such rules had been
operating quite successfully, and with increasing interest

among sporting cyclists,
for the past 40 years.
So time-trialling had the
blessing of the advisory
council; and, candidly, I
thought that little job had
been well accomplished.

As I See the Matter
'THAT was the position

A of mad racing in x938
from what one might term
the official M.O.T. point of
view. Then massed -start
racing, hating to be
confined to enclosed
places, wanted to get on
the road ; and, with the
partial ban now on motel -

Be it known that four years ago the Chief Constables'
Association of Great Britain answered the question
whether cyclists should be taxed in these words :
"Yes, ten shillings each annually, to reduce the num-
bers on the road. That didn't, and still doesn't, seem
to me a very friendly attitude. I am still wondering.

Always the Escape ,-
BUT let us get into the fresh fields where " through

the sharp hawthorn blows the keen wind," and
forget the troubles that beset our little interests. That
is the best thing about this cycling business, we can
get away from things, and see all the quiet loveliness
that decorates the dying year. Some people say it
is 'a sad time to be abroad in the country, and from
that dictum I heartily disagree. There are days .
when storm rouses in me a sense, of unusual energy,
in a kind of endeavour to match its temper, and there
are others so quietly pensive that they make you

WAYSIDE THOUGHTS
traffic, certain keen advo-
cates of the grouped troop
of racing lads took it
there, and successfully ran
a number of events this
summer, with the help of
the police, or, at least,
without their interference.
The N.C.U., as the govern-
ing body of the sport,
immediately banned the
participants, riders and

abetters, creating a mild furore among the advocates
of massed -start racing, the folk and clubs who
would like to see massed -start racing, and the folk
and clubs who are opposed to it on the ground that as
soon as the car comes back on the road with petrol to
burn, the road racing game in any form will be banned
by Government action. Now the N.C.U. is prepared to
listen to the massed -start enthusiasts, and has published
the decision of its emergency committee that it has no
bias on the subject, and, by so doing, apparently refuses
to give its associated clubs a lead. So the sport of cycling
on the road is at the crossways, and no man can say
which route it will take. Personally, I feel convinced
that if massed -start racing flourishes it will be for a
limited period only, and when the Government publish
the ukase against it time-trialling will be included.
That, however; will not happen until massed -start
racing has become a real risk to the performers, and a
real nuisance to other mad users, and, incidentally,'
earned for the pastime of cycling rather an unenviable
reputation. 'That is my considered thought on the matter,
based on what -I know of the official mind (including the
mentality of Scotland Yard "men towards cyclists), and
the knowledge of the low estimate in which road racing
was held before the benediction of time-trialling was
firmly established. For you cannot control massed -start
racing on the road to conform with modern road regula-
tions, however excellent your intentions may be ; and
that impossibility of control to conform with the law,
may, and probably will if persisted in, be the ruin of
cycling road competition.

Where is the Lead?
TAKING all these factors into the account it naturally

follows I am all out for the preservation of the
time -trial system and against mass -start racing on the
road. As an old competitor in both forms of road sport,
I would prefer the latter; but that liking for the
personal competition-natural, I think, in all of us-
will never be tolerated by the great body of road
users. The next best thing is time-trialling, a com-
promise, it is true, but a compromise that has with-
stood criticism for over 4o years of practice without
serious challenge; and has certainly been popular with
the young generation. Now, are we going to risk the
substance for the shadow, and jeopardise not only
the road sport, but something perchance of the wheeling
freedom we now enjoy as club and touring cyclists ?
The emergency committee of the N.C.U: says it
has no bias in the matter, but is prepared to leave the
decision in the hands of its ,affiliated clubs. A- very
dangerous attitude to take, I think, particularly when
one recollects that half the officialdom of the wheel -
world is now engaged on a sterner task than road -
racing in any form. Candidly, I deplore the fact that
my friends of the N.C.U. have not given us a lead,
and the considered reasons for holding it. They
should know-none better-the history of the mad
sport ; its start, its damning-in which they, played
a major part-its uprising, through the incidence
of the time -trial system, and now this recrudescence,
three or four generations later, of the order of
road racing, which in those far off times nearly brought
about the cessation of the road sport. They, I say,
know these things, and if they are unable to use that
knowledge to reach a decision and give us a lead, I
am truly sorry. There is one more point which my
experience on the advisory council fixed firmly in
my mind. It is this : Reading the answers to 'long,
questionnaires and listening to evidence from other
and newer road interests,- I came to the conclusion
that cycling is not -loved, and any ,exClle to limit or
even destroy it would be welcomed-. That may sound'
harsh I believe it to be true, certainly true .at the
time the answers were given and the evidence taken.
Antagonism to cycling and cyclists, and especially
to their mad freedom, was vigorous, sometimes vicious.
And so I am left wondering how much rope we may
be given wherewith to hang ourselves. The police
are friendly towards massed -start. racing ; why ?

By F. J. URRY
think the whole countryside has its ear to the ground
listening, for "the horns of elfland faintly blowing:"
The man who says December is a sad month really
means it is only sad in comparison to the month of
the year he loves best ; and how tired he would
become of that- condition if the elements were static.
I like all the months to cycle through : I don't like
snow or fog, because they are apt to stop' my gallop-.
ing ; but the raih and the wind, the wisps of the
sunshine that dampness seems to have bleached,
and those glorious 'sunsets of storm-how wonderful
they are, and the promise behind them seems to
envisage the coming of a greater perfection. The
nearest I get to a saint-or ever shall-is when the
nimbus of a sunset is round my grey head, and I am
following my faint, long shadow on the way home.
Then I feel good ; and perhaps I am better-in the
spiritual sense-than usual.

Here and in U.S.A.
MAYBE we in this country are more fortunate

than our American friends in the matter of
bicycle supplies.. Their equivalent of our Ministry
of Supply have decreed that only to,000 machines
will be made per month, sufficient to keep one or two
factories in part -production for the purpose .of supply-
ing the needs of the Services, and any left over to
be distributed among the strictly rationed riders.
I cannot conceive many of these machines will find
their way to civilians, judged from the point of view
of our own military needs ; so the American, however
keen he may be to make use of the bicycle for con-
venience or pleasure or both, will be up against a
problem.. Wisely, however, the American autho-
rities are arranging for the supply of replacements
and accessories on the scale of supplies in 194x, in
order to keep the tx,000,000 machines. in U.S.A.
on the road. That is the paper arrangement, how
it will work out in practice remains to be seen.
The position of cycles and spares in this country is
growing tighter, and the difficulties are (t) labour,
and (a) raw material. The former is common to all
industry ; the latter is the problem of getting delivery,
rather than the trouble with permits. The season
of 1943 will be a very tight one for supplies, and
wisdom suggests that each of us should make the best
and most of what we possess by taking special care
of it. Iwill not say there will not be any new machines
for sale ; but I do know there will be fewer, and not
quite so good as the maker would like them. Increas-
ingly it becomes plain 'that 1943 will be a year of
cycling holidays ; the people who own bicycles and
can ride them in comfort are on top of the holiday
world,' free, with a freedom the cyclist always pos-
sessed, but which is now emphasised and underlined.
Really, I have no patience with the individual who
derides cycling and still says it is hard work because
lie is too lazy to get fit or adjust the machine to his
comfort. I would deal with all such grousers by
taking the machine from them, and giving it to someone

,who would appreciate its silent service.

Potted Memories
WAVING a fit of the " biues ',' recently I went for a
AA. spin with an old friend. What did we
talk about on that evening ride ? Mostly,. I
think, holidays, where we would go if we
could, and where we had been over a 3o -years'
comradeship during which a season seldom went by
unless we joined forces. I think there are few subjects
mole calculated to make a man keen to keep his riding
fitness than the recollection of the good and, sometimes,
difficult times we have experienced along the road, and
it is one of the topics that should never be discouraged.
Most people have the happy art of recalling their joyous
experiences and adventures, if you do not involve them
in the corrective of syntax during the yarning ; and I
suppose I have listened to my full share of these stories,
and am still unwearied. That very night, over the
simple function of supper, I looked at a series of neat
little albums enshrining photographs of some of my
earliest tours in the days when I was a budding picture -
maker. Now I am afraid I rely on the good offices of
other people, and give as an excuse the reason that I
like to travel as lightly as possible ; but how often it
comes to me, that desire to capture a scene or the
memory of a comradeship, and I thereby envy the
lads and girls who so frequently level a lens at me.
Yes, there is no doubt the cyclist -photographer captures
a lot of permanent pleasures that go joyfully with him
down the stream of life that we lazier mortals miss.
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Ely Cathedral in the early morning.

The Oldest Cyclist!
IN these days when we see such a revival of

cycling it would be interesting to know
who is the oldest active cyclist in the country !
One sees many old men cycling happily along
our roads ; and some, indeed, must have seen
eighty or more summers. What man or.
woman can claim the distinction of being
England's oldest cyclist . . . still riding, of
course ? I hope that this query will bring
forth many interesting claims.

Wooden Cycle -pedals

So, in view of the rubber shortage (and it is
an acute shortage), we now have the

wooden cycle pedal. I have recently been
talking to one or two friends in the trade, and
I understand that there is a difference of
opinion as to the best and most suitable wood
for the job. Some favour beech, some claim
that elm is better, while I saw one or two
samples made from oak and chestnut. I
wonder how wood will wear in comparison
with rubber ? Anyway, if we cannot get
rubber, I suppose that wood is as good a
substitute as any, although I should not be
surprised to learn that the manufacturers have
experimented with many substances.

Slogans
LOOKING through a weekly journal the

other day, and paying special attention,
as I always do, to the advertisements, I fell to
thinking of slogans associated with the cycle
business. There have been many famous
phrases used by the makers of some of our
best known machines. " Built like a gun "-
the famous phrase for ever associated with the
Royal Enfield bike ; " King of the Road "-
a famous slogan used for many years by Lucas
for their lamp advertising ; and, in the field of
tyres, we have, of course, that famous Dunlop'
phrase " First in 1888, foremost ever since."
It is always interesting to :try to trace the
origin of slogans, and there can be no doubt
as to their power as a weapon in the advertising
armoury.

Invention of the Pneumatic Tyre
T WAS much interested to listen, on
I October 5th, to a broadcast on the
Empire short-wave service, on the invention
of the pneumatic tyre. It was to have been
delivered by Sir George Beharrell, the chair-
man of the Dunlop company, but owing to
Sir George suffering from a cold, the talk was
given by Mr. Charles Tennyson, Dunlop's
secretary (and, incidentally, a grandson of

the poet). I found it most fascinating to listen
again to the story of John Boyd Dunlop's
early experiments, and to recall the excitement
of those early days when the pneumatic first
demonstrated its enormous superiority over
the solid type of tyre. The broadcast included

Cyclorama
By H. W. ELEY

The "Cycling" Novel
CHATTING the other day to a little

company of cyclists, the talk turned to
books; and the' question was asked as to
whether a truly " cycling" novel had ever
been written-with cycling as its main
theme, and cyclists as its heroes and villains.
Frankly, I did not know the answer, although
I did recall one or two short stories where a
cyclist or a cycle has been a prominent feature.
There is, for instance, a famous Conan Doyle
story in one of the Sherlock Holmes volumes,
" The Solitary Cyclist," and well do I
remember being thrilled by it in the days when
" Sherlock " was one of my greatest helices.
I am not sure that I do not still regard him as
the king of all the " tees," despite the legion
of sleuths which now hold the stage !

[Apropos the above paragraph, a number of
cycling novels were listed in " The cyclist"
when it was published as a weekly. We have
also published H. G. Wells's first novel, " The
Wheels of Chance," in serial form, and this
was entirely a cycling novel dealing with real
inns and real roads.-En.]

The Oldest Cyclist : Wooden Cycle -pedals : Slogans

invention of the Pneumatic Tyre : Turn Left Signal
all the authentic material about the famous
race at the Queen's College sports at Belfast,
in May, 1889-when the late William Hume
won so easily, and truly laid the foundations
of the pneumatic tyre success. Hume only
passed from us a year or so ago, dying in his
native Ulster.

Racing Cycle Tyres
Q SIR GEORGE mentioned, in the broad-

cast, the racing cycle tyres of just before
the war-those astonishing tyres which
weighed only 41 ozs., yet had such phenom-
enal strength. A very diverting radio talk !

"Turn Left" Signal
OF course, you will have noticed that there

is a new " turn left " signal for cyclists !
We are now permitted to indicate that we
propose to turn left by fully extending the
left arm, instead of by the old movement of
the right hand. I gather that the National
Committee on Cycling has been in close
touch with the Ministry of War Transport on
the subject, and that a suitable revision of the
Highway Code will be made in due course.
Anything that makes for clearer signalling,
and lessens road dangers is to be warmly
welcomed.

"Formation Flying" on bicycles being demonstrated by Purley A.T.C. recently, before King
Haakon of Norway and Crown Prince Olaf.
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All hands to the pumps...

UNDER - INFLATION
is the cause of 99%
premature cycle tyre
failures !

To obtain the maximum life from
your tyres you should pump them up
hard and keep them hard. Repair slow
punctures, however small, immediately.
Perished valve rubber is often unsus-
pected cause of loss of pressure ; inspect
it frequently and renew if necessary.

DUNLOP CYCLE TYRES

/60 ae#140/iee wed yaltia90 iitem /oiler

REMEMBER
THIS HILLI

Down Honister Pass'? Not one on_
which to take chances. You need brake
blocks tli.itit'you can rely on -Ferodo
All-weather' Brake Blocks that are

dependable and long lasting. Smooth
in action, too, noiseless and efficient
even under the worst weather con-
ditions. On hills like this -
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Phosphorescent Belts
T OBSERVE that the New York traffic policemen

now wear a zin. white canvas belt, which, being
phosphorescent, shows in the dark. Here is a brand-new
idea for those genial folk with one idea and with
errand -boy minds who are for ever trying to push their
responsibilities on to others. Mark my words ! after
the war we shall be confronted with the motoring
battle -cry of " Phosphorescent belts for cyclists ! "
If such things should ever become compulsory, and
substitutes are allowed, I shall vote for a kipper.

Why the Quotation Marks?
AMIDLAND newspaper, which always made a

point of speaking of the late head of the Salvation
Army as " General " Booth, recently published a little
paragraph about a woman of 7 t who is a regular tricycle
rider. She " tricycled," we are told, from tz to to miles
each day. Why the inverted commas ? I happen to
know the editor of the newspaper in question. On
meeting him in the country I have " walked " and
" talked " with him. I have also " telephoned " and
" written " to him. I have " bicycled " past his house,
and, had I a three-wheeler, I would have " tricycled "
thither, too. After this totally unnecessary display of
quotation marks, I feel that honour is satisfied I

This " Old Chap"
EVIDENCE continues to accumulate in support of

the view that I am getting on in years. One
Sunday afternoon towards the end of last summer I
was enjoying a quiet after -dinner " doss " in a secluded
Warwickshire lane when I heard a voice say (in
reference to my bicycle, which was leaning against a
gate a few yards away) : " It's that old chap's. He was
here last Sunday." kVell," old chap " or not, I continue
to keep the wheels a -spinning, and I find health and
happiness in ever greater measure as I trundle along the
road.

Plying for Hire?
ON one of my tours last summer I encountered a

curious thing. At the entrance to a military camp
a number of boys had assembled with their bicycles. It
was evidently the hour when leave commenced, and, as
the troops emerged from camp they made use of the
bicycles to take them to the nearest town, three miles
away. The soldier sat in the saddle and pedalled, while
the owner of the bicycle occupied a precarious and
uncomfortable position on the top tube. It was all very
enterprising-and illegal. Moreover, it was a case of
cruelty to bicycles, for some of tfie troops were hefty
lads. However, their transport problems were readily
solved, and that's all that mattered.

Not My Squeak
RECENTLY, without warning, my bicycle developed

a wheeziness which was not only unwelcome, but
was more than even a notorious neglecter of bicycles
deserved. I anathematised the man who had just " gone
over" the machine, threatening him, in his absence, with
all sorts of pains and penalties-and the wheeziness
increased, It drew alongside and forged ahead. It
turned out to be the private property of another cyclist
who,'it was obvious, was really neglectful of his steed.
When he had passed beyond my ken, and silence had
been restored, I found that my bicycle was, as usual,
running like velvet.

Desirable Record
MY, newspaper the other day had something to say

about the rather extraordinary case of a York-
shireman, just deceased, who, in all his 88 years, had
spent only one night away from home. In the face of
this record-or what looks like a record-the instance
of a man I knew (he also died recently) who, in the
course of a mere 63 years of life, had spent but one
night under an alien roof, pales into insignificance, or
thereabouts. Personally, I am not vastly interested
in such records-not as a cyclist, anyway-and I much

A Deposed Capital
HAVING seen the glories of the Chilterns in the

southern part of Buckinghamshire one is apt to
be a little disappointed in the town that was once its
capital. Buckingham no longer enjoys this honour,
having been deposed in favour of Aylesbury, and the
shame seems to have robbed it of its brightness. It
is very quiet, almost dull, and although quite pleasant
there is singularly little of interest. It is said that there
was once a castle here, but if so there is no trace to -day,
and it adds somewhat to the disappointment of the
tourist to find that the imposing -looking, embattled,
ivy -clad building in the market place is only a " folly."
It was built by Lord Cobham in 1748 and enlarged in
1839. It is nothing more than a rent -collecting office
for the tenants, and the builder hit upon the brilliant
idea of making it a jail for those who defaulted. Bucking-
ham stands on, or better is nearly surrounded by, the
river Ouse, and the irregular planning of the town is
due to the fact that after a disastrous fire in 1725 it
was rebuilt in haphazard fashion. Apart from one or
two fine old half-timbered houses the architectural
beauties of Buckingham are soon exhausted.

A Somerset Gem
VERY different in every respect, except the charac-

teristic somnolence, is Dunster in Somerset.
Here the same
dreamy peace
pervades the scene ,

and there the,
similarity ends.
There are few
places in the
whole of t h e
country that can
compare w ith
Dunster for sheer
loveliness and
charm. A very
wide street,
bottlenecked at
both ends, con-
tains parallel
rows of quaint old
shops and cot-
tages, all different
and nearly all
picturesque. The
view from one
end of the street,
from the Nun-
nery, includes inaddition thequaint yarn
market, built by
George Luttrell,
and still showing
the hole made by
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My Point
of View

QY WAYPARER

prefer the circumstances attending a
great cycling friend of mine who, for
year after year, spent practically every
Saturday night away from home. He
had " the week -end habit " in a' much
more advanced form than even I, and it
was only on the rarest of occasions that
he returned home from his. Saturday
afternoon jaunt and went to bed under
his own roof, setting forth again for
another wheel excursion on the follow-
ing morning. He was faithful in his
attendance at club runs on Saturdays.

After tea, he would assemble his " victims," as they
were sometimes called, and ride forth to do 20 or 3o
miles to some chosen inn, where accommodation would
have been reserved. A man without home ties, he
delighted in these week -end jaunts% which were carried
on throughout the year, irrespective of weather con-
ditions. I, personally, prefer this record to that of
the folk who boast that they never sleep away from
their banes.

Slow, but'Safe
ON a mouldy evening recently I cycled through

suburbia in my home town (carrying a box of
8o lantern slides in my saddle -bag) in order to deliver a
lecture to a literary society. I went by bicycle because

I considered it the easiest method of travel, and because
I make a point of keeping out of public transport as much
as possible, on principle. The ride was not too plea-
sant, thanks to the weather conditions, the darkness,
and the reduced lighting which war imposes on cyclists-
and occasionally on motorists, some of whom still
manage to dazzle us!-and the journey of just over
eight miles occupied an hour. After the lecture I
lingered with friends over supper until it p.m., when
it seemed time to depart. " It'll be midnight before I
reach home," I said. " You can't ride fast unless you
can see where you're going." The rejoinder was :
" Well, that's the gospel you always preach, isn't it ?
Ride within the range of your lighting ! " I entirely
agreed ; that is the gospel, and, if it were faithfully
observed, there would be fewer accidents in connection
with night -travel. In normal times I carry a light which
enables me to " go the pace," and I probably travel as
fast in the darts as in the day. But when I can't see, I
don't go. In fog, for instance, my speed ceases to be
" speed," and becomes a mere crawl ; and that, it seems
to me, should be the established policy for all vehicles on
the road. It would be a great advantage if every road -
user, particularly the motoring gaternity, were to adopt
this slow but safe plan of action. The power to travel
fast confers no right to do so. Movement must always
be governed by visibility. And that statement, when
you come to think of it, is a commonplace-but a
commonplace ignored far too often.

Those " Once" Cyclists
QOME of these smug and self-satisfied former cyclists,- who like to expand on the rides they once did, get
me right down. I was talking to such a one the other
day : at -least, he was talking to me. Harking back to
the Hungry Forties, or thereabouts, he dwelt at length
on the delight of a day's ride he once carried out, reciting
the names of all the places he visited. And then off
he went at a tangent and began to sing the praises of the
cycle -paths on some of the big roads in the London
area. They provided, he thought (in his profound
ignorance), ideal cycling conditions. That instantly

got my goat." Without making the slightest attempt
to temporise, I said (with all the frankness and brutality
I could command) : " 'That's how cycle -paths may
appeal to a non -cyclist, but we cyclists don't want them.
Moreover, we won't have them." Mr. Smug very
nearly dropped dead on hearing an opinion which seemed
to be at complete variance with common sense, but
which is actually impregnated with that quality.

Notes of a Highwayman
By LEONARD ELLIS

a cannon shot during the Civil War. Almost opposite
is the ancient and picturesque Luttrell Arms and
perched above all these is the_little round building
in the grounds of Dunster Castle embedded in
thick trees. The Luttrells hold sway over everything
in the neighbourhood, and it is said that their reign is
as long as that of any squires of the manor in the
country.

Stone Circles in Lakeland
MANY people are apt to think that all the old stone

circles are congregated in and around Wiltshire,
where Stonehenge and Avebury have had their homes
for thousands of years. 'Those interested in such things,
however, will find that Lakeland can boast quite a
number of circles, some genuine and others on which
the antiquarians frown, perhaps in doubt, perhaps in
ignorance. The most famous is the Keswick circle,
situated a mile or so east of Keswick on the road that
leads to Threlkeld. Its situation is beautiful as it lies
in a flat. field surrounded by lofty peaks among which
can be recognised Skiddaw and Helvellyn. There is
another circle near Birkrigg of which little is known,
and west of Broughton at Swinside is a circle of large
stones called Sunken Kirk. A few miles north-east of
l'enrith is Long Meg and her daughters, a circle 35o
yards in circumference, containing 67 stones, some of
them to ft. high.

Cobham's Folly, Buckingham.
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RIF IDA
MODELS FOR 1943
SKILL AND INGENUITY ARE STILL UN -

RATIONED, AND THEY WILL ALWAYS BE
YOU KNOW IT VERY WELL AND SO DO
WE. THAT'S WHY 1942 HAS BEEN A
YEAR OF PROGRESS DESPITE THE MANY

DIFFICULTIES.

IMPROVED AND INCREASED IN NUMBERS
4 ALL THE DIFFERENT TYPES OF OUR

AIRCRAFT CONSTRUCTIONAL KITS ARE

DAILY LEAVING AIRYDA WORKS TO GAIN
NEW FRIENDS AMONG THE AIRCRAFT

MODELLERS OF TO -DAY, THE AIRCRAFT
BUILDERS AND FLIERS OF 'I -CD -MORROW.

A HAPPY NEW YEAR, A HAPPY FUTURE
TO ALL OF THEM !

IDA

THE GRUMMAN WILDCAT, U.S. NAVY

(AIRYDA MODEL WITH FOLDING WINGS)

NATgONAL MODELLERS SUPPLY
AIRYDA WORKS S ST. JOHN'S RD.  HUDDERSFIELD

CHEMISTRY
ARE YOU INTERESTED?
Whether you dabble in experiments or
pursue a course of serious study, you will
need our LABORATORY EQUIPMENT. We
stock a wide range of APPARATUS
and CHEMICALS at
reasonable
prices.

Cl''\ikiS!ID 14:1Pi1/4S

SPECIALi'-°1'
ncl Carriage)

Stamped

06)4° FREE PRICE LIST.
Id. addressed envelope

Test Tube Brush

ud9ing /

Filter
Filter

6 Test Tubes 4in.

OFFER 1

.eaker
Flask

(I

I Funnel
100Papers

Test Tube Holder 6 Tubes Sin.
Thistle Funnel 3ft. Glass Tubing
Spirit Lamp 4in. connection Tubing
Stirring Rod I Rubber Cork, 2 holes

BECK Scientific Dept., 60, High Street,N16 Stoke

RIGHT ROOKS FOR
THE. RIGHT 1085

A FIRST COURSE IN WIRELESS
By " Decibel." A real " step by step " book, containing the
minimum of mathematics and the maximum of illustration.
Can be followed with the greatest of ease by every reader.
Second Edition. 5s. net.

ENGINEERING- MACHINE SHOP
PRAITICE

By B. Richard Hilton. Tells you what is done in the workshop,
how it is done, what materials are used, how they are used,
etc. A fine book for the man at the bench. 5s.

MA -Ern INT VIEWING S111111.11111)
By A. C. Parkinson. Here's a book you will need, Elables
you to read a blueprint as easily as you read a newspaper.
A first-class book. 6s. net.

PANEL 11FATILNG .NI) SHEET
11 WORK

By Sidney Pinder. Recommended to all students and appren-
tices in this branch of metal work. Practical and simple.

4s. net.
BOOKS _ABOUT JOBS

Pitman's have just the thing you are needing-their Guide to
Technical Literature entitled " Books about Jobs." It is
arranged in sections which deal with all branches of Engineering,
and will help you if you are in any doubt. Write or call for copy.

PITMAN, 39, PARKER ST., KINGSWAY, W.C.2



E GORDON

'RUMENT CO.
LTD.

)N PLACE, WILLIAM ST.
SHEFFIELD 10.

DIE HOLDERS, 3;- (PhDs. Bronze,

LATHE CARRIERS, PHOS. BRONZE
No. 1-V -; NO. 2 2 3.

No. 3-1', 3 -

12/6 12/6

NSPECTORS' LENSE
" Diamoter-5 Inopters.

Telescopic Anti and Univer 'al .Taints.
1 it Yakut ble to I ti,tictor,.. T al- nut l's,

Die -sinkers. Ititackt,,

INSPECTION MIRRORS
(" Dental "Mirrors.)

1" Diameter, Ii" Hamill".
Swivel Joint.

3/8

by Aircraft Inspectors; Turners,
Toolmakers, Electrician,. etc.
4

INSTRUMENT MADE MORSE EQUIP-
MENT

CONE PIVOTS -SOLID NICKEL SILVER
CONTACTS

Type E. -Key as illustrated, 15/,
Type K.B.-Key and Buzzer on Bat.

Box, 30/-. '

Type B. -Buzzer only, 7/6.

ALL THESE GOODS ARE OF OUR
OWN MANUFACTURE and IN PRO-

DUCTION, IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
INSTRUMENT MADE, ROBUST, and

WELL DESIGNED.
TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED.

COIL WINDING WANTED.

BUY, EXCHANGE OR SELL
Advertisements are accepted for these columns at 5d. per word (minimum 12
words at 5s. -advertisements of less than 12 words are charged at the minimum
rate of Ss.). TERMS :-Cash with order. Cheques, Postal Orders, etc., should
be made payable to George Newnes, Ltd. The Proprietors reserve the right to refuse
or withdraw advertisements at their discretion. All advertisements must be received on
or before the 5th of the month preceding date of publication and should be
addressed to the Advertisement Director, " Practical Mechanics," George

Newnes, Ltd.; Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2,

MISCELLANEOUS

MAKE you own Torch Battery Cigarette,
Pipe and Gas LIGHTER. No awkward
wheels, wicks, springs or flints to fit.
Tested. Reliable. Lasts 5-6 months.
Materials available. Diagram and full
instructions for easy home construction
2 9d. Element included FREE. --P. M.
Barham. Hilltop, Bradmore Green, Couls-
don, Surrey,

CHARGE YOUR ACCUMULATORS,
Milnes unit, or lighting free from wind.
Build your own wind charger from a few
simple parts. Full instructions for building
mast, head, propeller, 2/81d. - Pearse,
Midtaphouse, Liskeard, Cornwall.

TOOLS

NEW MACHINERY. For Government
Work only. Electric Motors, Band Saws,
Drilling Machines. Pumps, Grinders,
Welders, etc. -John P. Steel, Bingley.

SCALE BUILDING PAPERS
FOR ALL LINESIDE STRUCTURES.
Gauge no or Gatice a, state which required. civet,
of General Railway Station Notkes. ed. Sheet rit
Doors. Windows, ed, Slate Root Sheet. Concrete
Blocks. New Brickwork. Window Paper (Black or
Silver). Red Tiles. Enilish Bond Brick. Yellow
Rubble. Old Stonework. Smoky Brickwork.
Red Freestone. Bovril Adverts. WO different).
ad, per sheet. POSTAGE 141 Sheets 21d. extra.

12-18 Sheets ad. extra.

tai ANTED
.5NSEO

RAILWAY MODELS
D PARTS. PROMPT CASH.

TYLDESLEY & HOLBROOK,
109, Deansgate, Manchester 3

Easily made
from our cast-
ings.

J. HALLAM
& SON,

Upton, Poole,
Dorset.

MINIATURE PETROL ENGINES for
Aeroplanes and Speed Boats.

,Sevin 3d. for particulate.

LARGE DEPT. FOR TECHNICAL BOOKS

FOYLES
* BOOKSELLERS TO THE WORLD *
New and secondhand Looks on
Engineering and other subjects.

119-125, Charing Cross Rd., W.C.2
Cpen 9 a.m.-4 p.m.. including Saturday
Telephone : Gerrard 5660 (16 lines)

W. & 0. Foyle. LS!.

MASTER THE PIANO
Easily, Quickly, Enjoyably
To learn to play beautifully Is
easy -with proper teaching I
Even If you start at middle
age, I CAN TEACH YOU to
play really WWI. By POST.
dm -clear. Fascinating Lessons

using ordinary ritual.] notation, no.
freakish methods. enabling you to
read and play at sight any standard
musical compositicn. I have en
rolled more than 8.000 adult pupils
during the War. Daring 38 years
I have taught over 57,000 and I
CAN TEACH YOU. rest tor FREE
BOOK and advice. Say Moderate,
Elementary or Beginner.

iiith by
Melt anti
Drertnt.)

358). 89, Fleet Street, E.C.4..

WANTED

ANY Trix, Dublo or Marklin 00 railway
purchased. Every offer acknowleglged.
-Box 139, c/o "Practical Mechanics,"
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand,

 London, W.C.2.

WATCHMAKING

WATCH AND CLOCK REPAIRERS.
Send 9d. for complete list of materials
and tools.-Blakiston & Co., Ainsdale,
Southport.

ALL OVER THE WORLD
there are people using Esperanto
for all kinds of purposes, but mainly
to develop that spirit of international
friendship and co-operatio7l essential

for a better world after the war.
Esperanto is a neutral, international
auxiliary language already in wide-
spread use. It can be learned in
one -tenth of the time required for
a national language. A correspondence
course, including text -book and cor-
rection of exercises, costs only 51-.

Full particulars free from

THE BRITISH ESPERANTO
ASSOCIATION, Inc.

Dept. P. 187. Wartime address :
lIeronsgate, Itlekmanswortb, Ilerts.

AS SIMPLE TO
USE AS A PEN
Will etch on any
metal. Quicker than
machine engraving.
from Dealers or direct.

rol ICI' 11,111 " Z.13,"

This space will be used to advertise
the 'ADEPT' LATHES and
SHAPERS in *the happier times
coming, when we hope to be able to
give more prompt deliveries. Mean-
time we would assure all our friends
that we are making strenuous en-
deavours to give deliveries of the
orders we have on hand and ask
their kind indulgence.

"Easily the best soldering fluid
obtainable."

This statement by a regular user
cf " BAKER'S " expresses the
general opinion of motor and
engineering trades. Sold in 6d.,
II- and 116 tins. Also in Bulk.

SIR WE. BURNETT g CO. (CHEMICALS) LTD.
lit. West Rd.. Isleworth, Middx. Hounslow 0476

"Practical Mechanics" COUPON
Advice Bureau

This'reupon is available until Decem-
ber 31, 0142, and must be attached

_ to all letters containing queries,. to-
gether with 3 penny stamps. A stamped,
addressed envelope most also be enclosed.

Practiial Mechanics. December. 1942,

ELECTRADIX
BARGAINS

FRACTIONAL H.P. Mains Motors. with
defective armature needing repair. 125th'
and 1:12th H.P., mechanically sound. 15/ -
each.

rulANTABLES. Bake-
lite. 411n. diameter. steel ,

ball -bearings (see illus-
tration). 21- post paid.
SWITCH BOXES. 8 -way
Lucas. 12 volts, 8 levers
and fuses. For charging,

model control. etc., 4/-. 6 -way push-
butitteohns.wswitches,

-

es. 2/9. Rotary 7 -stud 111

DYNAMOS, WIND DRIVE AERO.
Lucas -Rotas, 6,12 volts 81 amps., D.C., '

3rd brush size, 8in. x 4tin., 11 lb.. cost 210,
unused, 17'6. carr. paid England and Wales.
G.E.C. Double -Current Dynamos. 6 volts
and 600 volts. ball -bearings. 17 lbs.. new.
27/6. carr. paid England and Wales. Charg-
ing Dynamos, 30 volts 15 amps.. 66/101-.
Motor Gen. Chargers. State wants.
PETROL ELECTRIC ENGINE SETS.
Pelapone 500 -watt 2 -stroke water-cooled
Engine, 50 70 volts 10 amps. D.C. Shunt
Dynamo, 22710/-. A.B.C. Twin Air-ocioled
Set with 50.70 volts 25 amps. Specially light-
weight for portable work. Engines. Petrol

2) h.p., £15.

for direct coupling.h.p.,l2iTnlavgin-iCgynlit oDno uagnldasgo,fde

PUMPS. Stuart motor -pumps. centri-
fugal. C.D. shelter 12 volts D.C.. or 230
volts A.C.. in stock. Twin piston pumps
with or without motors for suds or water.
VACUUM CLEANERS for Works. Pedes-
tal type, on wheels. t h.p. motor, E5/15.
SIGNAL EQUIPMENT. Morse Tapper
Signal Keys for A.T.C. Type Bl, 5/- Type
M, Type P.F., 9(6. Type 12/8.
British made American type " speed "
key. 8'6. Buzzers. Cambridge -Townsend
midget high -note Buzzer is smallest made
and used by Government for wavemeters,
10/, Practice Buzzers. bakelite, 2'-.
Brass -cased panel Buzzer. 4/6. Heavy type,
bakelite-eased, 5'6. D.3 Buzzers, m ilti-
Windings. but no contacts. 5/6. Field
'Phones. Govt. Handcombs, Type 16, all
metal, 15:-.
DICTAPHONE SOUND AMPLIFIERS
and horn for loud use with buzzers. 7:11.
RHEOSTATS. 4 amp. charging rheostats,
1 ohm for 612 volts, illuminated knob. 2'6.
MOTOR STARTERS, Ironclad automatic,

FANS. D.C., 121n. blades, 110 volts, wall
30 -.
MAGNETS. Permanent steel, all sizes, 28.
ELECTRIC PUMPS. Small and large,
12 volts to 230 volts.
W.D. PERISCOPES. Trench type, in
4elairnryxin3gine.alse2.8.0pens 23in. high. folds to

MICROPHONES. Metal -
clad mikes, can be used as
they are. or in ease. 5',
G.P.O. Mike Buttons, speci-
ally selected (as illustrated),
2'6.
VALVES. 4 -pin, triodes.
3/6. Cossor and Cisram,
A.T.40. 6 -volt power. valves. 4/6. Neon
lamps with letter cathodes, 230 volts, 2t8.

Please add postage for all mail orders.
Send stumped envelope for replies to all

 enquiries.

ELECTRADIX
RADIOS

19, Broughton Street,
Battersea, London, S.V4'.8

Telephone: Afacaulau 2159

JUBILEE WORM DRIVE
HOSE CLIPS

The long -life
clip with the

ever -tight
grip

The Bert Known
For

Radiator Joints,
Air, Oil andWater Hose

Joints
We guarantee a

Tight Joint
L. ROBINSON &

25, London

'Chamber'.ILLINCHAKKENT

ill



One of the following Courses taken at home in your
spare time can definitely be the means of securing
substantial promotion in your present calling, or entry
into a more congenial career with better prospects,

ENGINEERING, ETC.
Wireless - Telegraphy - Telephony - Welding -
Aerodynamics - Electrical Engineering - Television
-Electric Wiring-Talking Picture Work-Genera-
tion and Supply-Works Management-Metallurgy
-Refrigeration-Planning, Estimating, Rate-fixing-
Time and Motion Study-Aero Inspection-Auto-
mobile Engineering-Sheet-metal Work-Engineer-
ing Draughtsmanship-Aero Draughtsmanship-Jig
and Tool Draughtsmanship-Press Tool and Die
Draughtsmanship - Structural or RIF Concrete
Draughtsmanship - Sanitary Engineering - R.A.F.
AND R.N. PILOTS AND OBSERVERS.

GENERAL
Matriculation-College of Preceptors-Chartered
Institute of Secretaries-Aircraft Apprentice --
Emergency Commissions (Army).

MUNICIPAL SERVICE
School Attendance Officer-Handicraft Teacher-
Registrar-Relieving Officer-Sanitary Inspector-
Weights and Measures Inspector-Inst. of Mun.
and Cy. Engineers-P.A.S.I.

THE BUILDING BOOM-
SECURE YOUR SHARE!

The Free Guide also gives particulars of eur
extensive range of modern Building and Structural
Courses, Building Draughtsmanship, etc. The
great post-war Building programme offers un-
limited prospects to technically trained men.

BECOME A DRAUGHTSMAN-
or AERO INSPECTOR
AND EARN BIG MONEY

Men and Youths urgently wanted for reserved
occupations as Draughtsmen, Inspectors, etc.,
in Aero, Jig and Tool, Press Tool, Electrical,
Mechanical and other Branches of Engineering.
Practical experience is unnecessary for those
who are willing to learn-our Guaranteed

" Home Study" courses
will get you in. Those
already engaged in
General Drawing 0 ce
should study some
specialised Branch such
as Jig and Tool or Press
Tool Work and so con-
siderably increase their
scope and earning
capacity.

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
29)

148, HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.I

FIFTY-SEVEN YEARS OF
CONTINUOUS SUCCESS

SOUTH AFRICA BRANCH : E.C.S.A P.O. BOX 8417 JOHANNESBURG.

" PRACTICAL ENGINEERING" said-
We recommend all readers interested to improving their pa;

to apply for a copy of this valuable book. " Succes
Engineering " is not a pamphlet. It is a 124 -page book, ,

taining valuable and vital information on all branches
engineering . -. There are many engaged in engineering 2.
owe their success to' The National Institute of Engineerii
The FREE GUIDE explains :

 Openings, prospects, salaries, etc., in Draughts-
manship, Inspection, and opportunities in all other
branches of Engineering and Building.

 How to obtain money -making technical qualifications
through special RAPID FULLY -GUARANTIED
COURSES.

Write now for your
copy of this remarkable
publication.
A.M.1.E.E., A.M.1.Mech.E.,
A.M.Brit.l.R.E., A.M.I.P.E.,
A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.Struct.E.,

A.F.R.Ae.S.,
A.M.I.S.E M.R.San.I.,
London B.Sc., Degrees.
Fully guaranteed postal courses for
all the above and many other
examinations. Fully described in
the Free Guide.

F e e
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THE ACID TEST.OF TUTORIAL EFFICIENCY
SUCCESS-OR NO FEE

We definitely guarantee that if you fail to pass the examination for
which you are preparing under our guidance, or if you are not
satisfied in every way with our tutorial service-then your Tuition
Fee will be returned in full and without question. This is surely
the acid test of tutorial efficiency.

If you have ambition you must investigate the Tutorial
and Employment services we are able to offer. Founded
in 1885, our success record is unapproachable.

Why not fill in and post the attached coupon NOW for further details
and Free Authoritative Guide (free while present stocks last)
to openings in Engineering and Building ? This book contains, a
mine of valuable and exclusive information and may well prove -Ito
be the turning point in your career.

rt

.. . ..

To NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
(Dept. 29), 148, Holborn, London, E.C.1.

Please forward your FREE Guide to:

NAME
ADDRESS

FREE COUPON

My general interest is in : (i) ENGINEERING (Place a cross against

(2) BUILDING (3) MUNICIPAL WORK the branc:interehin
sted.)whichyou are

The subject or examination in which I am especially interested is

To be filled in where you already have a special preference.
FOUNDED 1885 - - - OVER '100,000 SUCCESSES
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